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Abstract
While there are many Deaf or Hard of Hearing (DHH) individuals with excellent reading literacy,
there are also some DHH individuals who have lower English literacy. American Sign Language
(ASL) is not simply a method of representing English sentences. It is possible for an individual to
be fluent in ASL, while having limited fluency in English. To overcome this barrier, we aim to make
it easier to generate ASL animations for websites, through the use of motion-capture data recorded
from human signers to build different predictive models for ASL animations; our goal is to automate
this aspect of animation synthesis to create realistic animations.
This dissertation consists of several parts: PA R T I, defines key terminology for timing and speed
parameters, and surveys literature on prior linguistic and computational research on ASL. Next, the
motion-capture data that our lab recorded from human signers is discussed, and details are provided
about how we enhanced this corpus to make it useful for speed and timing research. Finally, we
present the process of adding layers of linguistic annotation and processing this data for speed and
timing research.
PA R T II presents our research on data-driven predictive models for various speed and timing
parameters of ASL animations. The focus is on predicting the (1) existence of pauses after each ASL
sign, (2) predicting the time duration of these pauses, and (3) predicting the change of speed for
each ASL sign within a sentence. We measure the quality of the proposed models by comparing our
iv
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models with state-of-the-art rule-based models. Furthermore, using these models, we synthesized
ASL animation stimuli and conducted a user-based evaluation with DHH individuals to measure the
usability of the resulting animation.
Finally, PA R T III presents research on whether the timing parameters individuals prefer for
animation may differ from those in recordings of human signers. Furthermore, it also includes
research to investigate the distribution of acceleration curves in recordings of human signers and
whether utilizing a similar set of curves in ASL animations leads to measurable improvements in
DHH users’ perception of animation quality.
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1.1 Motivation for Research on Synthesizing ASL
Animation
The World Federation of the Deaf has reported that there are more than three hundred sign language
around the world [112]. These sign languages are used by 70 million deaf people. In particular,
American Sign Language (ASL) is used as a primary means of communication for more than half
million people the United States [104,112]. ASL is a complete natural language, which uses move-
ments of the hands, body, head, and facial expression to convey linguistic structure. ASL a different
language than English, and contrary to popular misconceptions, it is not just a simple representation
of an English language sentence using the body. ASL, similar to most other natural language, has its
own syntax structure, word order, and lexicon which is different from spoken and written English.
While on one hand there are many Deaf or Hard-of-Hearing DHH1 individuals with excellent
English literacy, on the other hand, some DHH individuals who experienced a low level of language-
exposure during their childhood (and some educational circumstances) may have a lower level of
English language literacy. As a matter of fact, standardized testing has shown that the majority of
deaf secondary-school graduates (median age is 18 years old) in the United States have English
1there is variation in the meaning of the terms:Deaf, deaf, and DHH for consistency in this document
I will use DHH only
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reading level at the fourth-grade level (typical of U.S. students of age of ten) [137]. Because of
the linguistic differences between the two languages (ASL and English), there are many individuals
who are fluent in American Sign Language but have many difficulties reading English text.
As a result of these literacy differences, it is understandable that a barrier faced by many deaf
adults in the U.S. is accessing information in the form of English text, including on websites [115].
While it is common for companies, organizations, or governments to offer versions of their website in
multiple written languages, it is much less common to see websites that provide information content
in the form of sign language. ASL does not have a written script that is commonly used among
the community who uses the language; so, it is not possible to provide some written form of the
language on websites. A seemingly simple solution for providing ASL online would be to post videos
of a human signer (who performs ASL) onto websites, but this is actually not a practical solution due
to challenges faced in producing, managing, and updating video recordings of humans performing
sign language [65]. As compared to the ease of updating a text file containing a written language,
updating information in a video of sign language requires hiring a fluent signer and re-recording
information content. An alternative solution is to provide computer animation (carefully produced
by a professional animation expert) of sign language on websites, but the time and resources needed
for human animators to carefully produce fluent and understandable motions of a 3D virtual human
character are also substantial [65]. Prior research [2, 38, 60, 63, 126] on building American Sign
Language animations has investigated how to (partially) automate the creation of such animations,
to reduce the time and skills needed by the human who is authoring the message. Rather than a
computer animator, a human who is skilled in ASL could author a symbolic representation of the
message, which software could synthesize into a computer animation.
While the author of such an input script must be someone who is fluent in ASL (ideally a Deaf
individual with native fluency in ASL who could translate the English text), we do not believe it is
reasonable to burden the human author with making subtle numerical decisions about, e.g., the
number of milliseconds to pause between words or the specific speed variations of individual words
throughout a longer discourse. While fluent signers may be able to produce ASL (using their body)
that contains these natural timing subtleties themselves, they may not be able to choose specific
numerical values for all of these properties, for all words in a script for generating a computer
animation.
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1.2 Focus of This Dissertation
In prior work, our lab has collected a dataset called the “ASL Motion-Capture Corpus” [100], which
contains video and motion-capture recordings of fluent ASL signers, with linguistic annotation
by experts. This annotation includes timing information for when particular words or linguistic
structures occur during the signing. Prior to this dissertation research, our lab had used only some
small portions of this resource to investigate, using data driven approaches, different aspects of
ASL animation: inflecting verb movement [97], facial expression [83], and spatial reference point
locations [73]. Given the success of these prior projects at using motion-capture recordings to build
models of how human ASL signers behave, this dissertation research includes three main goals:
1. We built an updated dataset by adapting and enhancing our existing corpus and adding new
layers of linguistic annotation to support research on data-driven modeling of ASL speed and
timing. We documented the workflow for speed and timing modeling from this resource to
generalize the use of this corpus for other speed and timing research.
2. Next, given a sequence of ASL words in a message (along with a limited amount of additional
structural information provided by the human author, e.g. sentence boundaries), we used our
new dataset to create models that can automatically identify the speed and timing values for
each individual word in the message. Finally, we evaluate these models using dataset-based
and user-based studies with DHH participants.
3. We conducted several empirical studies to investigate speed and timing preferences among
DHH ASL signers with native fluency, with two aims: (a) to identify ASL signers’ preferred
values for speed and timing parameters and (b) to determine whether participants prefer
animations with timing values that differ from those in typical human signing. Finally, we
analysed the acceleration curves in the recordings of ASL human signers from our motion-
capture corpus, and we conducted a user-based evaluation with fluent ASL signers to inves-
tigate viewers’ preferences between animations with simplistic uniform acceleration during
movements, as compared to animations with acceleration curves based on human recordings.
While these subtle timing values may seem negligible at first blush, prior perceptual studies
at our lab [60] of the quality of sign language animation (conducted with DHH participants) has
revealed that minor variations in minor timing parameters can lead to significant differences in
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users’ perception of the quality, and this research has found that even tiny errors in these parameters
will lead to less understandable animations [63]. Thus, we investigated how to automatically identify
the speed and timing concerns for each word in an input ASL script, by training machine-learning
models on movement data from human ASL signers. Our ultimate goal is to automate this aspect
of animation synthesis and to create understandable and realistic ASL animation with minimum
human effort.
Our evaluation methodologies consist of both dataset-based and user-based studies: (1) Our
dataset-based evaluation uses a cross-validation approach to compare a prior state-of-the-art model
of speed and timing for ASL animations, which had been rule-based [60,63]. This baseline model is
compared to our new data-driven model. (2) For user-based evaluation we generate ASL animations
using our modeling approaches and conduct a study with DHH participants to compare animations
side-by-side (one based on this new model and the other a baseline timing model). Participants offer
their subjective assessment of the animation quality and recommendations for future improvements.
While this dissertation focuses on the U.S. and ASL, there are similar motivations for research
on automatically synthesizing sign language (and a need for high-quality speed and timing in such
animations) among users of French Sign Language (langue des signes française, LSF) [126], British
Sign language (BSL) [31], Turkish Sign Language (Türk İ̧saret Dili, TİD) [131], Arabic Sign Language
(ArSL) [13], etc.
Figure 1.1 illustrates the overall methodology of our data-driven modeling research in this
dissertation. The key premise of this work is that to improve ASL animation quality, we should
consider quantitatively how humans move when they produce ASL. Specifically, we should use
motion-capture data and data-science analysis techniques, to produce guidance for predictions as to
how to generate ASL animation. However, training and evaluating on datasets is not enough - We
must also consider whether Deaf ASL signers actually prefer animations based on these predictions,
and we should consider whether the movement and timing values derived from humans may need
to be adjusted when applied to computer animations of ASL (which perhaps should occur at slower
speed or with other differences preferred by viewers of those animations).
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Figure 1.1: Research focus of this dissertation. Starting from the left we build,
extract, and clean human data till we get data ready for modeling. We engineer
features and build Artificial intelligence (AI) models based on these features.
Then, we build ASL animations and evaluate the quality of these animations.
Furthermore, we conduct user studies to empirically investigate speed and timing
in ASL with DHH users. Finally, we investigate the acceleration in ASL and
present the summary of this work.
1.3 Contributions of This Dissertation
The contributions of this dissertation research include:
Contribution 1: We have created a new American Sign Language Speed and Timing Dataset, which
is an enhancement to our lab’s pre-existing motion-capture corpus of ASL. As part
of this work, we transferred our prior motion-capture corpus to a new linguistic
annotation platform that has become standard among sign-language linguistic
researchers, ELAN [130]. We have added layers of annotations and document our
data preprocessing procedures which were necessary to make this resource useful
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for speed and timing research. We have also documented our feature engineering
process to create input for machine-learning modeling, so that it is easier for
future researchers to work with this new dataset.
Chapter 4 will discuss Contribution 1.
Contribution 2: We empirically determined which features2 were most influential in the speed
and timing prediction models, e.g. via a feature-ablation analysis. Since our goal
is to build a system that could convert a script that specifies an ASL message into
an animation automatically, it is useful to identify a minimal set of information
that the person writing the script must specify in order for our software to operate.
We performed this analysis for each of the following three modeling tasks:
2.A: Empirically determine the best subset of features needed to be used
for building a predictive model for predication the prosodic break (a
pause) after each word.
2.B: Empirically determine the best subset of features needed to be used for
prediction the time-duration of this break/pause.
2.C: We empirically determine the best subset of features needed to be used
for modeling the variation of the speed for each particular word in
the message.
Chapter 5 will discuss Contribution 2.
Contribution 3: We empirically determined whether a machine-learning modeling trained on a
final subset of the linguistic features out-performs prior state-of-the-art rule-based
approaches for the task of predicting the timing parameters for ASL multi-sentence
passages. Specifically, in a cross-validation analysis of held-out data, we automat-
ically identified the following three speed and timing values for each individual
word in a message:
2A feature, in machine learning, is an individual measurable property or characteristic of a phe-
nomenon [20]
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3.A: Is there aprosodic break (a pause) after this specific word? ASL sign-
ers will naturally pause at various locations during a message, typically
more frequently at structural boundaries, e.g. as discussed in [118].
3.B: If so, what is the time-duration of this break/pause? ASL signers
are also more likely to use longer pauses at more important structural
boundaries [53].
3.C: Given the overall signing rate that we seek to produce, what is the
variation of this speed (slightly faster, slightly slower) for each
particular word in the message? ASL signers will generally slow down
at the end of sentences, or change their signing speed for individual
words, for a variety of reasons [52,143].
Chapter 5 will discuss Contribution 3.
Contribution 4: Empirically determine whether Deaf ASL signers prefer animations of multi-sentence
ASL passages in which timing values are determined by these new models or by
the previous state-of-the-art rule-based technique.
Chapter 6 will discuss Contribution 4.
Contribution 5: There is a possibility that the range of timing values used by humans could differ
from the range of timing values DHH ASL signers would like to see in an anima-
tion - for instance, prior work had found that users may prefer animations to be
slower than human videos [63,69]. Thus, for each of the timing parameters for
ASL animation, we empirically determined which values of that parameter are
preferred by Deaf ASL signers via an experimental study, in which animations
with a range of such values are displayed for comparison.
Chapter 7 will discuss Contribution 5.
Contribution 6: Prior research on speed and timing of sign-language animation has not specifically
investigated the issue of predicting acceleration curves for the movements of the
character’s body [7,63,69]. Further, some prior linguistic research has observed
different classes of acceleration curves used during or between words in French
Sign Language [36], but such an investigation has not been performed for ASL.
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Thus, we conducted an analysis on our new dataset of motion-capture patterns
of human movements, to empirically determine whether there are common cat-
egories of acceleration curves present in different linguistic environments, e.g.
within ASL signs, between ASL signs, or near sentence boundaries.
Chapter 8 will discuss Contribution 6.
Contribution 7: Following the same logic as for Contribution 5 above, since there is a possibility
that the range of timing values used by humans could differ from the range of
timing values DHH ASL signers would like to see in an animation, we empirically
determined whether accuracy in the use of particular acceleration curves influ-
ences the subjective judgements of Deaf ASL signers, as to the quality of the ASL
animation.
Chapter 8 will discuss Contribution 7.
1.4 Structure of This Dissertation
To provide the readers with essential background knowledge, Chapter 2 will provide a linguistic
background on ASL timing technology, explaining the speed and timing concepts which are used
within the later chapters of dissertation. Chapter 3 will discuss in depth prior research on speed
and timing for sign-language animation, including evaluation approaches. This document will then
begin to discuss my research work, with Chapter 4 focusing on our use of motion-capture data and
dataset pre-processing steps. Chapter 5 presents our machine learning modeling approach, feature
selection, computational linguistic cross evaluation, and proposed baseline to select the robust model.
Chapter 6 will focus on evaluation mechanisms including the description of the human evaluation
process, user study stimuli and procedure, and the feedback from users. Chapter 7 focuses on user
based investigation of speed and timing parameters in ASL and compares user’ preferences between
ASL animation and humans. Chapter 8 presents our investigation on acceleration curves in ASL.
Finally, a summary of the contribution will be presented in Chapter 9.
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PR O L O G U E T O PA R T I
In Part I, Chapter 2 will begin by introducing the reader to important definitions related to speed
and timing in human biomechanics. We will discuss the speed and pauses in ASL; furthermore, we
will compare these concepts of speed and pausing in spoken English language and in ASL. Next, we
will discuss the importance of the speed and timing parameters in the process of synthesizing ASL
animation.
Chapter 3 will discuss prior work related to generated animations of American Sign Language.
Specifically, we will discuss prior computational linguistic work in synthesis, using both rule-based
and data-driven approaches. Then we will discuss some analogous research in the field of speech
synthesis. Finally, we will discuss the literature related to speed and timing in sign-language ani-
mations, and we will review how prior research has evaluated the quality of these animations to
determine if they are acceptable and useful for the DHH community.
Finally, Chapter 4 will explain our process for enhancing a motion-capture corpus of ASL, which
our lab had collected in prior work, to create a dataset that can support data-driven research on
ASL speed and timing. The discussion of data extraction and cleaning in this chapter will focus on
transferring the original corpus to the ELAN annotation platform, adding new layers of linguistic
annotation, extracting linguistic features from the corpus, and the process of annotating additional
ASL recordings. The aim of that work is to create a new dataset that can be used for training
predictive models for sign language animations. Two key contributions from this work include our
documentation of how we processed a corpus to make it suitable for speed and timing research, and
the actual enhanced version of the ASL motion-capture corpus from our laboratory, which will be
disseminated in this dissertation research.
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Chapter 2
Key Concepts for ASL Speed and
Timing
This chapter will provide essential background information and terminology that will be used
throughout this dissertation document. This chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.1 provides
some key background for sign language linguistic and animation representations. Section 2.2 will
present the standard pipeline model for creating sign language animations. Section 2.3 will intro-
duce key terminology about speed, acceleration, and the biomechanics of human body movement,
with some discussion about how these concepts related to the generation of ASL. Section 2.4 will
begin with an explanation how speed can be parameterized into several components in ASL, and
several important terms will be defined for these various parameters, which will be used throughout
this document. Later, Section 2.5 will focus on key concepts that underlie the insertion of pauses
during ASL signing and the duration of those pauses. Both Section 2.4 and Section 2.5 describe
concepts which are the focus of prediction models in this dissertation research, and those sections
will also provide readers with sufficient linguistic background to understand the most important
aspects of this dissertation work. Section 2.5 will provide evidence that accurately selecting these
timing parameters is important when producing ASL animations, to provide motivation for this
research. In addition to providing key concepts that relate to the research, this chapter will also
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enable the reader to more easily understand elements of the literature survey discussion, which will
appear in Chapter 3.
2.1 Sequential Representations of ASL Signs and Anima-
tion
As discussed previously, American Sign Language (ASL) is a natural language that is articulated
using movements of the eyes, face, head, torso, arms, and hands. Although the language may
include some complex use of 3D space [48], facial expressions used to convey syntactic information
or other meaning [82], and other complex phenomena, most ASL signing consists of sequences of
individual signs (words), performed using the hands/arms, which are assembled into longer phrases
or sentences. Traditionally, individual ASL signs are thought of as consisting of combinations of hand-
shapes, 3D orientations of the hand, locations of the hand, and movements through space [23,90].
Various sign-language phonological researchers have proposed ways of representing the structure,
over time, of individual words. For instance, there have been multiple linguistic representations
of the time structure of ASL signs, including the Movement Hold model of Liddell and Johnson
(1989) [95], shown in Figure 2.2, the Hand Tier model (Sandler, 1989) [121] , the Moraic model
(Perlmutter 1992) [117], and other recent in this area. A common feature of these models of sign
language phonology is that they represent a sign as a combination of static positions (moments in
time, where the hands have a particular handshape, orientation, and location) along with some
“movements/transitions” in-between these moments. Many of these models also discuss how when
multiple signs are assembled together into sentences, then the transitional time between the end of
one sign and the beginning of the next may be considered a type of “movement/transition” between
the two words. Notably, some of these static positions may be instantaneous movements of the
hands through a particular target location, and at other times, the hands may actually hold/pause
at these locations for some duration of time.
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Figure 2.1: Movement-Hold model inspired from [95]
In a similar way, many researchers who have been interested in producing animations of sign
language have considered representations of the language that also consist of key moments in time
(when the hand is at some instantaneous “snapshot” of handshape, orientation, and location in
space), with some movements/transitions between these locations. Such an approach follows a
classic method of computer animation creation that is commonly referred to as “key frame animation,”
which consists of setting key moments on a timeline where a particular configuration of an animated
character is posed (a concept inherited from professional Walt Disney animators who drew the key
frames), with transitional frames drawn by assistants [16,107,108,123]. A key-frame based method
of specifying sign language animation has been used in previous work from our laboratory [48,63],
as well as successful commercial software that can be used for producing sign language animation
[133].
An alternative to the key-frame approach would be to specify the movements of a sign-language
character by using motion-capture technology to digitize full recordings of the 3D movement of a
human, for each word. Motion capture based animation the movements from real human, or analysis
of videos of humans videos [4], with the resulting data mapped to a to animation avatar [35].
A third approach for how to animate a character in computer animation or games would be
procedural animation, in which characters’ movement is based on algorithms or procedures, e.g.
[15,42,59,123,129,144]. As discussed in [27], an advantage of keyframe-based animation is that it
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supports greater flexibility in the animation system, which can more easily blend from one sign into
the next, or modify elements of the performance. Given the focus on keyframe-based animation
in recent work on sign-language animation, as well as the existing context of our laboratory’s
prior research in this area, for this dissertation research, a keyframe animation method is used.
Thus, we represent ASL signs (sequences of movements and holds) as sequences of keyframes (with
transitional movements between them). This concept can be utilized not only for representing single
signs, but it can also be a framework for representing sequences of signs during entire sentences or
phrases.
2.2 General Pipeline for Sign Language Generation
A standard pipeline model for creating sign language animations is presented in a recent survey of
the field of sign language generation and translation [25], which was the best paper award winner in
ASSETS ’19. As shown in Figure 2.2, this pipeline consists of multiple steps, each of which focus on
a different stage of sign-language synthesis. In sign-language animation systems, there is generally
a lexicon (a dictionary with a collection of individual words in ASL), which can be used to create
new sentences or longer messages. Also, there are some non-manual components to represent other
aspects of animations, like grammatical or emotional information. When someone wants to produce
a sign language animation, they can arrange the animated signs and the non-manual components
using one of two methods: either (a) a person manually edits the plan (assembling words on a
timeline) for a sentence using some authoring software [18,24] or (b) software automatically plans
the message, e.g. using machine translation technology [41,66], to create a script for the message
that consists of these individual dictionary items. This plan is generally a symbolic representation
[2,24,40] of an easy-to-update script that describes how to assemble signs and non-manual elements
into sentences. Notably, there is no common standard for the script formalism used by different
researchers to plan sign-language animations.
When an animation is to be produced, then the “animation content” of each of these signs
is loaded from the system’s dictionary. This animation content consists of some sequence of key
frames, specifying targets (at particular moments in time) for the hand location, orientation, and
shape. These animation specifications for individual words are then strung together in a sequence
to produce an overall sentence or message. The animation content specifies the appearance of the
generated avatar. For example, this may consist of fine-grained movement details based on the
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biomechanics of the body motion to move between keyframes, to avoid collisions, and to optimize
naturalness of the animations. Often this animation stage of movement planning will be performed
by a human animation engine, such as [31, 133]. This final animation stage of the pipeline will
also specify how the animation will look, for example lighting, shadows, and textures. And the
animation pipeline may also include additional biological behaviors, e.g. breathing and blinking.
Although there has been significant research in the field of computer animation about producing
natural animations of humans, e.g. with much work in the field of video gaming [46,105,138,145],
there are also some ASL-specific issues. These ASL-specific issues include important aspects of
generating animation that are particular to sign-language animation generation, and these issues
include some subtle yet important aspects of sign language generation. For example, prior research
[127] has discussed animations that include coarticulation effects, i.e. when the location or shape
of the signer’s hand for the end of one sign is altered relative to the details of the next sign in the
sentence. Facial expressions are another subtle aspect of sign language motion planning which has
already been deeply investigated by Kacorri in [82], who conducted multiple user studies with deaf
participants to study this aspect. Other ASL-specific issues in animation motion planning include
speed, timing, and acceleration, which are influenced by various ASL linguistic properties, yet these
three issues have not been the focus of much prior research.
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Figure 2.2: ASL generation pipeline with components labelled A-G as follows: (A)
and (B) are data resources used by the pipeline: (A) dictionary storing individual
ASL sign animations, (B) animation data for specific non-manual movements.
This is followed by (C) creating a plan for an ASL sentence either by a human
author or an automatic process (e.g. machine translation), with the output being
(D) a symbolic script format. Next, the actual animation movements of a
character must be specified based on this script, considering two types of factors:
(E) non-linguistic issues that affect appearance and movement of human
animations in general, and (F) ASL linguistic factors that influence aspect of the
animation movement. The generated animation at the end of the pipeline is
shown in (G)
As shown in Figure 2.2, the research focus of this dissertation is in the area labelled as “ASL
Linguistics” (section F of the Figure 2.2). As discussed in Section 2.3, after a “basic script” of an
ASL sentence has been assembled (which makes reference to specific items in the system’s lexicon
of signs), it is still necessary to select various speed and timing parameters to convert this script
into an animation. In addition to blending in-between the keyframes of the animation information
for each sign in the script (i.e. “connecting the dots” between the targets for how the hands should
move through space), it is also necessary to specify particular speed and timing for each portion of
the animation.
For example, in my research, I have investigated some ASL-specific animation planning issues
which include pausing [12] as well as speed and timing [7]. I have also investigated timing pa-
rameters via user studies with DHH participants [9, 11]. In these user studies, I have modified
some linguistic timing parameters of human-authored “basic scripts” of ASL animations (using the
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Vcom3D software platform) to create new ASL animations with various timing parameters, which
participants evaluated.3
2.3 Speed, Acceleration, and Biomechanics of Hand Move-
ment
For clarity, we provide definitions of some key physics concepts used throughout this work. Although
sign language consists of movements of the head and torso, this dissertation research primarily
focuses on the animation of the arms and hands of a virtual character performing ASL. For this
reason, the discussion of these concepts below focuses how the hands of a human may move through
space, during ASL.
Speed refers to the rate of change of distance with time. Thus, speed is a directional scalar
quantity that specifies how fast (or slow) a hand is moving. It is the rate of change of displacement
with respect to time [57, 147] (velocity is speed in a given direction). In other words, velocity is
speed in a given direction. Speed are measured in units of distance divided by time, e.g. centimeters
per second.
Acceleration refers to the rate of change of velocity (speed) with respect to time. Acceleration
could be positive, negative, or could have zero value [57, 147]. From an ASL perspective, during
positive acceleration of the hand, a signer would be increasing the speed of their hand, e.g. perhaps
when they are beginning to move the hand after it has been stationary for some period of time. A
negative acceleration would indicate that the signer is decreasing the speed of their hand, e.g. if
they are slowing down their motion of the hand through space. If the human is moving their hand
through space at a constant speed, then there is zero acceleration during this time.
From Newton’s laws of inertia and acceleration, we know that effort/energy must be exerted to
change the velocity of something, and the amount of effort/energy affects the amount of acceleration
[2]. Elements of the human body moving through space are also subject to these laws of physics,
i.e. a human must exert some muscle effort to increase the acceleration of the hands through space.
3While not the main focus of this dissertation, this author has also conducted and supervised other
research projects investigating the modeling of the placement of spatial reference points (locations
where items under discussion are placed in the space around a signer for subsequent pronoun
reference) [48] and investigating the user-interface design for authoring basic-scripts of ASL sen-
tences [89] or the movements of individuals signs [76].
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The influence of gravity and the sudden slow-down in motion when the hands collide with other
parts of the body also have significant effects on acceleration values for the hands. Research in the
field of biomechanics has studied the complex relationships between human muscle energy, bone
structure, and comfort for various poses and movements of the human body [91].
Significant research in the field of computer animation that has sought to incorporate sophis-
ticated models of human biomechanics to produce realistic movements and timing of the human
body through space. In fact, some researchers have looked how to control speed and timing in
animations to adjust the appropriate values for speed and timing between animation keyframes
e.g. [80,94,96,141]. The authors in [141] found that timing and speed are very important elements
of animation because the movement and the speed of character reflects the weight and the size of
the character [141]. According to Frank and Ollie’s book “The illusion of life: Disney animation,”
emotions (relaxed, nervous, and excited) of the character are conveyed more by the character’s
movements than by the character’s appearance [80, 94]. Furthermore, some researchers have fo-
cused specifically on how arms move with realistic speed and timing, e.g. for tasks like grabbing or
reaching for objects [28,128]. This prior research that is not ASL-specific (i.e. from a biomechanics
or physics perspective) can still influence the movement of an animated ASL virtual human, as
shown in section E in Figure 2.2. In fact, many researchers in the field of sign language animation
have built their systems for producing animation of virtual humans using underlying animation en-
gines for human animation that consider these non-ASL-specific factors. For instance, the animation
pipeline used in prior research at our laboratory has been based on a human-animation platform
that includes consideration of these biomechanical factors as the final phase of the animation plan-
ning process [133]. As more important/worthy than biomechanics and physics, the sign-language
linguistics literature has established that speed and timing of movement during ASL is also based
on key linguistic factors, as discussed in the next section.
2.4 Speed and Timing in ASL
There are multiple factors that may motivate variations in the speed and timing of a human while
they are performing ASL signing, including various prosodic factors. The term prosody generally
refers to how humans convey grouping or prominence of linguistic units through variations in a
language performance [33], and there has been significant linguistic research on how elements
of spoken and sign language can indicate such information, e.g. [34, 44, 120, 122]. For spoken
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languages, researchers have examined how changes in timing, volume, and other aspects of human
speech may convey important prosodic information about a message [44, 140]. There has also
been significant research on prosody for sign languages, e.g. [34, 120, 122], which has examined
how changes in body movement, eye-aperture, lengthening of signs, pausing, or other factors can
convey prosodic information. As a simple example, ASL signers are known to often include a subtle
pause in-between important syntactic phrases or sentences [53,55], and it is known that ASL signers
typically reduce their speed as they approach the end of such phrases [53,55]. This section discuss
how the speed and timing parameters for sign-language may be conceptualized, and it defines
five key parameters (shown in Figure 2.3) which will be discussed throughout this dissertation
research, namely: fundamental rate, base duration, differential signing rate, pause insertion, and
pause duration.
Figure 2.3: This series of timeline images show how an ASL animation system
may sequence decisions regarding speed and timing: (a) The input to the system
is a script, specifying the identity of the words to use in the sentence - drawn
from an internal lexicon in the ASL animation system and using a ’default’
fundamental rate of signing. (b) Based on artificial intelligent modeling , the
system must select where during the word sequence pauses should be inserted.
(c) Next, the system differentially adjusts the rate of signing for each individual
word, based on a variety of linguistic factors. (d) Finally, the system selects the
duration of the pauses during the animation. This model of ASL speed and timing
is used throughout this work.
In this dissertation research, we focus specifically on how aspects of speed and timing of ASL
can be predicted, to support the generation of more realistic and understandable animations of ASL,
which may reflect some of these typical patterns in human ASL signing.
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2.4.1 Fundamental Rate (Words Per Second, Overall)
Some signers, in some settings, are faster in their personal rate of signing than others. In a similar way,
some speakers are “faster talkers.” In this work, we refer to this overall rate of signing communication
as the signer’s fundamental speed, and it can be expressed as the number of “words per second”
that the signer tends to produce, as averaged over some longer span of language production. As
we mentioned above, the input to the system is a script, specifying the identity of the words to use
in the sentence - drawn from an internal lexicon in the ASL animation system and using a ’default’
fundamental rate of signing. Prior linguistics researchers have analyzed videos of human signers
to determine that typical fundamental rates of signing vary between 1.5 and 2.37 words per second,
depending on context [19, 43, 51, 52]. Prior research studies focused on ASL animation [63, 69],
have found that humans viewing animations tend to prefer fundamental signing rates ranging from
0.9 to 1.2 signs per second. In general, Fischer et al. [43] found that there was remarkable drop
of in human’s comprehension of videos if the sign language video played faster than 2.5 times of
its normal speed. In comparative studies, researchers found that ASL signing conveys information
content at an equivalent rate as spoken English [19]. While ASL fundamental rate is slower (fewer
words per second), ASL sentences tend to be shorter (consisting of fewer individual words per
sentence) to convey the same ideas. Although ASL fun fundamental rate is slower, ASL convey
information at the same rate as spoken English.
2.4.2 Base Duration (of a Word in a Lexicon)
Each ASL sign consists of a particular number of movements of the hands, to particular locations
in space or on the body. As such, ASL signs have a basic duration that varies from word to word,
with some signs naturally taking longer to perform than others, since some ASL signs consist of a
more complex or larger set of movements. Loosely, the reader may consider an analogy to spoken
languages, in which spoken words vary in the number of syllables they contain (e.g., “so” vs. “conse-
quentially”). Some linguistics researchers have conducted work on lexicography of sign languages,
in which they assemble lexicons (vocabulary lists or dictionaries) for various sign languages, often
based on identifying large numbers of examples of a particular word used in multiple video record-
ings of sign language that have been analyzed, e.g. [139]. If enough examples can be identified for
a particular word, researchers can estimate a typical range for the base duration of that word.
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In this dissertation research, we define the “base duration” of an animated ASL sign as the time-
duration of the entry for this sign in the animation system’s dictionary, as it had been engineered by
the animator who authored that sign animation. When considering a specific instance of an ASL sign
in our motion-capture dataset, we consider the base duration as the span of time that the linguistic
annotator had marked when annotating the corpus.
2.4.3 Differential Signing Rate (of a Word as Performed)
During a sentence or some longer span of signing, a signer will vary in the differential speeds at
which each individual word is performed. For instance, as a signer approaches the end of a sentence,
the final word(s) may be performed more slowly. Thus, the differential signing rate is a property of
an individual word, as performed in an individual instance - such that the sign may be performed
more quickly or more slowly, for various contextual reasons. Notably, the specific amount of time that
a signer uses to perform some word, on a particular occasion, is based on an interaction of all three
of these factors above (fundamental rate, base duration, and differential rate). Prior linguistics
researchers have investigated the speed of individual words in an ASL performance, by analyzing
video recordings of human ASL signers [52,143]. There is a challenge in studying differential rate
from recordings: When observing the amount of time someone requires to perform an ASL sign in
a particular instance, the duration is based on the overall fundamental rate and the base duration
of the word. Unless the researchers are able to calculate average speed for individual signers and
average duration of a particular words, it is difficult to isolate the differential rate of a particular
word in that performance.
In this dissertation research, we view differential signing rate as a factor that can be applied to
the timing of a sign. Specifically, when this factor is greater than 1, then there would be two effects
on the sign: The speed of the hands during “movements” would be increased, and the amount of
time the hands spend stationary during “holds” is reduced.
2.5 Pauses in ASL
In addition to modulations in the speed of signing (according to the three parameters defined
above), human ASL signers will sometimes pause in-between words. This section will discuss
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various parameters relevant to such inter-sign pausing in ASL, namely: determining where to insert
pauses in an ASL message and selecting the duration of these inserted pauses.
2.5.1 Pause Insertion
Prior linguistics researchers have studied where ASL signers tend to pause, e.g. Grosjean et al. [53]
based their analysis on observations of video recordings of native ASL signers. They conceptualized
the decision as to whether a pause should occur at a particular word boundary as being binary in
nature, i.e. they determined that at any word-to-word boundary, there either exists or does not
exist a pause at that location. (The reader may note that an alternative conceptualization would
be to assume there is some amount of “pause” at every boundary - sometimes with duration 0,
meaning that there is no apparent pause). In our work, we adopt the binary view of Grosjean at
el. [53], during their analysis of videos, Grosjean et al. [53] determined that there were pauses at
approximately 25% of word boundaries in an ASL passage. They also proposed a scheme, based on
a sentence’s syntactic structure, for insertion of pauses based on the syntax structure of the sentence
and proximity of a word boundary to other nearby pauses.
2.5.2 Pause Duration
In their analysis of ASL videos of signing, Grosjean et al. [53] noted the duration of each pause
they observed, and they calculated average pause duration, when the pause was at various key
locations: 229 milliseconds between sentences, 134 milliseconds between conjoined sentences, 106
milliseconds between noun or verb phrases, 11 milliseconds if within verb phrases, etc. The main
take-away from the work of Grosjean and Lane was that pause duration in ASL was related to the
syntactic structure of the sentence; they also proposed some formulas for timing parameters, based
on a sentence’s syntactic structure. Grosjean and other researchers proposed a scheme, based on a
sentence’s syntactic structure, for predicting the duration of pauses at various syntactic locations [53],
which was utilized in a prior rule-based ASL speed and timing model [63], which is the current state-
of-the-art method for predicting speed and timing in ASL animation. The linguistic findings about
pause duration have inspired the selection of features for our models, as discussed in Chapter 5.
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Table 2.1: Timing in ASL and English
Factor Spoken English ASL
Pause length at sentence boundaries 445 ms 229 ms
Verb phrases and conjoined sentences From 245 ms to 445 ms 134 ms
Within phrasal constituents <245 ms <106 ms
2.6 Typical Speed and Timing Values for ASL and for Spo-
ken English
Prior psycholinguistic studies have focused, via different studies, on the timing and pausing of ASL
and spoken English [51, 53, 55]. For example, some of this research has included comparative
studies, between English and ASL, yielding numerical timing parameters for each language. In
spoken English, Grosjean and Lane [55] found that longer pauses take place at sentence boundaries
(pause length longer than 445 ms); shorter pauses take place between noun phrases, verb phrases
and conjoined sentences (pause length range between 245 and 445 ms), and the shortest pauses
occurred within phrasal constituents (pause length less than 245 ms) [2,143]. Table 2.1 summarize
a numeric comparison for pauses length in spoken English and ASL.
2.7 Why Speed and Timing Parameters are Important for
Animators
In prior research, our lab had conducted an experimental study to understand the effect of modifying
the speed and timing parameters of ASL animations. In this study, our lab had created a rule-based
system4 for predicting these speed and timing values [52, 53, 60, 63], and then the lab generated
ASL animations with various speed and timing values, to compare alternative versions of the system.
In an experimental study, participants who were native ASL signers evaluated the quality of ASL ani-
mations. Participants indicated their subjective impression of the understandability and naturalness
of animations on a numerical scale (e.g. 1-to-10 Likert scale used in [63]), and they answered some
4Additional details about the rule-based algorithm used in this prior research is discussed in greater
detail in Section 3.3, but at the moment, this prior research is only mentioned here to discuss how
humans who view ASL animations are sensitive to changes in these parameters.
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comprehension questions about the stories shown in the animations [63]. This study verified that
(a) inserting pauses at linguistically motivated locations in animations of ASL and (b) modifying the
duration of ASL signs based on their location within a sentence, both led to statistically significant
improvements in the understandability of the animations. When animations did not insert pauses
or adjust sign durations in this manner, the animations were significantly less understandable to
native-ASL-signer participants [60,63].
In addition, this prior work [63] established that participants prefer for ASL animation to be
displayed at a particular overall speed that is slower than the speed of human ASL signers in videos.
Specifically, the study [63] found that participants preferred animations in the range of 0.9 - 1.2 signs
per second, with the authors speculating that an ideal speed value for ASL animations may be around
1.1 signs per second. Again, when the speed values were farther from this ideal value, researchers
in [63] observed both lower subjective scores from participants as well as lower comprehension
question response accuracy.
In some recent preliminary research [7], we conducted an interview-based study with DHH
participants who were native ASL signers; we showed the participants some examples of ASL anima-
tions with variations in their speed and timing values. The open-ended comments from participants
further suggest the importance of having accurate speed and timing in ASL animations. For instance,
in response to the question “Do you think pauses and speed are important?” participants replied:
• “I prefer signing that has normal pace and normal pause. I am worried about them being
too fast or too slow. The speed needs to be stable for everyone to understand. The pausing
is important. For example, when signing for a long time, I lose information because the
animation kept signing without pausing. Again, pausing is important.” (P1)
• “Yes, because hearing people sometimes talk too fast. It makes us lose information in our
brain. If it is very important, they need to add pause because it helps to refresh the mind.”
(P3).
The results of the studies summarized in this section have established that for ASL-signers who
view animations of ASL, the overall understandability and quality of the animation is influenced
by the accuracy of the speed and timing parameters. These findings provide key motivation for the
dissertation research to investigate this aspect of generating ASL animations.
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2.8 Summary
This chapter has introduced various important concepts related to speed and timing in ASL signing
and animation, with a goal of establishing key terminology to be used throughout this dissertation.
Specifically, we have differentiated the concepts of speed and acceleration. We have also discussed
how there has been significant prior research on human biomechanics and virtual human animation,
yet there has not been sufficient research on how to specifically adjust speed and timing in ASL,
to produce realistic ASL animations. As additional key vocabulary, we have presented a set of
parameters that represent ASL speed. For instance, we considered how the speed of an ASL sign
may depend upon the fundamental rate of the human signing (overall words per second), the base
duration for the word (as the duration of the word had been defined in the system’s lexicon), and
the differential signing rate (how the performance of an individual word in a particular sentence
may be faster or slower). In addition, when considering pauses during ASL signing, we discussed
how there is a need to select where to insert pauses and to select what the duration of each pause
should be. Finally, we presented some evidence from prior research that when DHH individuals view
animations of ASL, they are sensitive to these speed and timing factors, which influence subjective
impressions of the animation quality and viewer’s comprehension of the information content.
Chapter 3
Prior Methods of ASL Generation
and Synthesis
This chapter provide the reader with an overview of the state-of-art techniques used to produce
sign-language animation, with a particular focus on how prior research has selected values of speed
and timing for such animations.
Specifically, this chapter has been organized as follows:
• Section 3.1 Related Work in Speech Synthesis briefly summarizes some research in the
field of speech synthesis which is analogous to some of the speed and timing prediction issues
that are investigated in this dissertation in regard to ASL.
• Section 3.2 Data-Driven Sign Language Animation will address prior research into using
data driven approaches for sign language (broadly, without a specific focus on speed or
timing issues). This section will begin by discussing published research on various sign
languages throughout the world, including prior work that has used data from motion-capture
recordings as well as work that did not use such data. Then, the chapter will narrow its focus
specifically to prior work on ASL (both prior work that did and did not use motion-capture
data sources). Within the discussion of prior ASL motion-capture data, this chapter will
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present various current corpora resources and discuss some limitations of existing datasets,
which motivated our enhancements to an existing dataset in this work.
• Section 3.3 “Speed and Timing in Sign Language Animations” will narrow the focus
to prior research on modeling and predicting speed or timing parameters to synthesize
animations of sign language. This section will use the five-component model5 of speed
and timing outlined in Chapter 2 to organize its discussion of the literature.
• After generating the ASL animations, we need to know how to judge the quality of the
generated animations, Section 3.4 will discuss how prior researchers have evaluated the
quality of generated animation systems.
3.1 Related Work in Speech Synthesis
There has been prior work in the field of speech synthesis that has examined the prediction of pauses
(prosodic breaks) in speech. This is a necessary step in the pipeline of most speech synthesis systems;
for instance, the Festival system uses a part-of-speech-based model for predicting such pauses [133].
Other work has built models of pause prediction specific to particular styles of text [114]. Some
authors have examined the insertion of pauses in speech synthesis for low-resource languages [113].
After first building a part-of-speech tagger for the language using unsupervised techniques, these
authors built a model to predict phrase boundaries (given the part-of-speech sequence), which
they used to insert pauses. Inducing a part-of-speech tagger for ASL is impractical given the ex-
tremely small corpora (even unannotated) which are available, and due to linguistic aspects of the
language that would make unsupervised part-of-speech tagging techniques challenging: ASL has
little morphology that may indicate part-of-speech of words, and there are few function words that
may indicate the parts-of-speech of surrounding words. For this reason, we investigate methods of
predicting pause locations in ASL that do not depend on first creating a part-of-speech tagger and
that require only the smallest number of annotation input.
5As a reminder to the reader, this five-component model included: Fundamental rate in animation
systems (Subsection 2.4.1), base duration in animation systems (Subsection 2.4.2), differential
signing rate in animation systems (Subsection 2.4.3), pause insertion in animation systems (Sub-
section 2.5.1), and pause duration in animation systems (Subsection 2.5.2).
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3.2 Data-Driven Sign Language Animation
Many prior researchers who have attempted to automate the creation of sign-language animations
have written specific rules for setting numerical values of speed and timing, to govern an animated
character, in an attempt to produce natural movements. In this dissertation, we refer to this approach
as rule-base modeling for ASL.
Many prior sign-language animation systems have encoded simple rules (details in Subsec-
tion 3.3.5) for planning speed and timing in animations, e.g. [17,50,132], where ASL professional
animators synthesize a set of signs from a dictionary, and the programmers code some rules for
blending adjacent signs together. In prior research (e.g. [2, 60, 63]), our lab had also performed
some rule-based modeling for speed and timing of ASL animations, with the numerical parameters
in the rules based on prior ASL linguistics literature.
In contrast, we will use the term data-driven modeling to refer to machine-learning-based pre-
dictive systems which are trained on datasets of many examples of human language, often referred
to as corpora. The motivation for data-driven approaches is that, given the complexities of human
language, it is generally difficult to use a rule-based approach to handle all cases that may arise,
then data driven modeling has been used. In fact, many advances in computational linguistics in
the past two decades have come from data-driven methods based on machine-learning models for
this very reason.
Despite this trend, most prior work on sign language animation synthesis has been rule-based
(rather than data driven) because there are few available video recordings that have been linguistically-
annotated. For “low resource” languages, many data-driven methods may not work (without special
adaptations) because we do not have enough data. Over the past decade, some small corpora for
ASL have become available, and as these new resources emerge, it is becoming increasingly possi-
ble for sign-language animation researchers to attempt data-driven approaches [65]. Specifically,
performance of a human signer can be recorded through video or a motion-capture; then, human
experts transcribe and annotate this data by adding time-stamped linguistic information.
The remainder of this section will survey prior data-driven research on sign-language animation
synthesis, beginning with work that has focused on other sign languages, and then focusing specifi-
cally on ASL. The discussion below will include prior research that has included machine-learning
methods trained on annotated corpora that include motion-capture data from humans.
Some researchers have examined data-driven methods (that used video-based recordings of sign
language, rather than motion-capture data from humans) for sign languages synthesis: Bungeroth
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et al. [26] collected and annotated a corpus for German Sign Language (GSL) based on German
television weather reports. The corpus annotations have both German sentences and GSL gloss
which includes some important information like sentence boundary and part-of-speech tags. This
work studied machine-translation and facial-expression issues, but not speed or timing. In later
work, Morrissey and Way [106] investigated example-based machine translation approaches (using
statistical machine translation techniques) for producing Deutsche sign language from English text,
using a corpus, which they annotated with manual and non-manual features. Their corpus of Dutch
Sign Language was annotated with time-aligned translation of English and Dutch. They generated
word sequences for sign language, but not animation output nor any speed encoding, which would
have required speed or timing information [106]. In both cases, Bungeroth et al. [26] and Morrissey
and Way [106] made use of somewhat small video-based corpora on a narrow topic/domain, but
neither had explicitly modeled speed and pausing of signs. In other work, Crasborn et al. [32],
built a video recording corpus for Sign Language of the Netherlands (Nederlandse Gebarentaal:
NGT), which included a wider variety of topics and sentence structures. This work annotated multi-
sentence stories, and the authors provide open access online for the corpus data. In all these works,
researchers in these studies did not generate actual animation output; instead, they produced video
corpora for linguistic analysis or produced script representations of the sign-language message. As
we will discuss below, generating animation and evaluating it among human ASL signers is important
for rigorously evaluating research in this area.
Other researchers have made use of motion-capture data of humans performing sign language
to investigate synthesis of animations, for example: Duarte et al. used a motion-capture approach to
collect and build a dataset of French Sign Language (LSF) for the SignCom project [37,45]. In that
work, they synthesized novel sign language animations via reassembling elements of the recordings.
The idea was to modify the grammatical structure to get understandable output; for example, to
synthesize the sign “INVITE” in the sentence “I invite you,” the authors used a recording of the verb
“INVITE” but played it in reverse to produce a sign that moved in the correct direction through space
for the sentence “You invite me.” To synthesize sign language animations, the authors represented
each sign as different channels; each channel holds partial information about the sign language
animations, for example: channels of eye, arms, head, and etc. This prior work did not examine the
issue of speed and timing during multi-sentence sign-language animations.
In other work, researchers have collected motion-capture recordings of individual signs. Cox
et al. [31] built a motion-capture corpus of individual signs of British Sign Language (BSL). They
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built and evaluated a system called “TESSA” for converting English speech to British Sign Language
animations. The authors used motion capture approach to collect a recording and build a small
corpus, consist of 11 BSL signs. Focusing on the domain of typical conversations at the customer-
service desk of a post office, they used a few template-like phrases to build a limited set of sign
language sentences [31]. Since their system filled words into templates which required unlimited
number of templates (rather than synthesizing complete phrases), they did not address timing and
pausing issues, which is the focus of our work. Campr et al. [29], built and annotated a motion-
capture corpus of individual signs for Czech Sign Language. Their aim had been to use this dataset
to create a sign language recognition system. Their corpus contains videos and whole-body 3D
motion-capture data with facial expression and eye feature extraction. Their corpus consisted of
single-word recordings only, which makes it ill-suited to learning any patterns related to sentence
structures.
Some prior researchers have specifically focused on American Sign Language (which is the focus
of this dissertation), including work that has used video-based corpora: For instance, Toro [136]
collected video samples and designed animation algorithms for creating ASL animations. The focus
of this work is creating ASL inflecting verbs using some human annotations.
There have also been several linguistics research projects that have collected some video corpora
of ASL, with linguistic annotation, e.g. [2,88,110,136]. However, most prior corpora consist of single-
word recordings, individual sentences, or pre-scripted messages. For learning the speed and timing
patterns for ASL animation, it would be more useful to have multi-sentence, unscripted corpora
because that is useful producing natural ASL animations; in addition, having direct recording of
body motion using motion-capture equipment would make it easier to extract subtle timing details
from the recording.
In prior research at our laboratory, our team had collected a motion-capture dataset of record-
ings of ASL from several ASL signers. This motion-capture corpus consists of video recordings of
nine participants (native ASL signers) performing multi-sentence, unscripted passages in ASL. The
corpus contains video and motion-capture data recordings of the handshape, hand movements, body
position, and other details, and the data was subsequently annotated by a team of Deaf native ASL
signers and linguists, who labeled the individual words, as well as some syntactic information such
as sentence structure. For this dissertation, we used the first release of this corpus [100], which
consists of 83 passages, performed by a total of 3 ASL signers, containing a total of 7,138 words.
This corpus forms the basis of research described in later chapters of this document, and the en-
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hancement of this corpus as part of this dissertation research (to make it suitable for research on
ASL speed and timing) is discussed in Chapter 4.
3.3 Speed and Timing in Sign Language Animations
Further narrowing our focus on sign-language synthesis research that has considered issues of speed
and timing, this section will specifically focus on a small number of prior research and commercial
systems that have in some way attempted to model or predict speed and timing parameters for
synthesized animations of sign language. For readers interested in a broader survey of prior research
on sign-language animation synthesis more generally, please consult the survey in [65]. This section
begins with a brief listing of the systems under discussion, showing the summary of this prior work
in Table 3.1, followed by an analysis of how these systems may have addressed the five-component
model of speed and timing which has been outlined above:
• 2008 Model of Huenerfauth [60, 63]: The current state-of-the-art model for predicting
these speed and timing parameters in ASL animation was presented by Huenerfauth at
ASSETS’08 [60]; he studied how to control an animated character to produce ASL with
natural pauses and timing. Because we often compare our current system to this model, we
shall refer to this with the short name “2008 Model.” This model consisted of several rules
for calculating various timing parameters, but it required substantial (and time-consuming)
input information, namely a full syntactic parse tree for every ASL sentence. This model
utilized linguistic findings from [52,53,55]. Huenerfauth designed two algorithms, for Sign-
Duration and for Pause-Insertion, to calculate sign duration time and to calculate pause
location and length; more details about these algorithms will be provided soon. It is good to
mention that Huenerfauth conducted user studies [63] to evaluate his rule-based approach,
and he demonstrated that inserting linguistically motivated pauses and linguistically altering
sign-duration in the ASL animations, using his rules, increased signers’ performance on a
comprehension task.
• Adamo-Villani and Wilbur [2]: This was a rule-based system for generating sign speed and
pauses, to add multiple prosodic elements into an animation of ASL being authored, based
upon linguistic findings from [118, 143]. Their system predicted how to add a variety of
prosodic enhancements to ASL animations, including: insertion of pauses and phrase-final
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lengthening of sign duration. Villani and Wilbur’s evaluation with users showed promising
results from using this algorithmic approach to add prosodic features.
• eSign [77]: This project developed an animated signing avatar which could be used to
convey information on European websites, e.g. government agencies; the system performed
sequences of signs from a lexicon, based on a script designed by an author. This project
has produced technologies for content developers to build sign databases using a symbolic
notation, however, this approach do not model the complex aspects of sign language.
• Ebling and Glauert [38]: built a system for translating train announcements from German
text to Swiss German Sign Language using the JASigning animation platform. The authors
wrote a rule to insert a short pause after each item in lists, based on a suggestion from deaf
users who viewed their system’s animation output; however, their paper did not provide any
general rule for when pauses should be inserted nor what their duration should be [39].
• Segouat and Braffort [126]: Created a French Sign Language corpus of motion-capture
recordings and built an animation system that combined different elements of human motion
to create novel sign language sentences. The annotation of this work were not made by native
signers but the researcher themselves, which could result in the poor quality of annotation
and any animation produced afterward. Their aim was to present information (like warning
information and delay of trip) in French Sign Language in railway stations. Their system
used data from their motion-capture corpus to generate novel sentences, with an algorithm
for blending the motion in-between the hand positions before and after the sign. Segouat
and Braffort used a rotoscopy technique (which is an animation technique in which motion
data is produced by someone “tracing” on top of a video image) to study co-articulation (how
the movements of the hands at the end of one sign are influenced by the beginning of the
next) in sign language. Despite collecting a small corpus of LSF, they did not model speed
or other timing issues.
• Sign Smith Studio (SSS) [133]: This was a commercially available product allowing users
to create an animation of ASL, by assembling a sequence of words (from a lexicon provided)
on a timeline and add other details. This tool provide ability to the user to make general
manual adjustments on timing parameters.
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Below, we discuss each of the five components of speed and timing, in regard to the systems
listed above.
3.3.1 Fundamental Rate in Animation Systems
Sign Smith Studio [133] is a good example of an ASL animation scripting tool that enables a human
user, who is knowledgeable of sign language, to create a message. This system did not have any
automatic algorithms for predicting speed or timing factors, but it provided the human author of the
message with a great degree of control, e.g. enabling users to adjust an individual speed multiplier
for each word, modify the speed of the transitional movement between words, or add additional
pause time (of any duration) after a word. This level of control came at the expense of effort
from the author, who had to manually adjust all of these parameters, which could be difficult or
time-consuming [133]. Notably, in regard to fundamental rate, the system provided the author
with a “master speed control” slider that could be used to adjust the overall speed of the signer’s
movement. As discussed in a previous chapter, prior researchers have empirically investigated
what fundamental rate of signing is preferred by DHH individuals watching animations of ASL. For
instance, Huenerfauth in [60, 63] found that native ASL signers in an experimental study, with
animations displayed at several different fundamental rates, preferred animations with a rate of 0.9
signs per second. Presumably, the slower rate preferred for animation (compared to that for human
signers [52]) is due to the animation being more difficult to understand than a video of a fluent
human signer. As the quality of ASL animations improves, DHH users may prefer faster animations -
to more efficiently consume information. As discussed in “Chapter 6” in the user study we conducted
with animations displayed to DHH participants, we used animations with a fundamental rate of 0.8
sign per second, after pauses were inserted.
3.3.2 Base Duration in Animation Systems
Most sign-language animation systems include a lexicon of individual signs that can be assembled
into longer sequences. In such systems, each individual word entry in the lexicon will generally
include information about the base duration of the sign (i.e. its default time duration). The source of
this timing information has varied: In some cases, designers of individual words stored in the lexicon
may have simply created animations without consulting any reference. Whereas, when creating the
lexicon for the eSign system [77], the researchers chose the duration of each word by examining the
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speed of human signers in videos [77]. Other researchers used recordings of human signers more
directly: Segouat and Braffort [126] used rotoscopy to create a French Sign Language corpus, with
the timing of the motion-data in their corpus based on the timing of the original video recording
upon which each was based. This work was based on motion-capture data, as in our current work;
here the authors re-combined elements of motion recordings to generate new animations and focus
with the implementation on the co-articulation modeling (how adjacent signs interact) in ASL.
3.3.3 Differential Signing Rate in Animation Systems
As discussed in the Section 1.2 “Focus of This Dissertation,” one of the aims of our study is to create
a model that can predict the differential rate of speed of individual words in an ASL animation.
In prior work, the rule-based system of Adamo-Villani and Wilbur [2] included an automatic rule
for one form of differential rate modification: phrase-final lengthening of words. Specifically, they
increased the length of the final sign in each phrase, following the prior findings of Wilbur [143].
The Sign-Duration algorithm of the 2008 Model of Huenerfauth [63] included similar phrase-final
lengthening depended on whether specific signs had previously appeared in a performance and
whether they are at the end of clauses, e.g. noun signs located at boundaries (sentence or clause);
with signs extended 8% when immediately before a clause boundary, 12% when immediately before
a sentence boundary and later appearance of verb signs is shortened in duration by a ratio of 12%
(these percentages were based on linguistic findings in [52]). In addition, the 2008 Model modified
the differential rate of signs (to become faster or slower) depending on whether a particular word
had previously appeared in the passage (and whether its subsequent appearance was in the same
syntactic position as its prior appearance). The values used for these rules were based on averages
reported in the linguistics literature, not on any data-driven machine-learning method. As described
in Section 1.2 “Focus of This Dissertation,” we seek to create a machine-learning based model, which
utilizes a variety of linguistic features.
3.3.4 Pause Insertion in Animation Systems
Few prior sign-language animation systems have attempted to predict where pauses should be
inserted during the signing. Most simply ask the human author to indicate pause locations when
using a scripting tool - or they simply insert a pause at every sentence boundary, which had been
indicated by the human author. One exception is the train-station announcement system of Ebling
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and Glauert [38], in which the authors inserted a hand-coded rule that added a brief pause in-
between items in a list, but their rule only applied in this narrow context. The rule-based system
of Adamo-Villani and Wilbur [2] automatically inserted pauses at specific locations between and
within sentences, based on syntactic structural considerations described by Pfau [118]. Finally, the
2008 Model of Huenerfauth presented another algorithm called Pause-Insertion algorithm, which
inserted pauses at inter-sign locations, based on the length of the current non-broken span of words
and other syntactic factors, to insert pauses at 25% of word boundaries. This work was based on a
prioritization scheme described in [63], which considered the entire syntactic parse tree structure
of every sentence in the message. As described in our research method Chapter 5 “Selecting Data-
Driven Models of ASL Speed & Timing,” we investigate training a machine-learning classification
model to determine, for every word boundary in a passage, whether a pause should be inserted at
that location.
3.3.5 Pause Duration in Animation Systems
While human authors creating a sign-language animation have the ability to manually adjust the
timing of pauses in some scripting systems, e.g. [133], few automatic algorithms for selecting pause
duration in sign-language animations have been proposed. An exception is the 2008 Model of
Huenerfauth [63], which chose the duration of the pauses that it inserted via an algorithm based
on the sentences’ syntactic structure and on a preference for inserting pauses mid-way between
previously placed pauses, following the approach of [53,55]. However, a limitation of this model
is that it required the user to provide a complete syntactic parse tree of every sentence in the
message, and the algorithm was based on rules and guidance in prior linguistic literature, which
itself was based on researchers’ observation of a small number of videos of ASL. We would instead
prefer a model of ASL timing based on actual behavioral data and movements of native ASL signers
performing fluent ASL passages.
3.4 Evaluating the Quality of Output ASL
So far, we addressed different methods used by researchers for generating ASL animations, but after
generating an output ASL animation, we must select how to evaluate that animation, in particular
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to determine whether the output is acceptable to users. This section discusses two methods of
evaluation: dataset-validation model evaluation and user-based evaluation of animations.
3.4.1 Dataset-Based Validation Evaluation
In traditional evaluation of machine learning models, researchers train their model on a subset of
the data and then evaluate whether the model can predict the pattern in the remaining data (in our
case, where a human actually paused in an ASL recording and what is the signing speed for ASL
animations). There are many approaches used to split the data in the model assessment and selection
process for example, splitting the data to three subsets, typically a: training set, validation set, and
test set. The training set consists of a portion of the data used to fit the model. The validation set
contains samples of the original data used to provide an unbiased evaluation of each model during
the model hyperparameters tuning process while fitting the training dataset. The test data is a
portion of the data used to provide the confident and final unbiased evaluation of the selected or
final model that has fit the training dataset; the test data is usually called unseen data because the
selected model will never see these data till the prediction stage. This type of data can present a
real world data that the model will see later. Figure 3.1 includes a simple illustration of this division
of the data.
Figure 3.1: Data splitting
The training, validation, and test data will be used in an operation called cross-validation. Cross-
validation is a technique used to estimate how the predicted model will generalize to future unseen
data. There are many ways to perform cross-validation for example, “Leave-p-out cross-validation”,
“Leave-one-out cross-validation”, “k-fold cross-validation”,... etc. When data is scarce, researchers
often use “k-fold cross-validation” training and testing, in which the dataset is separated into a
number of equally sized groups called folds (the commonly used cross-validation is 5-fold cross-
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validation and 10-fold cross-validation [58]). The model is train on a subset of the data (excluding
one-fold), and it is tested on this left-out fold. This process is repeated until all folds get a chance to
be the left-out one. Accuracy is calculated by averaging across all folds [14,92,142]. After selecting
the best model using the model-assessment and selection process summarized above, in this thesis,
we are comparing our best model with the state-of-the-art rule-based “2008 Model” (explained in
Section 5.7). We will refer to this approach of evaluation as dataset-based evaluation.
3.4.2 User-Based Evaluation of Animations
Since the goal of our research is to produce better animations of ASL for people who use ASL, it is
very important to conduct an evaluation of the system with these users. Therefor, as a second level
of evaluation, we will conduct experimental studies of animation quality with DHH users.
There are many factors that should be considered when conducting user-based evaluation study.
In this section we will discuss the design protocol for the user study [75], the stimuli for the user
study [62,87], and the types of questions used in the user study [67,85,87].
The authors in [75] discussed the protocol and different requirements for identifying the level
of ASL skill, demographic characteristics, and prior experiences of participants, when evaluating the
usability and understandability of human-like animations. For instance, it is important to determine
the age at which someone began to use ASL, as well as their early history in using the language
during childhood, to determine whether someone is actually a native ASL signer. Such users were
found to be the most discerning participants when evaluating animations of ASL [75].
Kacorri et al. investigated how to best engineer the stimuli and questions that could be used in a
user-based evaluation study of linguistic facial expressions [87]. This work examines how changing
a variety of user study parameters would impact the outcome of a user study. Regardless that this
work focuses on facial expressions, the user study of this work illustrates important factors that
should be considered during designing the user-based studies with DHH users. For example, the
authors show that it is important to involve native ASL signers in the process of design study stimuli,
and the appropriate language should be used for the study stimuli.
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3.5 Conclusion
This chapter has presented a review of prior literature on data-driven research that investigated
different aspects of sign languages, and then the chapter has discussed prior work that primary
focused on American Sign Language. The chapter has discussed how researchers can make use of
sign-language corpora, and how ASL animations generation researchers have addressed the five
timing parameters in ASL. Finally, we presented two type of evaluations that we intend to use in
this dissertation: dataset-based and user-based evaluation.
Chapter 4
Creating the ASL Speed and
Timing Dataset
In this chapter we discuss the details of preparing our dataset used for speed and timing research
for ASL, which was based on an existing motion-capture corpus of ASL that our laboratory had
produced in prior work. Specifically, this chapter addresses the first contribution of this dissertation
(which had been discussed in Section 1.3), as a reminder for the reader these contributions were:
Contribution 1: We have created a new American Sign Language Speed and Timing Dataset, which
is an enhancement to our lab’s pre-existing motion-capture corpus of ASL. As part
of this work, we transferred our prior motion-capture corpus to a new linguistic
annotation platform that has become standard among sign-language linguistic
researchers, ELAN [130]. We have added layers of annotations and document our
data preprocessing procedures which were necessary to make this resource useful
for speed and timing research. We have also documented our feature engineering
process to create input for machine-learning modeling, so that it is easier for
future researchers to work with this new dataset.
This chapter begins by describing the existing motion-capture corpus that our lab had collected
in prior work but had not previously used for any speed and timing research. Then, this chapter will
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discuss how we enhanced and processed this corpus to create our ASL Speed and Timing Dataset,
including the process of adding different layers of linguistic annotation and the data-processing
workflow necessary to make this ASL dataset useful for ASL animation modeling.
4.1 Original Motion-Capture Corpus
During a five-year period from 2009 to 2013, our laboratory (the Linguistic and Assistive Technolo-
gies Lab, or LATLab) gathered video and motion-capture recordings from 9 native ASL signers, as
part of an NSF-funded research project to create a linguistically annotated motion-capture corpus of
ASL. In total, 246 unscripted multi-sentence single signer passages were recorded, and in 2013, the
first sub-portion of this corpus (which had been cleaned and checked for quality) was released for
research community [98,100]. The first released sub-portion consist of 98 passages performed by
three signers. Of the 3 signers in the first corpus release: all of them grew up with family member
(father/mother) who was fluent in ASL, all of them considered ASL as their primary language at
home, all used ASL at work, all had attended a university that used ASL as primary language of
interaction, and one of the three participants was married to someone deaf/Deaf [99]. All of the
three signers were young men aged between 22 to 33 years (average age: 25.7).
The nature of recorded stories in this corpus had been designed to be unscripted and fluent
ASL: All of the interactions during the recording sessions were conducted in ASL, with a moderator
who was also a native ASL signer, and the participant was given various prompts that were meant
to elicit a few minutes of ASL signing monologue. The resulting passages that were recorded cover
a variety of topics, including some signers discussing their own life, comparing between people or
movies, sharing their opinion about a hypothetical situation, explaining a Wikipedia article they
had read, explaining the story behind a set of photos, or sharing the plot of a book or movie [98].
Table 4.16 summarizes the types of prompt used to collect the recorded passages in this corpus.
Subsequent to collecting these recordings, the resulting videos were annotated by expert ASL
signers (who is familiar with annotation tool), who added various types of linguistic annotations
(explained below), using the SignStream ASL analysis software [109]. That software enabled the
annotators to view the multiple camera views of each recording simultaneously and to produce a
timeline with various parallel tracks of linguistic information, based on what had occurred in the
6Table reproduced from [99], and presents the English version of the prompt that were giving in
ASL
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Table 4.1: Types of used prompts.
Type of Prompt Description of This Prompting Strategy
News Story Please read this brief news article (about a funny or
memorable occurrence) and recount the article.
Compare (people) Compare two people you know: your parents, some
friends, family members, etc.
Compare (not people) Compare two things: e.g. Mac vs. PC, Democrats vs.
Republicans, high school vs. college, Gallaudet Uni-
versity vs. NTID, travelling by plane vs. travelling
by car, etc.
Photo Page Look at this page of photos (of people who are in
the news recently) and then explain what is going
on with them.
Personal Narrative! Please tell a story about an experience that you had
personally.
Personal Intro/Info Introduce yourself, describe some of your back-
ground, hobbies, family, education, etc.
Recount Movie Book Recall a book you’ve read recently or a movie you
saw, and then explain the story as you remember it.
Opinion / Explain Topic! Please explain your opinion on this topic (given)
or explain the concept as if you were teaching it to
someone.
Wikipedia Article Read a brief Wikipedia article on some topic and
then explain/recount the information from the arti-
cle.
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video recording. These tiers of annotation included: the sign glosses (English labels representing
which word was being performed); a part-of-speech tag for each gloss (e.g. noun, verb); syntactic
structural elements that spanned multiple words (e.g. sentence, clause, noun phrase, verb phrase);
and other non-manual elements such as linguistic face and head movements (e.g., yes-no questions,
WH-word questions, topicalization, negation, conditionals, and rhetorical questions). The Sign-
Stream datafiles were in a proprietary file format, but the annotations could be exported into an
ASCII plaintext format, with numerical references that refer to time (in milliseconds) during a video
when each linguistic element began or ended.
In the original release of the ASL motion-capture corpus, a variety of file formats of data were
shared, including:
• Autodesk MotionBuilder “.fbx” files: These files recorded the 3D movement of the skeleton
of the human in each recorded performance, as determined by a set of sensors worn on
the person’s body. The MotionBuilder file format is a proprietary format of this Autodesk
software, but it is commonly used in the human animation community. These files contain
the original recordings and the virtual human character who represents the human signer’s
body proportions driven by the recordings.
• Bio Vision Hierarchical “.bvh” files: To make use of the original FBX files in analysis and pro-
cessing tasks, those files had been converted into BVH files, which is a widely used animation
file format. The BVH files are ASCII format files containing two types of information: (1)
rows of numerical data that represent all of the skeleton joints on a frame-by-frame basis
and (2) a hierarchy of body segments (skeleton bone) sizes and joints for the human.
• High-resolution “.mov” video files: Each signer’s ASL performance was recorded from three
angles using high-definition cameras: front view, side view, and face-close-up view.
• ASCII plaintext files containing exported linguistic annotation data from the original Sign-
Stream annotation files. (The original SignStream annotation files were retained internally
at the laboratory, but only the plaintext extracted form of this data was shared.)
Table 4.3 contains additional technical details of the various files in the existing ASL corpus:
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Table 4.3: Types of file in the Motion-Capture Corpus
File Type File Description
MOV video format The front, side, face views. Each video file corre-
sponds to one “passage” that had been recorded
in response to a prompt during the recording ses-
sion. The three video files for each passage have
been time-synchronized with each other, as well
as with the BVH files and annotation files below.
FBX MotionBuilder format Each FBX file contains motion-capture data corre-
sponding from a human recording; however, each
individual FBX file contains data for several pas-
sages which had been recorded in sequence during
a recording session appointment at the lab. These
data files were generated using Autodesk Motion-
Builder 7.5, but could be imported into more re-
cent versions of Autodesk MotionBuilder.
BVH skeleton files The BVH files were exported from the FBX motion-
capture files, and each individual passage that
had been recorded (each in response to a single
prompt) has been trimmed into an individual BVH
file recording, which is time-synchronized with
the videos above.
Annotation files These ASCII files contain various forms of linguis-
tic annotation extracted from the SignStream files,
e.g. with one annotation file containing the gloss
labels (with numerical values that correspond to
the “frame numbers” of the video files above).
Other annotation files contain data about noun
phrases, verb phrases, etc.
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4.1.1 What was Good About This Existing Corpus for ASL Speed and
Timing Research?
As discussed in Chapter 3, while there had been several video-based corpora of ASL collected in
prior research, e.g. [106, 136], our lab’s prior ASL motion-capture corpus was the only publicly
accessible corpus that contained actual body motion data. For investigating subtle details about
speed and timing of human motion during ASL, having a dataset that captured subtle aspect of speed
and acceleration is essential. In addition, this corpus contained linguistic annotation (with start-
times and stop-times) for individual words and various syntactic phrases. As discussed in Chapter 2,
various linguistic features of sentences may influence speed, timing, and pauses, and therefore
having this information about each sentence would support our modeling of such relationships in
the data. Having start and stop times for individual words and sentences will also enable us to
identify the duration of inter-sign gaps, as judged by human annotators, which may provide a basis
for investigating where prosodically-motivated pauses may be occurring during signing.
Other advantages of using this corpus for our research include characteristics of the signers
and the recording process itself: The inclusion of native ASL signers, who were recorded in an
ASL-based environment, suggests that the data is a good representation of fluent performances
of ASL. In addition, the use of an unscripted prompt-driven recording approach means that the
resulting passages are spontaneous and natural ASL signing. Further, since many aspects of speed
and timing occur at a multi-sentence level, e.g. inter-sentential pauses, the fact that the videos are
multi-sentence passages is useful for our future modeling research.
4.1.2 What Limitations did This Existing Corpus have for ASL Speed
and Timing Research?
Although there are advantages to using this dataset, there are also several key limitations:
• The use of the proprietary SignStream annotation tool in that project led to a set of datafiles
that are difficult to process and extract, and this format of linguistic annotation file is not
commonly used among the research community. Instead, it would have been advantageous
if the data had been annotated using a more common video-annotation software tool, such
as ELAN [130], which is frequently used for sign-language research.
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• Although the linguistic annotators in the original corpus creation process had labeled some
syntactic information, e.g. noun phrase and verb phrase boundaries, a later analysis of the
quality and completeness of that annotation at our laboratory revealed that most passages
were missing this data, and the there were frequent errors in the annotation. To use this
corpus for our speed and timing research, it was necessary to conduct a linguistic annotation
project to re-label all of this syntactic information throughout the corpus.
• As discussed in Chapter 2, many phonological models of ASL are based on a Movement-Hold
paradigm, in which features are represented at holds/keyframes during the performance,
each with a time duration for how long the hand is stationary at this keyframe (potentially
with a value of 0 if there the hand merely flows instantaneously through this keyframe), and
moves/transitions flow in-between these holds/keyframes. None of this detailed phonolog-
ical structure was captured within the original annotation of the lab’s ASL motion-capture
corpus, and therefore some post-processing of the motion-capture data (to identify potential
“holds” in the recording) was necessary.
• Although the original dataset included annotation of when individual words began and
ended, which thereby defines some inter-sign gaps in-between each word, there had not
been any annotation of when a longer “pause” might have occurred at a subset of these
inter-sign locations in the recording. Thus, some post-processing of the motion-capture data
would be needed to identify longer-than-normal inter-sign gaps.
The remainder of this chapter will discuss activities as part of this dissertation research to
enhance this original corpus to address some of these limitations.
4.2 Adding Additional Annotation and Building an ELAN
Motion Capture Dataset
As shown in Subsection 4.1.2, the original motion capture corpus has some limitations, and we
found it is a very challenging and time-consuming task to keep working on the original version of
the motion capture corpus. In order to overcome these limitations, we produced a new version
of the motion capture corpus that provides more flexibility and convenience for the ASL speed
and timing research (and other researchers addressing other challenges in ASL). By adapting the
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original motion capture corpus and building the new ELAN dataset we have discovered the following
benefits:
• As we mentioned above, the original corpus had some missing annotations, therefore, we
added new layers of annotation to the new ELAN dataset. For example, we have added:
Clause layer of annotation, part-of-speech layer, and other layers of annotations. In this work
we needed additional layers of linguistic annotations for two main reasons. First, based
on some linguistic research on ASL, additional linguistic features are shown to improve
the performance of the predictive models. Second, in the following stages of this work
(specifically in the dataset-based evaluation) we need to compare our winning predictive
models to the rule-based 2008 Model of Huenerfauth [60,63] and this requires adding some
layers of annotation to perform the comparison.
• So far in this work, we have used data from three ASL signers, but we have additional
recordings ASL signers in our lab’s motion capture corpus that have not yet been publicly
released and have never been used in prior work. So, it is logical to process the additional
data and make use of that data for the future modeling, given that some future research
may need more data to use in deep learning modeling. So, in the new ELAN dataset we
have confirmed the annotation of the three original signers of the original corpus, and we
supervised the annotation of new data for one additional signer. We create new larger motion
capture corpus that consists of four signers, who have the larger amount of data, using ELAN
software.
• We documented the data processing steps and the approach we have used to engineer our
set of features, which provide the ability to replicate this work. This may open the door for
other research to use this dataset to investigate other aspects of ASL.
• The new ELAN-based version of the corpus is much easier to annotate because all the data
(videos and annotation) are available in the same software window, which makes the anno-
tation process more convenient for the annotator. The annotator has the ability to examine
different views of ASL videos. Further, ELAN provides a flexible extraction functionality
which makes the data extraction process much easier.
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Figure 4.1: User-interface of the ELAN annotation tool
In this paragraph we are discussing the process of converting the original motion capture dataset
to ELAN dataset. The original motion-capture corpus consists of a collection of stories. Each story
had a SignStream annotation file that was associated with three source video files: The face view
of the signer, the front view of the signer, and the side view of the signer (shown in Figure 4.1).
We wrote code to extract the contents of the previous SignStream annotation files and generate the
XML-based ELAN annotation files (.eaf) for each story. In the process of annotating a video, when
the annotator edits the new .eaf files, ELAN will save the information inside the .eaf, and all changes
are recorded in the annotation file; the source video file is left unchanged. This .eaf file links all of
the original files for every single story in one screen window shown in Figure 4.1; and the annotator
has the ability to view and control the videos using that window. The three videos (Figure 4.1) are
represented on the top-left of the window. This includes the face view of the signer, the front view of
the signer, and the side view of the signer. The top-right section of the window shown in Figure 4.1
contains different user-interface controls for the ELAN software. The annotation area is located on
the bottom of the window. This is where the annotator has the ability to annotate different tiers
(the term “tier” refers to one layer of linguistic annotation).
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4.2.1 Dataset Annotation
After converting the original dataset to ELAN, we hired linguistic analysts (who were senior students
training to become ASL interpreters who had completed courses on ASL linguistics for their degree
program) to label the missing tiers from the original corpus according to a standard template that
we previously used for annotating the original motion-capture corpus [99,100]. A tutorial for using
ELAN to label each of the linguistic tiers in our corpus was provided for the new ASL annotators,
so the new ASL annotators would be able to more consistently label the corpus with the requested
information. The annotators were asked to add the missing syntactic information like: clause
boundaries, part-of-speech labels for words, noun phrase boundaries, and even other tiers which
are not the primary focus of this work7 . Specifically, we annotated 25 ASL specific tiers, 8 timing
tiers, 10 tokens8, and the English translation for the story.
While Appendix D presents the details of the annotation tutorial, it is briefly summarized here.
We started by teaching the annotators how to install ELAN (on different operating systems), and we
explained the various files used for annotation. Then we explained the ELAN graphical user interface
GUI and the best settings of the software for annotation. Then we moved to detailed annotation
guidelines for each tier, each of which focused on specific ASL language components. The tiers are
visually divided into color-coded groups: blue, red, green, orange, and black. The different groups
of tiers are: glosses, fingerspelling, visual non-manuals, abstract non-manuals, groupings, part of
speech, tokens, and English translations. Understanding the meaning of these tiers is important to
discussing the feature extraction in Section 4.3. The meaning of some of the annotation tiers:
• Main Gloss: The sign being performed; the annotator makes a gloss for each single sign.
• Timing of Glosses: The timing information includes when the gloss begins, and when it
ends (when the hand begins to fall or move into the position of another sign). The times
in which the hands are moving into position to make a sign are not included as part of the
gloss. Similarly, we have identified the end point of the sign as occurring prior to movement
of the hands out of the position for that sign in preparation for articulation of the following
sign.
7The idea behind annotating the complete set of tiers is to make the new dataset have the complete
annotations so it is easier to publish it later.
8This refers to the use of space around a signer for pronoun reference, and it was a focus of our
lab’s original ASL Motion Capture Corpus.
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• Noun Phrase: Normally, a noun phrase consists of a main noun and some additional words
around it, e.g. determiners or adjectives.
• Verb Phrase: The verb phrase has a verb as its head. Before the ASL main verb, there may
appear a negative word (such as not or never) or an adverb phrase. If the verb takes a
direct object, the direct object is part of the verb phrase. Adverbs, prepositional phrases, and
adverbial clausesmay also appear after the main verb.
• Part of Speech: The annotator record the part of speech of each sign (noun, verb, preposi-
tional phrase, and other elements). A detailed table for POS is available in Appendix D.
• Dominant and non-dominant hand tiers: We have used the dominant hand gloss tier for
most of the information about manual signing. If for some reason the non-dominant hand is
doing something unusual or different than what is happening on the dominant hand, then
we add information to the non-dominant hand row. Most of the time, the non-dominant
hand row is left blank.
• Abstract Non-manuals: We divided the abstract non-manuals to seven types including
(role shift, negative, WH-question, topic/focus, yes-no question, rhetorical question, condi-
tional/when). Table 4.5 present the description for the seven non-manual types.
4.3 Data Extracting and Pre-processing
In this section we are documenting how we processed motion capture data and how we extracted
a large list of possible linguistic features, for our initial modeling research. This work represents
the first attempt to use the original motion-capture corpus for speed and timing research; so, data
preparation was anticipated to be a time-consuming aspect of this work. The large amount of time
needed for this data processing was expected, as prior machine-learning research and development
projects have often found data processing and cleansing consume a major portion of a project
life cycle. We automated the data pre-processing task using some custom-written Python code
to produce a “comma separate values” (CSV) output files. We achieve this automation by using
a configuration file that stores different configuration parameters for the work, these parameters
include: the paths for input and output directories, current signer code, the skeleton bone we are
extracting, the required coordinates, and other configuration parameters.
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Table 4.5: Abstract non-manual annotations
Non-manuals Descriptions
Role Shift Is the signer using the shoulder tilt to become a character
in the story or to indicate one side of the signing space?
The annotator should record when the signer becomes
the character he is explaining, or imitating the facial ex-
pressions/quotations another person had said earlier.
Negation Is the signer’s head shaking left-to-right as in a negative
manner? The annotator should record when the signer
shakes his head when expressing negative opinion or
expressing disagreement.
Wh-question Is the signer making a WH-question facial expression?
The annotator should watch when the signer raises his
eyebrows and (often) tilts their head upward when ask-
ing a question and/or tilting their head a bit to the side.
Topics/focus Is the signer raising his eyebrows for topicalized phrases
at the start of sentence? The signer may raise his eye-
brows at the beginning of sentence to present a new
topic or emphasize the specific information as new topic.
Sometimes, the signer move a noun phrase from its reg-
ular location in a sentence to the front of the sentence.
Yes-no question Is the signer making a yes/no question facial expression?
Yes-no question can include raised or lowered eyebrows
to indicate a question such as “Are you all right?” or
“Have we met before?”
Rhetorical Question Is the signer asking a rhetorical question? The signer
often uses “why” or “who” or “what” in the middle of
sentence often replacing “because” from the English sen-
tence but then quickly answering the question himself
(e.g. ASL version: “I LOVE MOVIES, WHY?, THEY FUN
WATCH” while the English version would state “ I love
movies because they are fun to watch.”)
Conditional/When Is the signer making the facial expression for a condi-
tional “if” or “when” clause at the start of a sentence?
Signer emphasize the “if” or “when” often with eyebrows
or index finger pointing to time such as “1988, YEAR I
BORN”
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Figure 4.2: Data extraction and pre-processing
We needed to process and extract relevant information from motion-capture corpus, which
contains: motion-capture movement data and linguistic annotation, as shown in Figure 4.2. The
motion-capture movement data was available as .bvh files (Biovision Hierarchical Data) which is an
XML file representing human joint angles from a movement recording. To support our processing
of the movement data, we needed to convert each .bvh file into a .blend file, which is the standard
input file format for the Blender animation software [30]. Then, within the Blender software, we
extracted coordinates the X, Y, and Z coordinates (for the specified bone of the body) from *.blend
skeleton animation. In this work since the signers in our corpus were all right-handed, we extracted
the coordinates for the right hand wrist bone. Each bone in the Blender software is conceived of
having a “head” and a “tail.” In order to extract a location that corresponded to the right wrist joint
of the signer, we extracted the “tail” position of the “right wristbone” of the human. The extracted
information is used to calculate the speed9 of signing.
The linguistic annotation was contained within the .eaf ELAN annotation file for each story. The
linguistic annotation from these files was extracted and formatted. The outcome of this process is a
9For this dissertation research, it is important to document how the concept of speed is viewed,
especially since ASL signs consist of periods of time when the hands are “holding” in a station-
ary position and periods of time when the hands are “moving” in-between these holds. For this
dissertation work, we focus only on the sub-durations of time when the hands are moving, and
we calculate the distance through space traveled in-between each sequential pair of frames. By
summing these individual between-frame distances, we calculate a total distance traveled during
a duration of movement. By dividing this distance by the time duration of this movement, a speed
is calculated.
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large CSV spreadsheet file for each story in the corpus. Then, we combined the different sub-stories
for each signer to generate one large tabular file that consists of a series of organized columns and
rows. This file has the following structure: Each row represented a single word in the corpus; and
the columns of the file represented key linguistic features (which we intended to use for training our
models). Table 4.7 presents the details of the columns in our generated CSV file. It is important to
emphasize that not all of the CSV columns were subsequently used as features in our final models,
as ablation analysis discussed in the next chapter led us to select a subset of these potential features.
The selected features used in our model are therefore marked with value “Yes” in column “Used as
a feature”, and these features will discuss in detail in Chapter 5 when we explain the training of our
models. The “Column Name” in Table 4.7 represents the name of the column in the generated CSV
file, and the “Type” represents the data type of these features.
Within Table 4.7, in row #1, the Gloss is the sign being performed. Rows (#2-#5) list features,
with each consisting of an ordinal value to mark the beginning, middle, and ending of the sentence,
clause, noun phrase, and verb phrase consecutively. For these fields we used BMEWO encoding [22]
which represent the boundaries for these phrases using end-of-entity (E_X) tokens, mid-entity tokens
(M_X), and beginning-of-entity (B_X). For example, the noun phrase encoding is (B_N) for beginning
of the noun phrase, (M_N) is the middle of the noun phrase, and (E_N) is for the end of the noun
phrase. The next three rows (#6-#8) represent the length of each component of the sentence.
Relative_Proximity (RP) is a numeric value representing how far the inter-sign gap appears from the
midpoint of the current sentence. Complexity_Index (CI) represent the number of syntactic nodes
that dominated this inter-sign gap. The formulas for Relative Proximity (RP) and Complexity Index
(CI) are defined in [53, 60, 63]. While the definition in [53, 60, 63] depends upon knowing the
full syntactic parse tree of the sentence, we do not make this assumption for our model. Thus, the
Complexity Index used as a feature in our model training is based on the limited syntactic information
available in our corpus (boundaries of sentences, clauses, verb phrases, or noun phrases). Table 4.9
presents our values for construction of the CI field based on the sentence syntactic structure locations.
Word_Duration and Next_Word_Duration contain the timing values for the current word and
the following one. Word_Occurrence_Order is a counter that represents how many times this spe-
cific word has appeared in the story. Binary_Gloss_Occurrence_Order is another representation
for the Word_Occurrence_Order field, but it represents a flag set as “True” if the word appeared
more than once and “False” otherwise. We made used of Binary_Word_Occurrence_Order and
Word_Occurrence_Order fields because we were inspired from linguistic research on the importance
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Table 4.7: Set of column used to build features
Column # Column Name Type Used as a feature
1 Gloss Text
2 Sentence Boundaries Ordinal Yes
3 Clause Boundaries Binary Yes
4 Noun Phrase Boundaries Ordinal Yes
5 Verb Phrase Boundaries Ordinal Yes
6 Sentence Length Numerical Yes
7 Noun_Phrase_Length Numerical Yes
8 Verb_Phrase_Length Numerical Yes
9 Relative_Proximity Numerical Yes
10 Complexity_Index Numerical Yes
11 Word_Duration Numerical Yes
12 Next_Word_Duration Numerical Yes
13 Word_Order_On_Sentence Numerical Yes











25 Pausing Binary Yes
26 Pausing_Before_Gloss Binary Yes
27 Pause_Duration Numerical Yes
28 Pause_Duration_Before_Gloss Numerical
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Table 4.9: Complexity Index as four level of representation
Sentence syntactic structure Complexity Index (CI) value
Noun Phrase Boundaries 1
Verb Phrase Boundaries 2
Clause Boundaries 3
Sentence Boundaries 4
of these fields [52]; for example, Relative_Proximity (RP) and Complexity_Index (CI) had been
used in prior rule-based projects for inserting pauses in ASL. Independent_Clause, POS, Negative,
whQuestion, yesNoQuestion, rhetoricalQuestion, topicFocus, and conditionalWhen are representing
different linguistic details of the ASL sentence, including several forms of non-manual information
that represent, e.g., topic or conditional clauses.
In this research Pause is defined as a period of time where a human or avatar character slows
or stops their motion for a greater than threshold (minimum amount of time) at a word boundary.
Unfortunately, the original motion-capture corpus didn’t have a labeling for the pauses so we needed
to write a python code to calculate the pauses. The code extracts the movement from motion-capture
corpus. To calculate Pauses, we identified moments in time in the data when the hand stopped
moving for longer than one “frame” (1/30 of a second) near the end of a gloss (during a time span
beginning two frames before the end of the gloss until the beginning of the next gloss). Then, we
calculated the duration of this momentary “stop” of the hand movement. For each signer, across
all of their “stops,” we calculated the mean duration of such stops when they occurred at sentence
boundaries. Finally, we calculated the Pause_Duration value, by subtracting the mean duration of
the stops for that signer, from the duration of any specific stop.
4.4 Conclusion
This chapter presented an existing ASL motion-capture corpus collected in our laboratory’s prior
research, as well as limitations in that dataset that made it difficult to use for research on animation
speed and timing. Next, the chapter has discussed the process of collecting, configurating, and the
various types of files in that original motion-capture corpus, as well as how additional layers of
linguistic annotations were added to the corpus using the ELAN tool by a team of ASL linguistic
annotators. This work was followed by our processing of the sign language motion-capture corpus
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and its linguistic annotations, to make the dataset useful for speed and timing machine learning
modeling. The main focus of this chapter was to address Contribution 1 of this dissertation research:
to create a dataset to support ASL speed and timing research. This chapter has documented the
data extraction and processing steps needed to create this dataset, to provide documentation of this
resource, so that it may be useful for future researchers.
EP I L O G U E F O R PA R T I
In Part I, Chapter 2 introduced to the reader various definitions for speed and timing in ASL which
represent the key concepts for the remaining parts of this work. We presented the sequential
representations of ASL signs and animation. Then we illustrated the general pipeline for sign
language generation. Focusing on sign language specifically, we presented five important speed
and timing definitions which form the core components of the speed and timing concepts for this
work. These five components are: fundamental signing rate, base duration, differential signing rate,
pause insertion, and pause duration. Then we presented evidence from prior experimental work
that had established that setting these speed and timing parameters correctly is important for users’
comprehension and satisfaction, when synthesizing ASL animation.
In Chapter 3, we have discussed some prior work related to ASL animation generation. This
chapter discussed prior work on speech synthesis, linguistics, and sign language technologies, in-
cluding: how speech researchers address speed and timing challenges, linguistic research on speed
and timing for ASL signing and spoken English, and data-driven sign language research. In addition,
the chapter specifically focused on prior research related to our five components: fundamental rate
in animation systems, base duration in animation systems, differential signing rate in animation
systems, pause insertion in animation systems, and pause duration in animation systems. Finally,
the chapter discussed some methodologies used in prior research, which inform our selection of
options for different ways to evaluate our work in this dissertation.
In Chapter 4 we presented the process of collecting of the motion-capture corpus. Then we
provided details about the process of extracting and cleaning of the first release of the corpus. In
addition, we presented our approach of building the new ELAN version of our motion-capture corpus,
how we added different layers linguistic annotations, and what is the best practice for preparing
the data so that it can be used for modeling.
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In summary, Part I of this dissertation has addressed the first contribution and established the
groundwork for the subsequent contributions that have been listed in in Section 1.3 “Contributions
of This Dissertation”:
Contribution 1: We have created a new American Sign Language Speed and Timing Dataset, which
is an enhancement to our lab’s pre-existing motion-capture corpus of ASL. As part
of this work, we transferred our prior motion-capture corpus to a new linguistic
annotation platform that has become standard among sign-language linguistic
researchers, ELAN [130]. We have added layers of annotations and document our
data preprocessing procedures which were necessary to make this resource useful
for speed and timing research. We have also documented our feature engineering
process to create input for machine-learning modeling, so that it is easier for
future researchers to work with this new dataset.
PA R T II: MO D E L I N G AN D
SY N T H E S I S OF ASL
AN I M AT I O N
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PR O L O G U E T O PA R T II
In Part II, we are focusing on creating ASL animations based on predictive models trained on human
data. Chapter 5 presents how we engineered and selected the best subset of model features. Using
the selected features, we will train three predictive models (ordered in a specific sequence) to
predict three timing values in ASL: the insertion of pauses in ASL, the duration of the inserted
pauses, and the signing rate within the ASL sentence. We will present the cross-validation results
and the dataset-based evaluation of the modeling.
In Chapter 6, We will discuss a user-based evaluation, including conducting a study with DHH
participants to learn their preferences about the animations generated with these models. We
generate animations of ASL stories, and we conduct a user study where DHH participants saw
different versions of animations of ASL stories, generated using our speed model, as compared to
the baseline.
Part II will address the following contributions:
Contribution 2: We empirically determined which features were most influential in the speed and
timing prediction models, e.g. via a feature-ablation analysis. Since our goal is to
build a system that could convert a script that specifies an ASL message into an
animation automatically, it is useful to identify a minimal set of information that
the person writing the script must specify in order for our software to operate.
We performed this analysis for each of the following three modeling tasks:
2.A: Empirically determine the best subset of features needed to be used
for building a predictive model for predication the prosodic break (a
pause) after each word.
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2.B: Empirically determine the best subset of features needed to be used for
prediction the time-duration of this break/pause.
2.C: We empirically determine the best subset of features needed to be used
for modeling the variation of the speed for each particular word in
the message.
Contribution 3: We empirically determined whether a machine-learning modeling trained on a
final subset of the linguistic features out-performs prior state-of-the-art rule-based
approaches for the task of predicting the timing parameters for ASL multi-sentence
passages. Specifically, in a cross-validation analysis of held-out data, we automat-
ically identified the following three speed and timing values for each individual
word in a message:
3.A: Is there aprosodic break (a pause) after this specific word? ASL sign-
ers will naturally pause at various locations during a message, typically
more frequently at structural boundaries, e.g. as discussed in [118].
3.B: If so, what is the time-duration of this break/pause? ASL signers
are also more likely to use longer pauses at more important structural
boundaries [53].
3.C: Given the overall signing rate that we seek to produce, what is the
variation of this speed (slightly faster, slightly slower) for each
particular word in the message? ASL signers will generally slow down
at the end of sentences, or change their signing speed for individual
words, for a variety of reasons [52,143].
Contribution 4: Empirically determine whether Deaf ASL signers prefer animations of multi-sentence
ASL passages in which timing values are determined by these new models or by
the previous state-of-the-art rule-based technique.
Chapter 5
Selecting Data-Driven Models of
ASL Speed and Timing
10
This Chapter discusses in detail the process of training several machine-learning predictive models
for predicting speed and timing in ASL. We will start with explaining the feature engineering process.
After selecting the best sub set of features we explain the process of selecting a robust model. The
primary goals of this chapter are to investigate the second and third contributions of this dissertation
research:
Contribution 2: We empirically determined which features were most influential in the speed and
timing prediction models, e.g. via a feature-ablation analysis. Since our goal is to
build a system that could convert a script that specifies an ASL message into an
animation automatically, it is useful to identify a minimal set of information that
10The information in this chapter is based on several projects that include collaboration with other
researchers in the CAIR lab at RIT (Larwan Berke, Sushant Kafle, Peter Yeung) supervised by my
advisor (Dr. Matt Huenerfauth). The details of pause insertion modeling were published in our
work [12], for which I was first author. Our modeling approach of the pause insertion, differential
rate, and pause duration was presented at our paper at the ASSETS’18 conference [7], which
received the best paper award and for which I was also first author. Furthermore, I have received
valuable and important feedback when I presented the work from this chapter at the ASSETS’19
Doctoral Consortium [6].
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the person writing the script must specify in order for our software to operate.
We will perform this analysis for each of the following three modeling tasks:
2.A: Empirically determine the best subset of features needed to be used
for building a predictive model for predication the prosodic break (a
pause) after each word.
2.B: Empirically determine the best subset of features needed to be used for
prediction the time-duration of this break/pause.
2.C: We empirically determined the best subset of features needed to be used
for modeling the variation of the speed for each particular word in
the message.
We need to identify a minimal set of features that the ASL human author, who is creating the
script for the ASL message, should provide for our software to operate. If we are able to create
a model that performs well with fewer features (i.e. using minimum human manual effort), then
it would not be necessary for the human author to provide information for all other features we
examined. Then, after selecting the best subset of features for modeling, we will make use of these
features in the modeling step which is the focus of contribution three.
Contribution 3: We empirically determined whether a machine-learning modeling trained on a
final subset of the linguistic features out-performs prior state-of-the-art rule-based
approaches for the task of predicting the timing parameters for ASL multi-sentence
passages. Specifically, in a cross-validation analysis of held-out data, we automat-
ically identified the following three speed and timing values for each individual
word in a message:
3.A: Is there aprosodic break (a pause) after this specific word? ASL sign-
ers will naturally pause at various locations during a message, typically
more frequently at structural boundaries, e.g. as discussed in [118].
3.B: If so, what is the time-duration of this break/pause? ASL signers
are also more likely to use longer pauses at more important structural
boundaries [53].
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3.C: Given the overall signing rate that we seek to produce, what is the
variation of this speed (slightly faster, slightly slower) for each
particular word in the message? ASL signers will generally slow down
at the end of sentences, or change their signing speed for individual
words, for a variety of reasons [52,143].
After selecting the most accurate model, this chapter will explain our procedure for dataset-
based evaluations by comparing the performance of our predictive models to the state-of-the-are
2008 Model [60,63]. In order to conduct this comparison between our new models and this older
model, which had required more linguistic features in order to operate, we had to first add more
linguistic annotation to out corpus, to provide a complete syntactic parse for each sentence for a
subset of our training corpus [60, 63]. In general, throughout our evaluation we investigated the
following possibilities:
• In a cross-validation study (where models are trained and tested on various partitions of a
dataset), does our model of where human ASL signers insert pauses in their ASL signing have
higher accuracy than baseline models (to out-perform a baseline model that inserts pauses
at the end of the sentences only or the prior state-of-the-art 2008 Model of Huenerfauth
[54,56], which was a rule-based [60,63] approach?)
• Given the predicted locations of the pauses, in our cross-validation study, will our model of
the time-duration of pauses outperform a baseline (uniform duration) or the 2008 Model of
Huenerfauth [60,63]?
• In a cross-validation study, will our model of differential signing rate outperform a baseline
(uniform speed) or the rule-based 2008 Model of Huenerfauth [60,63]?
This chapter is organized as follows, Section 5.1 will discuss the feature selection process. Sec-
tion 5.2 will present the logical sequence for building the models. Section 5.3 will address some
assumptions that should be considered before modeling. Section 5.4, Section 5.5, and Section 5.6
will discuss the design, feature selection, and cross-validation evaluation of the three models (pause
insertion, differential rate, pause duration). Finally, Section 5.7 will present a dataset-based evalua-
tion of the models.
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5.1 Feature Engineering
We had to invent linguistic features that are useful for modeling some linguistic phenomena and
write code to extract these features from raw corpus data. The goal of the feature engineering step
is to support our identification of effective models that are based on a minimal set of features, as to
require as little input information as possible to the models. This would reduce the manual human
effort and dedicated time which is very costly, while maintaining a robust model. As shown in
Section 4.3, to create a dataset for our research, we needed to process the original motion-capture
corpus. Specifically, we generated a CSV spreadsheet file for each story in the corpus, with the
following structure: Each row represented a single word in the corpus; the columns of the file
represented possible linguistic features. However, this file contains a large number of possible
features, and we need to select a subset of these features which we intended to use for training our
three timing models: pausing after words, time duration of the pause, differential signing speed.
The outcome of our feature selection process is a set of the possible features that will be used for
modeling, as shown in Table 5.1. All numerical features shown in the table were normalized to
the scale (0-1). As shown in Table 5.1, the set of “predictor features” included information about
whether this word was adjacent to a syntactic phrase boundary, the length of the current phrase
or sentence in which the word occurs, how far this word is from the nearest pause in the signing,
and some numerical measure of how major the syntactic boundary is that immediately follows this
word. Also, in the feature engineering process we made use of other linguistic properties referred
to as Relative Proximity (RP) and Complexity Index (CI) that had been used in the 2008 Model
of Huenerfauth [60, 63]; those features had been inspired by the linguistic analysis methods of
predicting speed and timing used in [60,63]. However, our CI calculation differs slightly since we
have only a partial parse tree from our annotators sentence, clause, verb phrase, and noun phrase
spans only (as explained in Section 4.3). Table 5.1 also indicates which of our three models made
use of each feature (this topic will be discussed in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3). The Feature Type
column indicates whether the feature is numerical (Num.) or categorical (displaying the values).
This chapter is presented here so that it may serve as a reference for the reader, as additional details
about our investigation are discussed throughout this chapter. At this time, some of the columns or
details in this table have not been fully discussed, but those details will emerge in our discussion of
our modeling work throughout this chapter.
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Table 5.1: List of predictor features used in this study, with a checkmark
indicating if that feature used in each of our three models










#1-4: Is the gap after this
word on the boundary of
a sentence, clause, noun
phrase, or verb phrase?
Yes / No Ø Ø Ø
#5: Relative Proxim-
ity (RP): How close is
the gap after this word
to the midpoint between
the two nearest pauses?
Numerical Ø Ø Ø
#6: Complexity Index
(CI): Value indicating the
syntactic importance of
this gap (ranging 1-4)
with value of 4 at sen-
tence boundaries.
Numerical Ø Ø Ø
#7-9: How many words
are in the current sen-
tence, noun phrase, and
verb phrase (if applica-
ble)?
Numerical Ø Ø Ø
#10-11: Is there a pause
immediately before or
immediately after this
word? (This is output
of the “Pause Insertion”
model.)
Yes / No X Ø Ø
#12-13: How far is this
word from the beginning
of the current sentence?
From the end?
Numerical X Ø Ø
#14-15: What is the dif-
ferential rate for the cur-
rent word and the follow-
ing one? (This is the
output of the “Differen-
tial Rate” model.)
Numerical X X Ø
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5.2 Models Overview
We implement three machine-learning models to address various aspects of ASL speed and timing.
Our models were cascaded, that is, an ordering was established among them such that the output
of prior models could be used as an input feature to a subsequent model:
1. Pause Insertion: The first model was a classification model to determine if a pause should
be inserted after the current word.
2. Differential Rate: The second model was a regression model to predict the change in signing
rate within the ASL sentence. As shown in Table 5.1, this model used four more features
than the Pause Insertion model (e.g. how close this word was to the end of the sentence). In
addition, the Differential Rate model used the output of the Pause Insertion model as one of
its input “predictor” features (to consider whether a pause had been inserted before or after
the current word, which might suggest it would be performed more slowly, as the signer
anticipated or resumed from a pause).
3. Pause Duration: The third model was a regression model to predict the length of each pause.
This Pause Duration model logically depends on the results of Pause Insertion, since pause
durations need only be calculated where pauses will occur. In addition, we utilized the output
of the Differential Rate model as one of the input features to this model; specifically, we
anticipate that pauses occurring near words with longer duration will themselves be longer
in duration.
5.3 Important Assumptions Before Modeling
There are some important assumptions that we would like to present before moving to the details
of model training.
5.3.1 Assumptions Used to Estimate Differential Speed
As discussed in Chapter 4, there are challenges in making use of ASL recordings to determine
differential rate, since the observed timing of a word in a recording is also based on the signer’s
fundamental rate and the word’s base duration. While we can estimate the fundamental rate of
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the signer across a large sample of recordings, it is more difficult to estimate the base duration
of each word. Without having hundreds of recordings of each word, as performed by a variety of
signers, it is difficult to estimate what the “normal” base duration of each word is in ASL. For this
reason, some researchers will examine speed or acceleration curves for hand movements during
signing, e.g. [36], in lieu of considering the final duration of a word in a recording, when calculating
differential rate. As suggested in our earlier discussion of this issue in Subsection 2.4.3, in our work,
we have estimated the differential rate for each word using the following procedure: We focus on
the movement of the signer’s dominant hand (right hand of a right-handed person) only, and we
omit any time frames during the word when the hand is stationary (since some signs contain periods
of time when the hands make contact with the body or remain in place for short period of time).
Next, we calculate the average velocity of the hand during these remaining time frames. Finally,
we divide by the fundamental signing rate for this signer, as calculated across all recordings of this
person in the corpus. In this way, if a word is performed more quickly in some context, we expect a
differential rate greater than 1, and vice versa.
5.3.2 Assumptions Used to Estimate Pause Insertion & Duration
Our corpus did not include human judgements about where pauses were occurring nor what their
duration was; thus, we also needed to estimate these values by processing the movement data in
our recordings. As suggested by our earlier discussion in Section 4.3, a challenge is that many ASL
signs will contain brief moments of time that are often referred to as “holds,” in which the hand is
momentarily stationary - and often these occur at the end of a sign. Such brief holds that are part of
a sign performance are not generally considered to be a pause (i.e. they are part of the performance
of the sign itself lexically, rather than being syntactically motivated prosodic phenomena). Thus,
we needed to “filter” out these short holds at the end of words, to identify the slightly longer
moments when the hands are stationary that reflect true “pauses.” Taking guidance from Grosjean et
al. [52] who observed that pauses occur at 25% of inter-sign locations, we extracted the end-of-sign
stationary-hand durations for all words in the corpus, ranked these values, and decided that the
top quartile (following the ratio published in [52]) of these values were “pauses.” Furthermore, we
determined that the “duration” of each of these pauses would be the amount of stationary-hand
duration that was in excess of the duration value threshold that defined the top quartile.
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5.4 Pause Insertion Modeling
The next section will cover three main objectives. The first is presenting the design of the Pause
Inseration model, the second is selecting the best subset of features for modeling, and the last is the
cross-validation result when evaluating the models from the first two objectives. This section will
address Contribution 2.A and Contribution 3.A.
5.4.1 Design of Pause Insertion Model
For pause insertion model, we organized our dataset so that the first column is a “target” label that
indicates whether this gap location in the corpus was where the human performed a “pause.” The
remaining columns contain properties about this gap location (e.g., is this a boundary between two
sentences) that may be relevant to predicting pauses; we refer to these as “predictor” features. We
wrote code to calculate sentence, clause, verb phrase, and noun phrase boundaries and lengths,
along with other syntactic complexity features mentioned in Table 5.1.
Since our goal was to fit and test a model to predict pause locations in ASL animation and our
target variable had values of (“there is a pause here” or “there is not a pause here”), we considered
a traditional supervised classification approach to make an individualized prediction for the gap
following each word in a sentence. Since we had both categorical and numerical predictor features
(see the “Type” column in Table 5.1), we chose to investigate and compare several machine-learning
algorithms that support mixed features, including: decision trees, support vector machines (SVM).
In particular, we noted that prior work on pause prediction for English (Sarkar and Rao, 2015) or
other modeling for ASL (Shibata et al., 2016) had successfully used decision-tree-based learning
methods.
Aside from making independent predictions of the target variable (“pause” or “no pause”) for
each inter-sign gap location, we also investigated if there were dependencies between the values at
subsequent gap locations. Specifically, we considered making predictions based on a +/-1 context
window (i.e. the predictor features of the inter-sign gap immediately preceding and following
the current inter-sign gap), thereby treating the problem as a sequence-tagging problem. For this
purpose, we trained a Linear-Chain Conditional Random Field (CRF) model [21,60], using [116].
CRF operates on the context-features and looks for the most optimal path through all possible target
sequences for a sequence of words in a sentence.
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5.4.2 Features used for Pause Insertion Model
We used the predictor screening tool form JMP Pro software [78] to select the optimal subset of
features to use when building our model. Predictor screening mechanism uses bootstrap forest
partitioning to evaluate the contribution of predictors towards the response; this mechanism gives
us an initial set of possible features to be used for modeling. For example, we performed predictor
screening to investigate the most important features to be used for pause prediction modeling; the
report for these features is shown in Figure 5.1. The “Predictor” is the name of the possible features
under investigation, and the “Contributions” column shows the contribution of each predictor feature
to the bootstrap forest model. The rank and the bars in Figure 5.1 are provided for convenience
as a simplified visualization of the results. Figure 5.1 indicates that the predictors with the highest
contributions are likely to be important in predicting pausing. Therefore, we decide to eliminate
the features that had less than 1% of contribution towards the model. A similar approach has been
used to get a basic idea about the important features to be used for building other predictive models.
Therefore, Subsection 5.5.2 and Subsection 5.6.2 will be much shorter than this section, but the
same concept used in this section applied for both Subsection 5.5.2 and Subsection 5.6.2. Table 5.1
lists the various predictor features used in each model.
Specifically, for the features used for Pause Insertion model, the Pause Insertion model used the
first nine features in the Table 5.1, including: whether the current location was phrase boundary,
the syntactic importance of the boundary, and the proximity to nearby pauses.
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Figure 5.1: Predictor screening report, with a red dotted line show which
features were chosen for the modeling
5.4.3 Pause Insertion Cross-Validation Model Evaluation
For the classifiers described in Subsection 5.4.1, we implemented a 5-fold cross-validation procedure,
dividing our data into 80% training set and 20% testing set at each evaluation fold. We calculated
the average accuracy and F-score across the 5 folds. We evaluated our model and compare our result
with some baselines. Table 5.3 shows the accuracy and F-score for the model. For comparison, we
also presented results for the two proposed baselines. Our baselines are defined as follows:
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Table 5.3: Pause Prediction Model Results. The Decision Tree and SVM classifiers
were implemented in MATLAB using the Classifier Learner Package, while the
Linear-Chain CRF classifier was implemented using the sklearn-crfsuite package







• Baseline 1: This baseline inserts a pause at the end of every sentence (and nowhere else).
The rationale for this baseline is that if a human animator were to create an animation and
manually chose to insert some pauses, the animator may be likely to put them at all of the
sentence boundaries, as a simple approach.
• Baseline 2: This baseline inserts a pause randomly at 25% of paragraph locations. To account
for possible bias in evaluation, due to randomness, we ran it ten times (Table 5.3 presents
the average).
As shown in Table 5.3, The linear-chain CRF model beat the proposed baseline, with an accuracy
of 80% and with F-score slightly exceeding the baseline.
5.5 Differential Rate Modeling
In this section, we are investigating Contribution 2.C and Contribution 3.C which correspond to
predicting the differential signing rate during ASL sentences, and selecting the best subset of features
for differential signing rate modeling.
11Function: CRF.
Parameters: algorithm: l2sgd, c2: 0.0869, max_iterations: 100, all_possible_transitition: True
12Function: fitctree.
Parameters: SplitCriterion: gdi, MaxNumSplits: 100, Surrogate: off.
13Function: fitcsvm.
Parameters: KernelFunction: linear, PolynomialOrder: [], KernelScale: auto, BoxConstraint: 1.
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5.5.1 Design of Differential Rate Model
Differential Signing Rate was modeled using regression, to predict a value that represents a multiplier
to modify the Base Duration of a sign. During the initial training phase of selecting the best model we
compared the performance of different algorithms including: Ada Boost (ABR), Gradient Boosting
(GBR), Random Forest (RFR), and Extra Trees Regressors (ETR) [21,124].
5.5.2 Feature Used for Differential Rate Model
We adopt the same principle used in Subsection 5.4.2 to create useful features for the differential rate
model. We tested a set of features that can be used for modeling the differential rate, and we made
use of the basic features used for pause insertion modeling. i.e. the first nine features of Table 5.1,
including: the sentence boundary, clause boundary, noun phrase boundary, verb phrase boundary,
the relative proximity, the complexity index, the location of this word inside the sentence/noun
phrase/verb phrase, and how far is this word from the beginning of the current sentence. Since the
outcome of the pause insertion model is the parameter “Pausing,” it is now eligible to use as input.
In addition, since we envision our model to process a script of an ASL sentence from left-to-right,
we can not only consider whether there had been a pause immediately after the current word, but
we can also consider whether there had been a pause immediately prior to the current word. These
two additional pausing-related input features as shown as features 10 and 11 of Table 5.1.
5.5.3 Differential Rate Cross-Validation Model Evaluation
In a similar approach used for modeling the Pause Insertion, we implemented a 5-fold cross-validation
procedure, by dividing our data into 80% training set and 20% testing set. We calculated the average
“Root Mean Squared Error” (RMSE) across the 5 folds. To select the best working parameters for each
of our models, we performed a grid-search to optimize the model performance. For the Gradient
Boosting Regressor (GBR), we used GridSearchCV to exhaustively search the parameter space. We
investigated the range of (50 to 400) for the estimators (n_estimators) parameter, and we found
that a value of 50 led to the best result on our training dataset, while avoiding overfitting. In the
Differential Signing Rate model, our baseline is the average signing rate for all signs in the corpus
(i.e. predicting a uniform signing rate for all signs, specifically a “multiplier” of 1.0). Table 5.4
shows the performance as compared to this simple baseline. Our model outperformed the baseline;
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a lower value for RMSE error is a better result. As shown in Table 5.4 GBR model had the best
performance.







5.6 Pause Duration Modeling
In this section, we are investigating Contribution 2.B and Contribution 3.B which correspond
to modeling the time duration of these pauses and identifying the best subset of features for that
modeling.
5.6.1 Design of Pause Duration Model
Pause Duration was also modeled using regression, in this case, to predict a value for the time
duration of the pause between two signs. We trained different ML classifiers such as: ABR, ETR,
GBR, and RFR.
5.6.2 Feature Engineering for Pause Duration modeling
We made use of the same principle used in Subsection 5.4.2 and Subsection 5.5.2 to select the
subset of useful features for the pause duration model. We made use of the first eleven features
in Table 5.1: the sentence boundary, the clause boundary, the noun phrase boundary, the verb
phrase boundary, the relative proximity, the complexity index, the location of this word inside the
sentence/noun phrase/verb phrase, how far is this word from the beginning of the current sentence,
and the existence of pausing before and after this word. As discussed in section 5.2, since the models
are cascaded, and since the output of our Differential Rate model would already be known at this
point we decided to use this value as an input feature for pause duration model. The differential-rate
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features for the word preceding the boundary and for the word following the boundary are appear
as features 14 and 15 of Table 5.1.
5.6.3 Pause Duration Cross-Validation Model
Table 5.5 shows the performance of the Pause Duration regression model, as compared to the
proposed baseline (predicting uniform pause duration, specifically the average duration of all pauses
in the corpus). GBR has the lowest error in Table 5.5 meaning that GBR outperformed the baseline
with RMSE equal to 2.9, which is almost half of the error than the proposed baseline. In regard
to parameter tuning, our grid search of the parameter space found that n_estimators=100 had the
best performance on our training dataset.







5.7 Dataset-Based Comparison to State-of-the-Art Model
So far, we showed that our model out-performed a baseline model (inserting pauses at sentence
boundaries only, with uniform pause length and uniform sign speed); however, a better test of this
new model would be to compare it against the current state-of-the-art model for speed and pausing
in ASL, the 2008 Model of Huenerfauth [60,63]. Aside from comparing model accuracy, there are
other points of comparison between these models:
• The 2008 Model [60, 63] is a rule-based approach based on findings of prior linguistics
research [52,53,55] that considered a relatively small number of ASL videos. Models based
on larger datasets of human signing performance may be more accurate. Furthermore, the
2008 Model requires a full syntactic parse of every sentence as an input for its algorithms;
this may be time-consuming for the human author of the ASL message to provide.
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• Our new model, which we refer to as “ASL-Speed” is a collection of machine-learning models
trained on human behavioral data, from a motion-capture corpus of ASL. ASL-Speed requires
a smaller set of features (Table 5.1) as input from an ASL-knowledgeable human user, which
uses less input data than required by the Huenerfauth [63] model, which needed a full
syntactic parse tree.
Unfortunately, given the need for a full syntactic parse of all sentences in order to run the 2008
Model, running a test on the entire corpus [100] was impractical, since the original annotation of
that corpus did not include such annotation. The corpus contained 83 multi-sentence passages, from
a total of three signers. For this comparative analysis between ASL-Speed and the 2008 Model, we
had to use a subset of the corpus. We selected three passages from each signer (selecting the three
with length closest to the median for each person); there were 958 words total in the 9 passages.
Next, an ASL linguist annotated each passage with a full syntactic parse tree. On this small testing
set, we ran our new ASL-Speed model and the 2008 Model [63]. These passages were excluded from
our models’ training set. Appendix A provides more details about the selected stories for the 2008
Model and ASL-Speed comparison. Figure 5.2 shows the prediction accuracy for the new ASL-Speed
model and 2008 Model for the Pause-Insertion task. The new ASL-Speed model had higher accuracy
than the 2008 Model. Given that the 2008 Model had been the previous state-of-the-art method of
predicting this information for ASL animations, this is an important indicator of the quality of our
new model.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of our new ASL-Speed model and the 2008 Model on the
Pause Insertion task - for a subset of passages from [84] for which we added
syntax annotation
Figure 5.3 shows the prediction accuracy for the two regression tasks: Differential Rate and
Pause Duration - Lower values for Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) indicates better performance.
The new ASL-Speed models outperformed the 2008 Model. Once again, this is an important result,
since the 2008 Model had previously been the state-of-the-art method for predicting these speed
and timing values for ASL animation.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison among new ASL-Speed model and the 2008 Model - for
Differential Rate and Pause Duration
5.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented our approach to engineer linguistic features for modeling some aspects
of ASL animation generation. The ultimate goal was to find the best models that require a minimal
set of features, in order to require as little input information as possible. As shown in Section 5.2,
we divided our modeling tasks chronologically: pause insertion, differential signing rate, and pause
duration. We presented our initial spot-checking comparison of various potential modeling methods,
using a superset of our final set of features, to help us determine the most promising approach for each
of the three tasks. Then, we performed parameter tuning to find the models with the best accuracy:
Linear-Chain CRF is best modeling technique for pause inserting, and gradient boosting regressor is
best modeling technique for differential rate and pause duration modeling. Our initial dataset-based
evaluation of these three models was focused on a comparison of each model to a simple baseline.
The baseline for pause insertion was a policy to insert a pause at the end of each sentence. The
baseline for differential rate was a policy for each word to simply be performed at its average rate,
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normalized to the fundamental signing rate of the signer. Finally, the baseline for pause duration
was a policy to use uniformly assign a duration equal to the average pause duration in the corpus.
Furthermore, we evaluated the quality of our models using dataset-based evaluation by comparing
our robust models with the state-of-the-art rule-based 2008 Model of Huenerfauth [60, 63]. We
found that our modeling approach had better results than the rule-based 2008 modeling approach.
However, a simple dataset-based evaluation of the quality of ASL animation systems is not enough.
Thus, there is a need for human-based evaluation of animations with parameters predicted by these




This Chapter presents our methodology and results during the user-based evaluation of our work.
Specifically, we conducted a study with DHH participants (who are ASL signers with native fluency)
to obtain first-hand feedback and judgements from these users about the quality and naturalness
of the animations resulting from our model - along with more general input from these users about
what aspects of speed/timing they deem most important when viewing animations of ASL. Overall,
in this dissertation research, we are evaluating the quality of our modeling through three ways:
1. Cross-Validation Model Evaluation: In this method of evaluation, we are comparing our
selected model with a proposed baseline. The goal of this evaluation is to select the robust
model that will be used to build the animation. This method was discussed in detail in
Chapter 5.
2. Dataset-based evaluation comparing state-of-the-art modeling: in the dataset-based eval-
uation we use our modeling to predict the timing parameter and compare that with the
state-of-the-art rule-based approach. This is also discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
14The information in this chapter is based on a joint project with researchers in the Center for
Accessibility and Inclusion Research (CAIR) at RIT (Larwan Berke, Sushant Kafle, Peter Yeung)
supervised by my advisor (Dr. Matt Huenerfauth). The other researchers at CAIR assisted me with
creating the study logistics and ASL videos recording. The user interview study of the project,
which is the focus of this chapter, was presented at our paper at the ASSETS’18 conference [7],
which received the best paper award and for which I was first author.
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3. User-based evaluation: Since the goal of my research is to produce better animations of ASL
for DHH people who use ASL, it is essential to conduct experimental studies of animation
quality with DHH participants to learn their preferences about the animations generated
with these models. This form of evaluation is the primary focus of this chapter.
In this chapter we address the fourth contribution.
Contribution 4: Empirically determine whether DHH ASL signers prefer animations of multi-
sentence ASL passages in which timing values are determined by these new mod-
els or by the previous state-of-the-art rule-based technique.
6.1 User-Study with Subjective Feedback
While the metric-based evaluation in Chapter 5 is useful, it is important to test animations produced
from these models with participants who are native ASL signers, to understand their reaction to
these animations - and to ask for additional recommendations or feedback about how to improve
them, as in [74]. For this evaluation, we chose an interview-based study design, in which a native
ASL signer who was a researcher on our team met with native ASL signers to discuss their views on
speed and timing in ASL animations, while looking at animations from our new model.
6.2 Participants
A total of 8 DHH participants were recruited on the Rochester Institute of Technology campus.
Participants included 2 men and 6 women, of ages 21 to 34 (median age 23). Participants were
native ASL signers: All participants learned ASL at their childhood (before age 3), 5 having Deaf
parents, all of them having used ASL at school as a young child, and 5 with other Deaf family members.
The researcher (also a Deaf native ASL signer) met the participants to conduct the interview in ASL.
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Figure 6.1: Image of animation (left) seen participants in the user study, and
transcript (right). Participants did not see the transcript
6.3 Procedure and Data Collection
After some demographic questions, participants were asked to look at a laptop that displayed three
pairs of animations of ASL (Figure 6.1). Each pair (shown side-by-side) was an identical passage,
but one animation used speed and timing based on our new ASL-Speed model, while the other was
based on the baseline models described previously, i.e. pauses at end of sentences and uniform
sign speed and pause duration. The passages were selected from the stimuli shown in [60,63], and
each passage was approximately 75 words in length, on various topics (scientists developing a bear
repellent spray, increases in rice prices, and a student selecting a career). Animations were generated
using Sign Smith Studio [133], which allows for control of time parameters during animations, as
described in [60,63].
The semi-structured interview focused on participants’ impressions of the animations’ quality,
which animation they preferred in each pair, and whether they noticed a difference between the two.
When displaying the first pair of animations, we did not inform participants that speed or pauses
differed; we wanted to see if participants noticed this on their own.
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6.4 Feedback of the User Study
After the participants watched the stimulus animation, we asked the participants to answer some
questions related to quality of the ASL animations (i.e. before showing the next one). These
questions move from general questions to more specific questions. We divided our questions four
areas: General questions, pausing questions, speed questions, and animation recommendation
questions. For instance, some questions we asked the participants included:
• General questions:
– What do you like about computer animations, in general?
– What do you think about ASL animations?
– Are there times when they would want more robotic signing or more natural signing?
• Pausing-related questions:
– Do you think pauses and speed are important?
– Is it easy to tell where the sentences begin and end?
– How natural are the pausing of the animations? Why? Suggestion for improvement?
• Speed-related questions:
– Is it too fast? Too slow?
– How natural are the speed of the animations in the video? Why? Suggestion for
improvement?
• Selecting best animation questions:
– Which one of the two videos do you like? Why?
– What difference did you notice between the two videos you just saw? How exactly?
When we asked a general question about computer animations, the participants found the idea
of using animations to support ASL to be interesting, and they had a very high standard for what
they would expect in regard to the quality of these animations. The participants indicated that they
would expect the animations to look like Disney movies e.g. participant P1 mentioned “Moana” from
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the recent Disney movie as how they would expect the animation to appear. Furthermore, many
participants indicated that they would expect the animations to appear realistic like a real person.
While participants expressed some variation in their individual preferences for the body-type and
colors to be used in a character performing sign language, there were some consistent answers
to the following question: “What do you think is the most important characteristics for computer
animation of ASL? Why?” All of the participants said that facial expression is the most important
factor. Notably, prior to seeing animations during the study, none of the participants had initially
mentioned the issue of speed or timing as being a concern about sign language animations.
After they had an opportunity to see the various side-by-side versions of the ASL animations
(with one baseline and one ASL-Speed version in each case, in random left-to-right presentation), a
majority of the participants (6 of 8) preferred the ASL-Speed animations, compared to the baseline
one. Throughout the course of the interview, participants had an opportunity to view all three pairs
of ASL animations, while commenting on these topics. The sequence of displaying the animations
was rotated across participants, as well as whether the ASL-Speed animation was on the left or right.
Some comments were about the overall speed, in general:
• “The [baseline] video was slow. If the animation signs slow, it means itself is a beginner or
rookie. The [new] was fast. It means it’s an experienced signer.” (P2)15
• “The [baseline] is good and has a good pace. The [new] is clearer than the [baseline]. It has
strong ASL content than the [baseline]. It is clear, but fast.” (P3)
• “The [new] has a good pace. [Baseline] is fast.” (P6)
• “The [new] has a natural signing; almost similar to the real person signing.” (P5)
Then, we asked them some questions that asked them to comment more specifically about the
two animations’ speed and timing, e.g. whether the boundaries between sentences were easy to
perceive in the animations, whether the pauses in each animation seemed natural, whether the
overall speed and timing of the animations seemed natural.
Some participants commented on the pausing:
15Participants did not know which animation was based on the baseline model or on the new model;
they referred to the videos by pointing to them. We have edited their comments to indicate
“[baseline]” or “[new]” for each participant (e.g. P2, P3, etc.). The comments were transcribed
into English by the Deaf researcher.
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• “[Baseline] One minute of animation signing continuously - too overwhelming.” (P1)
• “[New] is fine with the pausing. It needs to improve quality. I suggest add a few pauses, but
sign consistently.” (P2)
• “[New] is okay... Need to add 2 pauses. If no pause, I would be overwhelmed. That wouldn’t be
clear.” (P3)
• “I notice there are pauses [in the new]. The flow of the content is good and smooth.” (P4)
• “[Baseline] needs to add pauses between sentences, not continuing sign too fast. I lose informa-
tion if it signs too fast.” (P4)
One participant preferred the baseline animation in one pair, but he preferred the ASL-Speed
in other pairs. In regard to the first pair, P6 commented “It [baseline] has no pauses. It [new] pauses
at the wrong time.” For the pairs of animations for which the ASL-Speed was preferred, P6 said “It
[new] is normal, almost like a real person signing. It’s better than the first one [baseline].” and “It’s
good [new]”
Finally, some comments were about the signing speed:
• “[Baseline] seems for beginners, and [new], for experienced signers... [New] is not too fast; it is
a regular speed like a conversation... [New] is close enough to match the natural speed of an
ASL signer.” (P02)
• “[New] is fine and steady.” (P3)
• “[New] is the right speed.” (P5)
After viewing the animations, participants had other recommendations not specifically related
to speed and timing. For instance, some participants addressed factors related to animation colors
and quality:
• “The person needs to wear black shirt, not a green shirt.” (P1)
• “Shirt need to be black. If the person is white, then he needs to wear black shirt. If the person is
black, then he needs to wear a light gray shirt.” (P1)
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• “Add the background, not too plain background.” (P5)
• “Color of the hand is hard to see. Does not match the shirt color.” (P6)
• “Background is not clear. Three bright (hands, shirt, and background). Need to balance color
contrast.” (P6)
Other participants have some feedback about the avatar performing the ASL:
• “They need to put hands together on the middle of the chest.” (P1)
• “Increase size of the hand. Bigger the hands, easy to understand.” (P5)
• “Prefer different person, not white person every day.” (P6)
Other participants shared some comments about facial expression:
• “Good start, but the animations need to add more facial expressions.” (P1)
• “Facial Expression. Need to move the facial expression and the body. The body is too stiff and it
looks like a robot. Again, it needs to move a lot of the body.” (P5)
• “Facial Expression is important because we can understand better. If there is no facial expression,
it is hard to connect and hard to understand.” (P5)
• “Facial Expression. I feel the same as the real person. If it is bad, then the facial expression is
too bland.” (P6)
In fact, prior ASL-animation research at our laboratory had investigated the importance of facial
expression, with several prior studies in this area [82,87].
Returning to the issue of speed and timing, we noticed that individual participants may differ
in the speed they prefer to receive animated signing, e.g. due to language-fluency, demographic, or
experience factors, as discussed in [84]. In our interview study, 2 participants preferred a baseline
animation - they perceived the baseline as having no pauses, and new as having incorrect pauses,
and preferred lack of pauses to incorrect pauses. This insight suggests that we should consider the
precision/recall tradeoff of our pause insertion model. The other 6 participants preferred ASL-Speed
animations - commenting positively about speed/pausing.
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While this was a relatively small interview study, the comments indicated a sensitivity to speed
and pausing in these animations (as had been found in [60]), with a preference for the new model
over the baseline. As discussed previously, this baseline (insert pauses at end of sentences only,
use uniform signing rate and uniform duration for pauses) is how nearly all current sign-language
animation systems generate their speed and pausing values.
6.5 Conclusion
This chapter provides additional evidence, from another form of evaluation, that our machine-
learning models have out-performed the proposed baseline. Specifically, the results of this user-
based evaluation study revealed that our participants preferred animations with the speed and timing
parameters based on our new ASL-Speed models.
EP I L O G U E F O R PA R T II
In part II we presented our methodology for building and evaluating new ASL animations based on a
data-driven approach. In Chapter 5 we discussed the model-building process, with our methodology
for selecting the best subset of features, how we tested different machine learning algorithms, and
how we tuned the model parameters until we obtained a robust model. Model selection was based
on comparing the best performing model with the baseline. We addressed how we evaluated our
work using different types of evaluation. First, we compared our best performing model with the
state-of-the-art rule-based approach. Moving to Chapter 6 we presented the second evaluation, by
conducting interviews with DHH participants to understand their opinion about the generated ASL
animations.
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PA R T III: US E R PR E F E R E N C E S
F O R SP E E D , T I M I N G , A N D
AC C E L E R AT I O N I N ASL
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PR O L O G U E T O PA R T III
In this dissertation thus far, we found that a data-driven approach (trained on human recordings) can
reveal patterns for timing parameters in ASL signing, enabling modeling of these phenomena, and
these models can be used to synthesize natural ASL animations. However, there was an assumption
built in to this prior work, namely that DHH users would prefer for an animation to move with
speed and timing parameters similar to those of a human signer. In Part III, we have conducted a
variety of user studies with human participants to investigate DHH users’ preferences about speed
and timing parameters, to evaluate this assumption.
Chapter 7 presents how we selected the appropriate timing parameters to be investigated. We
conducted a pilot study with Deaf participants to identify the preferred range of values for five-
speed and timing parameters including: sign duration, transition, differential signing rate, pause
length, and pausing frequency. Then we conducted a user study to identified two preferred values
from among five options for each parameter, one of which included a typical human value for this
parameter. Finally, we conducted another study with Deaf participants to identify the most preferred
value.
In Chapter 8 discusses the investigation of different speed profiles in the movements of ASL
singing. We have examined prior work on acceleration curves of human movements in other signed
languages, and then we have examined whether there are similar acceleration profiles in ASL. Finally,
we have conducted a user-based study to evaluate whether participants prefer ASL animations in
which the virtual human character moves in a manner that follows the typical acceleration curves
seen in recordings of human signers.
Part III will address the following contributions:
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Contribution 5: There is a possibility that the range of timing values used by humans could differ
from the range of timing values DHH ASL signers would like to see in an anima-
tion - for instance, prior work had found that users may prefer animations to be
slower than human videos [63,69]. Thus, for each of the timing parameters for
ASL animation, we empirically determined which values of that parameter are
preferred by Deaf ASL signers via an experimental study, in which animations
with a range of such values are displayed for comparison.
Contribution 6: Prior research on speed and timing of sign-language animation has not specifically
investigated the issue of predicting acceleration curves for the movements of the
character’s body [7,63,69]. Further, some prior linguistic research has observed
different classes of acceleration curves used during or between words in French
Sign Language [36], but such an investigation has not been performed for ASL.
Thus, we examined our new dataset to conduct an analysis of motion-capture pat-
terns of human movements, to empirically determine whether there are common
categories of acceleration curves present in different linguistic environments, e.g.
within ASL signs, between ASL signs, or near sentence boundaries.
Contribution 7: Following the same logic as for Contribution 5 above, since there is a possibility
that the range of timing values used by humans could differ from the range of
timing values DHH ASL signers would like to see in an animation, we empirically
determined whether accuracy in the use of particular acceleration curves influ-
ences the subjective judgements of Deaf ASL signers, as to the quality of the ASL
animation.
Chapter 7
Empirical Investigation of Users’
Preferred Timing Parameters for
American Sign Language
Animations
In the dissertation research described thus far, we have investigated the various ASL timing param-
eters using a data-driven approach. We found that the data-driven approach (trained on human
recordings) can help to find interesting patterns for timing parameters and these patterns can be
used to build natural ASL animations. However, there was an assumption built in to that prior
work: specifically, that DHH users would prefer for an animation to move with speed and timing
parameters similar to those of a human. Instead, perhaps DHH signers would prefer to receive the
animations in a different timing configuration (for example, with more exaggerated or slower tim-
ing). In fact, there is a basis for this concern: Some prior research has found that DHH participants
prefer a slower speed of animations compared to videos. So, we need to investigate whether DHH
viewers actually prefer there to be a difference in the timing parameters for animation and for those
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from human recordings, for different components of this speed, including for rate of pausing, the
duration of pauses, the transitional movement time between words, and other timing parameters.
In this chapter we are presenting our empirical investigation of users preferred timing parame-
ters, which will include the following specific goals:
• We empirically investigate the user preferences for each of five-timing parameter of ASL
animation.
• After determining the general range of values that users prefer for each of these parameters,
we conducted follow-up study to compare participants’ preferences among the top two pa-
rameter values from the initial study. Notably, in the case of each parameter, a value based
on human recordings was among the top two.
The primary goals of this chapter are to investigate the fifth contribution of this dissertation
research:
Contribution 5: There is a possibility that the range of timing values used by humans could differ
from the range of timing values DHH ASL signers would like to see in an animation
- for instance, prior work had found that users may prefer animations to be slower
than human videos [63, 69]. Thus, for each of the timing parameters for ASL
animation, we will empirically determine which values of that parameter are
preferred by Deaf ASL signers via an experimental study, in which animations
with a range of such values are displayed for comparison.
Chapter 7 will be divided to the following main sections, Section 7.1 will summarize some of
the previous work relevant to this chapter. Section 7.2 will present some necessary definitions for
this work. Section 7.3 will discuss a pilot user study conducted to confirm the methodology for
investigating users’ preferences for values among the five timing parameters. Next, Section 7.4 will
present our Initial Five-Way Comparison Study, in which DHH signers compare animations based on
timing values from human recordings to animations based on timing values identified in the pilot
study in Section 7.3. After having identified the top two values for each parameter, Section 7.5 will
present our Final Two-Way Comparison Study, to determine for each parameter whether users prefer
animations based on a typical human value, or based on a value which is exaggerated in some way.
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7.1 Prior Work Relevant to This Chapter
In this section, I will summarize some of the previous work discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3,
discuss additional related work relevant for this topic, and explain how that work inspired my
current timing parameter investigation. Prior psycholinguistic research has investigated the timing
and pausing parameters of both ASL and spoken English. For instance, Grosjean et al. conducted
several studies on speed and timing of ASL based on observing video recordings of human ASL
signers [43, 53, 55]. The five-parameter model of ASL speed and timing presented in Chapter 2
reflects the model of ASL that formed the basis for these researchers’ work. One of their studies
established that some timing parameters, e.g. the location and duration of pauses, are related to
sentences’ syntactic structure [53]. Overall, they found that human signers pause at approximately
25% of the inter-word locations during an ASL passage. They also found that longer pauses take
place at sentence boundaries (approximately 229 milliseconds), with shorter pauses at other phrase
boundaries.
Computational linguistic researchers have studied, using rule-based approaches, how to control
an animated character to produce ASL with natural pauses and timing behavior. Prior researchers
built and evaluated rule-based methods of predicting various ASL timing parameters [60,63]. Some
prior experimental research on ASL animations [60,63] investigated animations with speed ranging
from 0.9 signs-per-second to 3.0 signs-per-second. While not specific questions those authors had
set out to investigate, their findings suggested that users preferred ASL animations to be slower than
videos of human signers. However, the study had not investigated users’ preferences for each of the
five timing parameters; it had only investigated a single overall signs-per-second speed parameter.
No prior research study has collected subjective preference judgements about ASL animations of
various timing parameter values.
Prior research has examined how to set these various parameters of sign-language animation,
but an assumption implicit in much prior research is that users would prefer for the output to
appear as similar to humans as possible. For instance, research has examined how to improve the
visual appearance of elements of the face [70], add natural body movements to signing [103], or
point to locations in space in a manner similar to humans [49]. Prior work has demonstrated how the
speed and timing details of an animation are critical for making that animation understandable to
ASL signers [61,64]. Our published work has also established that speed and timing of ASL animation
is complex: consisting of multiple parameters, e.g. pause frequency, sign duration, etc. [10].
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Many prior sign-language animation systems have employed visual exaggeration in the ap-
pearance of cartoon-like sign-language avatars, e.g. with enlarged faces [1,47,119] or over-sized
hands [5, 93]. As the face and hands convey important linguistic information in sign language,
researchers may utilize these visual exaggerations to enhance clarity for the viewer. While tradi-
tional hand-drawn cartoon animation techniques commonly employ visual exaggeration, especially
in the face of characters [111, 125], artists commonly employ exaggeration of movement as well.
For instance, Disney’s basic principles of animation [81] recommend strategic use of exaggerated
movement to produce dynamic and engaging animation. Despite this, prior sign-language anima-
tion work has largely focused on replicating human speed and timing, e.g. by building AI models
of human speed and timing values so that those models can drive the movements of an animated
avatar [8]. Despite one prior study that suggested that signers prefer animations of ASL to be slightly
slower than videos of human signers [64], no prior study has rigorously investigated whether ASL
signers actually prefer for the various timing parameters of ASL to be similar to those of human
performance – or whether ASL signers would prefer some exaggeration of the speed and timing
of these animations for clarity. A lack of prior empirical studies to evaluate these subtle aspects
of ASL animation among DHH signers may have motivated designers and researchers to make the
simplifying assumption that users would prefer animations to be as similar as possible to human
recordings. We therefore conduct studies with DHH participants evaluating animations, which have
revealed that this assumption is incorrect.
7.2 Background
Our research utilizes a five-part model of speed and timing for sign-language animation introduced
by prior researchers [8,10]. As illustrated in Figure 7.1, the five key parameters which investigated
throughout this work include: sign duration, transition time, differential signing rate, pause fre-
quency, and pause duration. The figure presents a series of timelines, each of which depict some
variation in one of the timing parameters – with the middle timeline B in each case depicting a
natural value for the parameter, which is typical of human signing. The A and C timelines depict two
extreme values for each parameter, shown here to illustrate the concept. The five parameters include
two relating to pausing (length and frequency) and three parameters relating to other aspects of
speed and timing, as follows:
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Figure 7.1: Visualization of five speed and timing parameters. The horizontal axis
corresponds to a timeline representation of an ASL animation, with each
rectangle representing the period of time of an individual word. (1) Variation in
sign duration is illustrated in three alternatives A, B, and C, in which signs are
produced at different speeds. (2) The transition time when the hands move from
the final position of one sign and into the beginning position of the following sign
may also be adjusted. (3) Signs may also be performed more quickly or more
slowly due to various linguistic factors, which result in variation in differential
signing rate, with more extreme speed-ups and slow-downs shown in the final
timeline 3.C. (4) A signer may pause during signing for various linguistic reasons,
and this timeline shows how the length of these pauses may vary. (5) The
frequency with which someone may pause may also vary.
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As shown in Chapter 3, prior work has found that adding linguistic pauses and adjusting the
signing rate improves understandability of ASL animations, with DHH individuals sensitive to tiny
errors in these parameters [60, 63]. In my recent work discussed in Chapter 4, Chapter 5, and
Chapter 6, I have presented my approach of using a corpus of videos and motion-capture recordings
of human ASL signers to build models to predict ASL timing parameters. In this chapter, since we
are investigating users’ perceptual preferences among animations, rather than building a model to
incorporate withing an animation-generation pipeline, we discuss a slightly different set of timing
parameters that can be directly observed in a final animation or recording of a human video:
• Sign duration is based on the original speed at which words were encoded in the animation
system’s lexicon and the overall speed at which the ASL animation is synthesized.
• Transition is time that a signer’s hands are moving from the final position of one sign until
the beginning position of the next, i.e. the time in-between two individual ASL words.
• Differential signing rate refers to how dynamic a signing performance is, i.e. the degree
to which signs speed-up or slow-down due to various linguistic factors. For instance, words
near the end of sentences may be performed more slowly, or the second appearance of a
word in a conversation may be more quick [54,56]. Differential signing rate is how extreme
these variations in speed are during an ASL performance, and it may be conceptualized as
an exponent applied to the speed-up or slow-down factor applied to each sign [10].
• Pause length is the time that a signer’s hands stop moving between two ASL signs when per-
forming a more substantial pause, which may be motivated by various prosodic or syntactic
factors [54,56].
• Pausing frequency is how often the signer pauses in ASL sentences, and it may be repre-
sented as the percentage of the inter-sign locations at which a pause occurs [10]. Of course,
the distribution of such pauses is not entirely uniform, with more occurring at important
syntactic boundaries, e.g. between sentences or phrases [54,56].
The set of timing parameters in this chapter differs slightly from that in previous chapters in
that we are now considering the transitional time in-between words, which had not been modeled
in our earlier work. In addition, we are now considering these parameters in terms of observable
values (e.g. average speed of hand movement, average time between words, percentage of inter-sign
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boundaries with pauses). In our earlier work, since we were interested in creating models to insert
pauses or adjust timing values as part of an animation synthesis pipeline, these same concepts had
been expressed in an operational manner, i.e. manipulate the rate of a specific word, insert a pause
at a specific location, etc.
7.3 Pilot Study16
While our research in previous chapters had investigated speed and timing models based on human
recordings [7], earlier research suggested that users prefer ASL animations to be slower than human
videos of ASL [60, 63]. Thus, in this pilot study we collect empirical judgments from native ASL
signers for each of these parameters for ASL animation. In addition to providing us with guidance
about whether the methodologies in this pilot study would be suitable in our upcoming studies, we
also report specific values preferred by users in the pilot study, which has guided our selection of
specific numerical speed and timing values investigated in the subsequent studies Section 7.3 and
section 7.4.
7.3.1 Method
When we began to design our preliminary user study, we had to select a range of values for each of
the timing parameters, so that we could show participants animations with various levels of each.
In some cases, to select the “midpoint” of our scales for each parameter, we considered the typical
speed and timing parameters used in other ASL animation systems. For instance, Sign Smith Studio
(SSS) included some “default” values for various speed and timing parameters, and it provided the
user with the ability to manually customize many of these timing parameters. For example, SSS used
0.25 seconds as the default transition time between words and 0.5 seconds as the pause duration
at a sentence boundary.
For our IRB-approved study, a native-ASL-signer researcher on our team met in-person with
native ASL signers on the Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) campus to obtain their subjec-
16The information in this section is based on a joint project with my advisor (Dr. Matt Huenerfauth),
I collaborated with a graduate student at RIT (Becca Dingman) whom assisted me with creating
the ASL study logistics. The information on Section 7.3 was presented at our paper at the CHI’20
conference [9]
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tive preferences on ASL animations which varied according to each of the five timing parameters.
Appendix B illustrates the study stimuli used for this user study.
7.3.1.1 Participants
At the beginning of the appointment, which was conducted in ASL, the participants answered
demographic questions. Our 16 participants included 8 women and 8 men, with median age 22.5
years old (range 18-25). Thirteen identified as Deaf, 1 as hard of hearing, and two were hearing
children of Deaf adults who grew up using ASL since infancy. All participants learned ASL in
childhood (age 2-8 years). Five had Deaf parents, 9 had Deaf family members or relatives. Fourteen
of the participants used ASL at school as a young child. Three currently used only ASL at home, and
13 used both ASL and English at home. Fifteen used ASL at their college or university.
7.3.1.2 Procedures
On a 15-inch laptop, participants viewed a stimuli page. Figure 7.2 shows the general organization
of the animations used in the page, while Figure 7.3 illustrates a zoomed image for one of the
animations used in Figure 7.2. Our stimuli consisted of time-parameter-adjusted versions of a set
of ASL passages which we had used in prior work [7] (see Appendix B.1 for the actual text of the
stories), with each passage approximately 75 words in length. Sign Smith Studio (SSS) [133] was
used to generated ASL animations [60, 63], and a researcher adjusted the timing parameters in
the animations to produce stimuli with particular timing properties. Each screen displayed five
variations side-by-side of an ASL animation of the same message, with each version using a different
value for a particular timing parameter. For instance, one screen displayed five ASL animations
with different values for the “sign duration” parameter. A screen like this appeared a total of five
times, with each screen showing animations that varied based on a five timing parameters, e.g.
transition time, pause duration, etc. Our study design, which included animations only as stimuli,
was informed by prior methodological research published at ASSETS [102] and TACCESS [86]which
had studied the impact of including a video of a human signer as a "topline" in a study; that prior
work had recommended studies with animation stimuli only for comparison when differences are
subtle.
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Figure 7.2: The interface for this study, which displayed five ASL animations of
the same passage side-by-side, with each based on a different level of a particular
timing parameter. Users indicated a scalar preference score (1 to 5) for each
animation
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Figure 7.3: A detail image of a zoomed-in region of Figure 7.2, showing one of
the five ASL animation stimuli on the screen
Because the appearance variations of each animation can be somewhat subtle, some initial
pilot testing with participants prior to launching the full pilot study revealed that users found it less
confusing if the animations shown side-by-side were not displayed in randomized order: instead,
those initial participants found it easier to compare the animations when they were presented in an
arrangement with slower animations on the left and faster on the right. Initial testing also revealed
that participants preferred to know “what was different” among the five variations displayed on a
screen. Thus, prior to each screen of the study, users were informed of how the animations would
vary, e.g. “On the next screen, you will see 5 animations in which the amount of time in-between
words is different. Please evaluate each animation to indicate how you rate its quality.”
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For each of the timing parameters (sign duration, transition, pausing frequency, pausing length,
and differential signing rate), after the participant provided their quantitative scores for the five
side-by-side animations, the process was repeated, in a counterbalanced manner, for the next timing
parameter. Another stimuli page was shown with five variations of an animation to collect judge-
ments for the next parameter. Thus, each participant saw 25 videos during the study, providing
numerical scores for each on a 1-to-5 scale (1 very poor to 5 excellent).
7.3.1.3 Results
Figures 7.4 to 7.7 and 7.9 show the average subjective score rating of participants for animations
for each parameter. The Y axis in these figures represents the (1-5) user rating, while the X axis
represents the five values of the timing parameter that had been displayed side-by-side.
We did perform statistical difference testing on users’ subjective scores. Specifically, we analyzed
responses using a Kruskal-Wallis test for each of the parameters, and we found a significant main
effect for each parameter. We then performed post-hoc pairwise comparisons using a Wilcoxon test
(with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons), to compare responses for each pair of levels
for each parameter. Results of these tests are indicated as follows: In Figure 7.5, the “**” indicates
statistical significance two levels (p<0.01); no other pairs in that figure had significant pairwise
differences. In Figures 7.4, 7.6, 7.7 and 7.9, since nearly all pairs were significantly different, it was
simpler to mark only those pairs which did were not significant (“n.s.”).
For each parameter, the values shown in the study were selected as follows: First a “neu-
tral/default” value was selected for each value (which was used as the middle option in each graph).
Next, two slower and two faster variations were selected, so that five levels were investigated for
each timing parameter. More details about each parameter and its values are below.
We compared five levels of sign duration (Figure 7.4): The middle level was 1.62 seconds, which
was the average duration of signs in the ASL animations generated using SSS [133], using default
timing of signs from the system’s dictionary. We then quartered, halved, doubled, and quadrupled
this value, to produce animation stimuli with average sign durations ranging from 0.41 seconds
to 6.48 seconds. Larger sign duration values yield slower animations. Participants preferred the
default 1.62 seconds/sign average timing. Thus we identified the range of values for sign duration
parameter.
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Figure 7.4: User preference scores for five animations which varied in their
average Sign Duration (in seconds). All pairwise differences are significant
except between the pair marked with “n.s.”
We compared five levels of transition time (Figure 7.5): The middle value was 0.25 seconds
(which was the default transition time between words in SSS), and the other stimuli used values
of 0.125, 0.25, 1.0, and 2.0. Participants preferred the 0.25- or 0.5-second stimuli (no significant
difference between these two). This result motivate us to focus on the narrower range of transition
parameter that we need to work in in the upcoming experiments.
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Figure 7.5: User preference scores for five animations which varied in their
average Transition Time Between Signs (in seconds). Pairwise significant
differences are marked with “**” (p<0.01)
We compared five levels of pause duration (Figure 7.6): The middle value was 0.5 seconds
(the default time of a pause between sentences in SSS), and the other levels included: 0.125, 0.25,
1.0, and 2.0. Users preferred animations with pause duration of 0.5, 0.25, or 0.125 (no significant
difference between these three levels). In the upcoming studies, we will focus on this non significant
difference.
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Figure 7.6: User preference scores for five animations which varied in their
average Pause Duration (in seconds). All pairwise differences are significant
except between pairs marked with “n.s.”
The pausing frequency parameter (Figure 7.7) is how often the signer pauses (e.g. stops
moving between phrases or sentences), represented numerically as a percentage of the between-
sign locations where a pause occurs. However, inserting pauses randomly among these locations
would have yielded an unnatural result; so, we used the following rubric to define our five levels for
this parameter in the stimuli: 0% (no pauses inserted), 14% (pauses inserted after every sentence),
31% (same as previous, plus pauses inserted after every clause and verb phrase), 49% (same as
previous, plus pauses after every noun phrase), and 100% (pauses inserted after every word). Users
preferred animations with a pause after every sentence, which, in the stories shown in our study,
was at 14% of the inter-sign locations.
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Figure 7.7: User preference scores for five animations which varied in their
Pausing Frequency (represented as the percentage of inter-sign gaps where a
pause occurs). All pairwise differences significant except one marked
The differential rate parameter (Figure 7.9) represents the tempo dynamics of an ASL signing
passage, in which signers vary their speed throughout a passage, e.g. slowing down at the end
of sentences. As we discussed in Section 5.5, we trained a Gradient Boosting Regressor model on
motion-capture recordings of human ASL signing [100]. Our resulting model can predict, for each
word in an ASL passage, a “speed adjustment” factor that should be used to adjust the speed of an
individual ASL sign, based on some surrounding linguistic properties around that word, e.g. how
close it is to the end of a sentence. Thus, the value of the differential rate parameter in this study
represents the power (“Exponent” in Equation 1) to which we raise the speed adjustment factor for
this word (as predicted by our model). Thus, in our prior work when we developed this model, we
used a value of 1 for this Exponent; essentially, we had directly used the output of the model as has
been trained on the tempo dynamics of human ASL signers in our corpus. By adjusting this Exponent,
we can dampen or magnify the effect of this speed adjustment factor, to produce animations that
are more consistent or more variable in their signing speed. In our stimuli, we presented users
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Vf inal = Voriginal .Factor
Ex ponent (7.1)
Figure 7.8: The final velocity (vfinal) of a sign is based on its original velocity
(voriginal) multiplied by a speed adjustment factor (Factor), which may be raised
to some power (Exponent). In Figure 7, the values shown along the x-axis
represent this Exponent
with animations that used an Exponent value of 0.25, 0.75, 1, 1.5, or 2. We found that participants
preferred animations that had differential rate similar to human signers, i.e. with an Exponent of
1 for the speed adjustment factor, which was based on our model trained on human recordings of
ASL.
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Figure 7.9: User preference scores for five animations which varied in the
exponent used when applying their Differential Rate factor (see Equation 1). All
pairwise differences significant except pair marked with “n.s.”. The typical value
for differential rate located at “1” which corresponds to the differential rate
variability based on humans, with higher values reflecting more exaggerated
variations in speed.
The goal of this pilot study was to identify the general range of values which might be the most
preferred by participants so that specific values could be selected for investigation in subsequent
studies.
7.4 Initial Five-Way Comparison Study17
17The information in this section is based on a joint project with my advisor (Dr. Matt Huenerfauth),
I collaborated with post Ph.D. student Sooyeon Lee and graduate student at RIT (Becca Dingman)
whom assisted me with creating the ASL study logistics and paper writing. The information on
Section 7.4 was presented at our paper at the ASSETS’21 conference [?]
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From the outcome of the preliminary Pilot Study (Section 7.3) we know the general range of values
which users preferred, in the Main Five-Way Comparison Study we selected levels for timing
parameters that “zoom in” on the most-preferred range.
7.4.0.1 Difference Between User Studies
Our pilot study had demonstrated that our overall methodology was effective for presenting stimuli
and gathering users’ preferences for each of these individual timing parameters of ASL animation.
Our pilot study had systematically investigated users’ preferences for five timing parameters individ-
ually. Specifically, in a comparison of five levels for each parameter, our pilot study had identified
some preferred values for sign duration, pausing frequency, and differential rate. In the case of
transition time and pause duration, our pilot study had only revealed significant differences between
some pairs of values, but it had not identified a single preferred value for those two parameters,
among our five stimuli. The initial findings of our pilot study have informed our selection of a set
of values which are the focus in our main Initial Five-Way Comparison Study.
• In order to examine users’ preferences for each timing parameter individually, to produce a
set of five animations that depicted variation in the value of that one parameter, in the Pilot
Study we had to select an arbitrary value for the remaining four parameters, which were
held constant across the five animations displayed side-by-side [10]. Without prior empirical
basis for selecting the value of those other four parameters, we selected sub-optimal values,
a possible confound. In Initial Five-Way Comparison Study and Final Two-Way Comparison
Study, when generating a set of animations to investigate the one parameter of focus, we use
the preliminary findings from the Pilot Study to select “default" values for other parameters.
• Similarly, when selecting the range of values to investigate for each parameter, we did not
have a prior empirical basis. In some cases, we selected a range of values to compare which
was too broad, which raises the possibility that users may have actually preferred a value
that was in-between two values they evaluated. In our Initial Five-Way Comparison Study,
we narrow and re-center the range to obtain better precision.
• When selecting the set of values to compare for each parameter, our Pilot Study had not
included a value based on the typical value in human ASL signing, instead our goal was
to determine the users’ preferred range for each timing parameter. However, we still need to
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Figure 7.10: The interface for Final Two-Way Comparison Study, which displayed
five ASL animations of the same passage side-by-side, with each based on a
different level of a particular timing parameter. Participants subjectively
evaluated each animation on a 5-point scale.
determine whether participants’ subjective rating of an animation with their most preferred
timing value differed significantly from their rating of an animation with a parameter value
based on a human. Our Final Two-Way Comparison Study specifically compares participants’
most preferred animations, including one with human-based timing, to settle this issue.
7.4.1 Method
In this study, we presented participants with multiple animations to identify which values of each tim-
ing parameter resulted in animations that obtained the highest subjective ratings from DHH ASL sign-
ers. Our methodology is built upon the previous Pilot Study, as described in sub-subsection 7.4.0.1.
When designing the current study, we addressed several limitations of that pilot study, by: selecting
more optimal default values for parameters, re-centering and narrowing the range of values evalu-
ated, and directly comparing the most preferred animation to an animation based directly on human
timing values. The goal of the current Initial Five-Way Comparison Study is to identify the top-two
preferred values for each speed and timing parameter in ASL. As will be discussed in the results
below, for each parameter, the top two always included a value that is typical of human signing.
In this IRB-approved study, which was conducted via online videoconferencing due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, a researcher on our team who was a native ASL signer met with participants
to obtain their subjective preferences about ASL animations, which varied according to each of the
five timing parameters. During the appointment, the participant was provided a link to a website
that had multiple pages, one for each timing parameter: sign duration, transition time, differential
signing rate, pause length, and pausing frequency. The website was designed so that the order of
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these five pages was randomized. Each page contained five ASL animations side by side like Pilot
Study, all displaying the same ASL message, but with each animation varying in the value of a
specific timing parameter, e.g. sign duration, as shown in Figure 7.10. Other-than conducting this
study in online video conferencing, for this study, we followed the same methodology of a prior
preliminary Pilot Study.
7.4.1.1 Participants
At the beginning of the appointment, the participants answered demographic questions. Our 20
participants included 11 who self-reported a “female" and 9 “male." Their ages ranged from 19 to
37 years old, with a median age of 24. Sixteen participants identified as Deaf, and four, as hard of
hearing—with all participants having this auditory status since infancy or early childhood. Seven
participants had Deaf parents, 12 used ASL with their parents since infancy or early childhood, and
18 used ASL as a young child at school. All participants reported using ASL at college or university.
7.4.1.2 Stimuli
As described below and displayed in Figure 7.11, for each timing parameter, the middle value
selected for each parameter was based on typical human signing, with values that were double
or half used as the upper or lower bounds in most cases in the prior Pilot Study, with the ranges
reduced in this current study based on those results. We used the findings from that prior preliminary
Pilot Study to select the overall range of values for each timing parameter and to select reasonable
“default" values for the other timing parameters, when creating stimuli for a particular parameter.
• Sign Duration: A prior analysis [10,101] of specific words (matching those in our stimuli) in
a corpus of human signing recordings revealed that the typical human level for this parameter
is for an overall passage to have an average sign duration of 1.28 seconds. We selected the
other four levels (3.24, 1.62, 0.81, and 0.41 seconds) to be centered on this human level
as explained above, to make it more likely that the range of stimuli values bracket the
anticipated preference of users, while providing sufficient granularity. Smaller sign duration
values yield faster animations. We first constructed stimuli with sign durations based on
the standard base duration of each sign in Sign Smith Studio [134]; next, these durations
were re-scaled to produce an animation with desired average sign duration, to produce the
stimulus corresponding to each level.
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• Transition Time: The typical human level for this parameter was 0.23 seconds, as calculated
in prior work from a corpus of human signing [10, 101]. We selected the other levels for
this parameter through similar considerations as above: 0.0625, 0.125, 0.5, and 1.0. Larger
values indicate slower transitions between words. We produced each animation stimulus by
adjusting the transition time in-between words to each of these levels.
• Differential Signing Rate: As described above, this parameter represents the degree to
which speed-up or slow-down factors are applied, to adjust the speed of individual words in a
passage, based on linguistic context. In our study, to obtain this speed-up or slow-down factor
for each word, we used a prior model which had been trained on human recordings [101].
As this parameter is represented as an exponential weighting of the factor, the typical human
level can be represented by an exponent of 1. Following considerations like those for other
parameters above, we selected the other four levels as 0.25, 0.75, 1.5, or 2. Higher exponents
will result in more extreme temporal dynamics, and exponents less than 1 result in less
extreme variations in speed for each word. We produced stimuli by applying this exponential
weighting to the speed factor predicted by the model [101].
• Pause Duration: The typical human level for the duration of pauses is 0.22 seconds, based
on an analysis of a corpus of human recordings [10,54]. In this study, we began by predicting
the duration of each pause, using a prior model trained on human recordings [101]; these
pause lengths were then re-scaled to produce animations with desired average pause-length
duration, to produce stimuli. We selected the other levels for this parameter through similar
considerations as above: 0.0625, 0.125, 0.5, and 1.0. Larger values indicate longer pauses.
• Pausing Frequency: As described previously, this parameter represents the numerical per-
centage of the intervals in-between words where a signer performs a longer, prosodic pause.
To select levels for stimuli, we did not wish to randomly insert pauses during the ASL pas-
sage, to avoid an unnatural result. We therefore established policies for pause-placement
to obtain five levels: 0% (no pauses inserted), 14% (pauses inserted after every sentence),
25% (pauses inserted after every sentence and every clause), 49% (pauses inserted after
every sentence, clause, verb phrase, plus pauses after every noun phrase), and 100% (pauses
inserted after every word).
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7.4.1.3 Results
Figure 7.11 lists the five timing parameters evaluated during our Initial Five-Way Comparison Study,
as well as the various levels of each parameter, i.e. the specific timing values used in the ASL
animations, with the "typical human" level for each labeled. For sign duration, transition, and
pause length, the values are in seconds. For pausing frequency, the values are percentage of signs
after which a pause immediately occurs, and for differential signing rate, the value indicates the
exponential weighting of the speed-up or slow-down factor. Figure 7.11 presents the percentage of
participants who selected each option: Very Bad, Bad, OK, Good, Excellent, with a divergent stacked
bar graph visualization of those percentages. The term "OK" was used as the mid-point on the scale
in consideration of participants who may have lower English literacy who may be less familiar with
the vocabulary word "Neutral". A mean score on a 1-to-5 scale is also presented, calculated using 1
for Very Bad, 5 for Excellent, etc.
We conducted statistical significance testing on users’ subjective ratings of the animations using
a Kruskal Wallis test, and we found that there was a significant main effect for each parameter.
We conducted post hoc Wilcoxon Ranked tests between all pairs of levels for each parameter, and
Figure 7.11 summarizes these pairwise results, based on Bonferroni-corrected p-values. In general,
our goal in our Initial Five-Way Comparison Study was to identify a “top two" most preferred levels
for each parameter, which we would later compare in our Final Two-Way Comparison Study. For
some parameters, our statistical analysis only revealed a top three, and in such cases, we preferred
to select adjacent values such that the typical human level was included in the two values that would
be compared in our subsequent Final Two-Way Comparison Study.
• Sign Duration: Participants preferred an average sign duration of 0.81, 1.28, or 1.62 seconds
(X 2 = 41.775, df=4, N=100, p<0.05); with no significant pairwise differences among these
top three levels. As 1.28 is the typical human value, and since 0.81 received more Good or
Excellent ratings than did 1.62, we decided to select 0.81 and 1.28 for inclusion in the Final
Two-Way Comparison Study.
• Transition Time: Participants preferred the 0.23 and 0.5 levels (X 2 = 17.145, df=4, N=100,
p<0.05), but post hoc testing did not reveal a significant pairwise difference between these
two levels. We will therefore compare these two in the Final Two-Way Comparison Study.
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• Differential Signing Rate: Participants preferred the 0.75 and 1 levels (X 2 = 38.064, df=4,
N=100, p<0.05), but post hoc testing did not reveal a significant difference between these
two levels. We will therefore compare these two in the Final Two-Way Comparison Study.
• Pause Length: Participants preferred animations with levels of 0.22 and 0.125 seconds
(X 2 = 16.197, df=4, N=100, p<0.05), but post hoc testing did not reveal a significant
difference between these two levels. We will therefore compare these two in the Final
Two-Way Comparison Study.
• Pausing Frequency: Participants preferred animations with levels 25%, 14%, and 0% (X 2 =
24.603, df=4, N=100, p<0.05), but post hoc testing did not reveal a significant difference
between these three levels. As prior work had established that humans typically pause at
25% of inter-sign locations [10], we will therefore compare the 25% and 14% levels in the
Final Two-Way Comparison Study.
7.4.1.4 Discussion
This study identified two preferred values from among five options for each parameter, one of which
included a typical human value for this parameter. Notably, for each parameter, an animation based
on the typical human value was among the top two preferred values.
7.5 Final Two-Way Comparison Study
The goal of the Initial Five-Way Comparison Study had been to identify the most preferred two
values for each of the five timing parameters. However, that study was not sufficiently powerful
to identify which of these two values was the most preferred by users; so, the focus of our Final
Two-Way Comparison Study is to determine, in the context of a side-by-side comparison, whether
there is a measurable difference in participants’ subjective rating of the quality of animations based
on these top two values. Notably, for each parameter, an animation based on the typical human
value was among the top two preferred values in Initial Five-Way Comparison Study; thus, Final
Two-Way Comparison Study has a more fundamental goal, namely to determine for each parameter
whether users prefer animations based on a typical human value, or based on a value which is
exaggerated in some way.
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Figure 7.12: A sample screenshot for one of the pairs of animations displayed in
the Final Two-Way Comparison Study.
The rationale for conducting this follow-up study with identical stimuli to the earlier study
was that we were concerned that with five animations displayed side-by-side in Initial Five-Way
Comparison Study – and with only a five-point scalar response item for participants to indicate their
rating – we may not have had sufficient granularity available in the response variable. By presenting
these two items side-by-side for comparison, we expected that participants may be more likely to
use the range of the scalar response item to indicate a preference between the two side-by-side
stimuli.
7.5.1 Method
The methodology in Final Two-Way Comparison Study was nearly identical to that of Initial Five-Way
Comparison Study, with one exception: As shown in Figure 7.12, on each screen the participant
was asked to compare only two animations side-by-side. As in Initial Five-Way Comparison Study,
the website randomized the order of the screens so that the sequence of the five timing parameters
was shuffled, and in Final Two-Way Comparison Study, the left-to-right arrangement of the two
animations was also randomized.
7.5.1.1 Participants
The researcher conducting the study in ASL was once again a Deaf native ASL signer, who met
virtually with the participants; this study also began by asking the 20 DHH participants to respond
to demographic questions. Only 1 of these participants had also been a participant in Initial Five-Way
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Figure 7.13: Participants’ subjective ratings in Final Two-Way Comparison Study,
which compared ASL animations with the top two levels from Main Five-Way
Comparison Study, for each of the five timing parameters. The divergent stacked
bar graph shows the percentage of participants who evaluated each animation as:
Very Bad, Bad, OK, Good, or Excellent. For each parameter, significant pairwise
differences are marked with * (p<0.05).
Comparison Study. Participants included 9 men and 11 women, of ages 19 to 56 (median age 27).
Eighteen identified as Deaf, and two as hard of hearing. All but 1 participant had learned ASL before
age of 5; the 1 remaining participant had learned ASL at age ten years old. Five participants had
Deaf parents, and 12 participants had other Deaf family members, e.g. brothers or sisters. Seventeen
participants used ASL in their home with their parents since infancy or early childhood.
7.5.1.2 Results
Figure 7.13 illustrates participants’ subjective scores for the animations in the Final Two-Way Com-
parison Study. For each of the five timing parameters, to compare users’ subjective scores for the pair
of animations, a Wilcoxon Ranked test was performed. Significant pairwise differences (p<0.05) are
marked with a star (“*”) in figure 7.11. We draw a distinction between the 2 pausing-related values
(for which participants preferred values similar to human signing) and the 3 non-pausing-related
values (for which participants did not). The overall pattern of results can be best summarized by
separately considering the speed-related and pausing-related timing parameters, as follows:
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• For the sign duration, transition time, and differential signing rate parameters, a significant
difference (p<0.05) was observed between participants’ subjective scores for the two anima-
tions. For sign duration, participants preferred animations with average sign duration of 0.81
seconds, rather than animations with average sign duration of 1.28 seconds, which is the
value in typical human signing. For transition time, participants preferred animations with av-
erage transition time of 0.5 seconds, rather than those with 0.22 sections, which is the value
in typical human signing. For differential signing rate, participants preferred animations
with a speed-up-or-slow-down factor raised to an exponent of 0.75, as compared to those
raised to an exponent of 1, which would correspond to the speed dynamics of typical human
signing. Participants preferred animations with signs that moved slightly faster than
human signers, with transitions in-between signs that moved slightly slower than hu-
man signers. They also preferred animations to exhibit less speed dynamics (with less
extreme speed-ups or slow-downs during sentences) as compared to speed changes in
human signing.
• For the pause length and pausing frequency parameters, no significant difference was ob-
served between participants’ subjective scores for the two animations in each case. For each
parameter, we conducted post hoc statistical equivalence testing, using the Two One-Sided
Tests (TOST) method, to determine whether the scores for each pair of animations were
indeed statistically equivalent. With a margin of 1 (on the 5-level scalar response item), the
TOST revealed that participants had equivalent subjective ratings of animations based on
either of the top two values observed in study 1 for pause length (p-value < 0.0017) and
pausing frequency (p-value < 0.0008). Overall, participants preferred ASL animations
that used values similar to those of typical human signing both for both how often to
pause and for how long the pause should be.
7.5.1.3 Discussion
While in previous studies we presented a wider range of values (i.e. five levels) for each timing
parameter, however, in the Final Two-Way Comparison Study we used a narrower range. Specifically,
in this study, for each of the five timing parameters, we asked participants to simply compare only
two animations side-by-side. In addition to identifying the single most preferred value for each
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parameter, this study also enabled us to determine whether ASL signers prefer for animations to use
timing values based on a human – or timing values that are exaggerated in some way.
7.6 Chapter Discussion
Prior approaches for selecting speed and timing parameters for ASL animations have included:
asking human artists to set these details of the animation manually (considering video of a human
performance), writing rules (based on linguistic research on human signing) to engineer speed
and timing for ASL animations [61,64], or building software to predict speed and timing based on
AI models trained on human signing [8]. These approaches all assume that the speed and timing
values for an ASL animation should be as similar as possible to the speed and timing values in
typical human signing, and our findings reveal that, for certain ASL speed and timing parameters,
this assumption is incorrect.
Individuals pursuing all three approaches above can make use our findings to improve DHH
users’ satisfaction with the resulting ASL animations. For computer-animation artists who seek to
create realistic ASL animations, our findings suggest that rather than directly copying the timing of
a video recording of a human, it may be more effective to adjust the sign durations, transitions, and
differential rate to differ from typical human levels. For researchers investigating how to automate
the synthesis of ASL animations, our findings may inform how the they approach the speed and
timing of the animation affects in their work. For researchers using rule-based approaches to set
these parameters, it may be valuable to adjust numerical values in their rules so that the output
animation aligns with our recommended parameter values. Researchers training AI models to predict
speed and timing may need to apply some correction factor to their model predictions or modify
timing values within their dataset prior to training.
While exaggeration of both appearance and movement is common in hand-drawn and com-
puter animation [81, 111, 125], prior work on sign-language animation has generally attempted
to maximize the realism or similarity to human signers. In particular, prior work on determining
the avatar movement has focused on replicating as closely as possible how human signers move,
with prior work on the use of the signing space [72], realistic facial expressions [68], movement
paths of the hands during complex verbs [71], and—most relevant to our work—speed and timing
parameters [3, 8, 64]. The appearance of avatars has also reached new levels of realism in recent
years, e.g. [135]. However, compared to movement, avatar appearance has seen more examples of
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utilization of exaggeration, e.g. through enlargement of the the face or hands [1, 5, 47, 93, 119],
either for greater clarity or to avoid uncanny valley effects. Our research extends this literature
on sign-language animation to explore whether or not DHH signers prefer exaggeration in the
movement of the character, specifically in regard to speed and timing parameters. Analysis of
participants’ preferences in our study has revealed that some exaggeration of speed and timing can
be beneficial.
Of course, there are many ways in which a movement may be exaggerated, and for creators of
ASL animations, it is useful to know precisely how to exaggerate in order to achieve greater user
satisfaction. Our findings have also addressed this issue, through collection of users’ subjective
evaluation of animations that vary across a range of speed and timing values for each parameter. Our
work has revealed that DHH individuals with high/native fluency in ASL prefer for ASL animations to
have slightly faster movements during signs, with slightly slower speed during transitions in-between
words, and with less speed dynamics than would be typical in human signing.
In our examination of prior work, we had reported on one prior study [64] that had revealed a
preference among DHH participants for ASL animations to be played somewhat slower than human
signing, although that work had treated the speed of the ASL animation as a single variable. In our
study, we investigated users’ preferences in regard to five timing parameters that underlie modern
sign-language animation synthesis technologies. Based on that prior study [64], we had expected
for our participants to prefer values across all parameters that would result in slower-than-human
animations. However, our findings stand in partial contrast with that prior work [64]; since we
investigated multiple timing parameters, our analysis revealed greater nuance. To reconcile
our findings with that earlier work, we speculate that the slower-than-human speed preferred by
participants in that earlier study arose primarily from their preference for slower transitions and per-
haps from the way that slower overall speed may mitigate any jumpy or unnatural animation during
differential-rate speed-ups of signs—rather than from their preference for the speed of individual
signs to increase or for there to be additional or longer prosodic pauses.
Multiple prior studies with DHH participants, e.g. [68,72], have evaluated the quality of ASL
animations along three key dimensions—understandability, naturalness of movement, and gram-
matical correctness—and consideration of these factors provides insight about why participants may
have preferred timing parameters that differ from humans. Some preferences may be driven by
understandability, especially as there are still limits in the quality of ASL animation technologies,
which make them more difficult to understand. We speculate that displaying ASL with slower tran-
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sitions in-between words may aid viewers in differentiating visually between spans of time when a
sign is happening and spans of time when a transition is happening. In addition, displaying ASL with
slightly faster sign duration could further emphasize this within-versus-between-signs distinction for
the viewer. We speculate that as animation quality improves in the future, then users may begin to
prefer animations to move at speeds closer to those of human signers. Preserving the naturalness
of movement may be a factor in participants’ preference for animations to have less extreme speed
dynamics, as compared to human signers. Again due to limitations in the quality of current sign-
language animation technology, animations may not maintain smooth movements or appearance
when speeding-up or slowing-down individual signs, which we speculate is a reason why partici-
pants preferred for animations to be less dynamic than human signers. Similarly, naturalness may
help explain why participants were happy with animations having similar pause length or pausing
frequency as human signers, from the simple fact that the animated avatar does not need to move
during pauses (aside from non-linguistic or physiologically-driven body movement, e.g. breathing).
As compared to the challenges in producing natural movements during signs or transitions, it is
relatively easier for creators to animate an ASL avatar to pause in a manner that looks natural—it
just needs to stand still. Finally, preserving grammatical correctness may also help explain why
participants preferred for ASL animations to pause in a manner similar to humans. We speculate
that the linguistic meaning of pauses, e.g. to convey prosodic information in ASL or to suggest the
syntactic structure of sentences, is so important to the message that it would be confusing if the
frequency or duration of the pauses were to vary much from a typical human level.
More broadly, our findings suggest that other aspects of sign language animation should be
investigated empirically with DHH users, rather than simply assuming that making animations as
close as possible to humans in appearance and movement is the ideal. In this way, our work relates
to a broader theme in the field of computing accessibility: Designers and researchers should not
assume that they know what is best when designing for a specific group of users; there is value
in substantial participation from users in the design and evaluation of technology intended for their
use.
The outcome of this chapter address the fifth contribution of this dissertation:
Contribution 5: There is a possibility that the range of timing values used by humans could differ
from the range of timing values DHH ASL signers would like to see in an anima-
tion - for instance, prior work had found that users may prefer animations to be
slower than human videos [63,69]. Thus, for each of the timing parameters for
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ASL animation, we empirically determined which values of that parameter are
preferred by Deaf ASL signers via an experimental study, in which animations
with a range of such values are displayed for comparison.
7.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we conducted empirical studies to investigate speed and timing preferences among
DHH ASL signers with high/native fluency, with aims: (a) to identify ASL signers’ preferred values
for these timing parameters and (b) determine whether participants prefer animations with timing
values that differ from those in typical human signing. Specifically, our work investigated sign dura-
tion, transition time, differential signing rate, pause length, and pausing frequency. Our Pilot Study
investigated the rang of preferred values for speed and timing parameters, Initial Five-Way Compar-
ison Study identified the two most preferred values from among five values for each parameter, one
being a typical human value, and a Final Two-Way Comparison Study identified the most preferred
value.
While ASL signers preferred pausing-related parameters to be similar to human signers, they
preferred ASL animations with faster-than-human sign durations, slower-than-human transition
time, and with less extreme variation in differential signing speed. Our findings provide guidance
for creators of future ASL animations or of animation-synthesis technologies, and our work demon-
strates the importance of conducting studies with the participation of DHH ASL signers, rather than




The dissertation research presented thus far has considered speed during ASL as a singular multi-
plier for the hand movement within the ASL word or in-between words. Instead, the actual speed
adjustments may, in fact, consist of acceleration profiles that affect particular sub-durations of each
sign. This chapter investigates the nature of acceleration profiles during human recordings of ASL
and how adjusting acceleration may improve the quality of ASL animations. The goal of this chapter
is to address the final two contributions of this dissertation.
Contribution 6: Prior research on speed and timing of sign-language animation has not specifically
investigated the issue of predicting acceleration curves for the movements of the
character’s body [7,63,69]. Further, some prior linguistic research has observed
different classes of acceleration curves used during or between words in French
Sign Language [36], but such an investigation has not been performed for ASL.
Thus, we examine our new dataset to conduct an analysis of motion-capture pat-
terns of human movements, to empirically determine whether there are common
categories of acceleration curves present in different linguistic environments, e.g.
within ASL signs, between ASL signs, or near sentence boundaries. This empirical
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finding will inform the future design of acceleration curves for ASL-animation
synthesis technology.
Contribution 7: Following the same logic as for Contribution 5 above, since there is a possibility
that the range of timing values used by humans could differ from the range of
timing values DHH ASL signers would like to see in an animation, we empirically
determine whether accuracy in the use of particular acceleration curves influ-
ences the subjective judgements of Deaf ASL signers, as to the quality of the ASL
animation.
This chapter is structured in the following manner: section 8.1 will discuss prior related work on
acceleration in other sign languages, e.g. Langue des Signes Française (LSF, French Sign Language).
To investigate the role of acceleration in producing natural ASL animations, we examine recordings
of human ASL signers section 8.2, with a goal to determine if there are specific classes of acceleration
curves that appear during or in-between ASL signs. Next, in the Section 8.3 we report on a study
with DHH users to evaluate whether animations that follow these acceleration patterns from human
recordings are preferred to animations with simple linear acceleration curves.
8.1 Related Work
In research on human motion (originally within a sports context), Zatsiorsky discussed the movement
primes that appear in a high-velocity movement [146]. Specifically, Zatsiorsky described two types
of movements: The first type of movement are referred to as “ballistic movements," and they consist
of movements during which the peak velocity occurs near the two-thirds point during the total
time duration of the movement. Figure 8.1 illustrates the stereotypical velocity curve for a ballistic
movement, and the red dot in Figure 8.1 represents the peak velocity. The second type of movement
is referred to as a “controlled movement." As shown in Figure 8.2, the peak velocity during a
controlled movement (see the red dot in Figure 8.2) usually occurs near the mid-point of the total
time duration of the movement. As show in Figure 8.1 and Figure 8.2 a ballistic movement looks
like a movement that has a "sudden stop" at the end. And in contrast, a controlled movement looks
like a movement with a more consistent acceleration and deceleration.
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Figure 8.1: Velocity Curve for a Ballistic Movement
Figure 8.2: Velocity Curve for a Controlled Movement
Prior sign language research has used similar terminology; for instance, Johnson and Liddell
have analyzed movement in ASL signs and found four types of movements: ballistic, fast ballistic,
enduring, and extended enduring [79]. Yet, the fast-ballistic movement is simply a faster version
of the ballistic movement, and the extended enduring movement is a slowed down version of the
enduring movement. The enduring movements of Liddell and Johnson correspond to the controlled
movements discussed previously.
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In fact, some recent motion-capture research on acceleration in French Sign Language has made
use of a simplified taxonomy of accelerations, i.e. collapsing the distinction between ballistic and
fast ballistic movements (Figure 8.1), and collapsing the distinction between enduring and extended
enduring movements, which they refer to as controlled movement (Figure 8.2) [36]. In this previous
work on French Sign Language [36], Kyle Duarte in his Ph.D. dissertation presented a detailed
linguistic analysis in support of producing a realistic animated avatar in French Sign Language [36].
The author manually analyzed 22 data movements of French Sign Language motion-capture which
was analyzed by human linguistic annotators. The annotators categorized segments of movements
in the corpus into two motion curve types: ballistic (for ballistic and fast ballistic from Johnson and
Liddell model [79]) and controlled (for enduring and extended enduring from Johnson and Liddell
model [79]).
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Figure 8.3: These images showing velocity curves of hand movements during
French Sign Language are reproduced from Duarte’s dissertation [36]. Images
(a-b) show movements within-signs, and (c-e) between signs. There were more
examples of peak velocity occurring earlier for between-sign movements. The
curves were standardized for time, so that they all had the same x duration (20
total x plot points); y values were left as-is for the purposes of maximum velocity
comparison. The results are shown below.
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Duarte analyzed these segments in two contexts: within-sign (movement curves that occur
within sign boundaries) and between-sign (movement curves that occur between two sign). As
shown in Figure 8.3, which extracted from Kyle Duarte Ph.D. theses [36], the analysis of within-sign
movements found that there are 12 ballistic curves (with a peak velocity that occurred on average
65% of the way through the movement) and 18 controlled curves (with peak velocity that occurred
on average 60% of the way through these movements) within LSF signs.
On the other hand, the results of between-sign movements found that there are three types of
motion curve segments between signs, the first two motion curves are in ballistic and controlled
movements (mentioned above), and the third motion curve between signs is inverse ballistic (which
is the movement curves similar to ballistic curves but reflected, i.e. the peak velocity near the
quarter of the movement). The author found two ballistic movements (with a peak velocity that
occurred on average 76% of the way through the movement), 76 controlled movements (with a
peak velocity that occurred on average 52% of the way through the movement), and 20 inverse
ballistic movements (with a peak velocity that occurred on average 28% of the way through the
movement). The result of between-sign movements analysis suggests that there are three groups of
curves between signs in French Sign Language, and overall there are more examples of curves with
peak velocity occurring sooner during between-sign contexts. However, there has been no previous
work that has investigated this issue in ASL, nor for the purpose of generating ASL animation.
8.2 Modeling Acceleration Curves in ASL
Through an analysis of motion-capture patterns of human movements in our corpus of ASL multi-
sentence passages (chapter 4), the goal of this study is to determine whether there are common
varieties of acceleration curves present in different linguistic environments, e.g. within ASL signs,
between ASL signs, or near sentence boundaries.
8.2.1 Research Question
The study presented in this section addresses the following research question:
• What is the distribution of acceleration curves in human ASL signing?
Secondarily, we also consider whether this distribution appears similar to that found in within-sign
and between-sign contexts in LSF.
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8.2.2 Method
To investigate acceleration curves in ASL, we employ a two-stage methodology: First, we extracted
useful motion velocity information from our ASL motion-capture dataset ( Sub-subsection 8.2.2.1
Dataset Engineering), and then we explored the acceleration patterns in this data (in Sub-subsection 8.2.2.2
Results for Velocity Distribution). The details of this methodology are explained in the following
sections.
8.2.2.1 Dataset Engineering
We first processed and extracted relevant information from our ELAN ASL dataset, in a similar
manner to how data processing had occurred in earlier chapters, which had also made use of both
the motion-capture data of hand movements and the accompanying linguistic annotation data. For
the current study, we specifically extracted the velocity of the signer’s hand so that we could partition
the entire timeline into three types of sub-durations: movement sections during signs, movement
sections between signs, and hold sections (periods in which there is not movement) during signs,
along the lines of the Movement-Hold model of (Liddell and Johnson, 1989) [95]. This model is
a linguistic representation of the time structure of ASL signs, and a sample representation of this
model is shown in Figure 2.1. The outcome of this data process was a flat CSV file, for four ASL
signers, with timing values and annotation information (movements or holds). For analysis of this
velocity data, our main focus is on the movement sections, which are considered separately in two
contexts, each of which is stored in a separate data file during our analysis:
• Movement sections occurring internally during an ASL word
• Movement sections occurring between ASL words
8.2.2.2 Results for Velocity Distribution
The Tableau18 statistical analysis software was used to visualize the data and perform data explo-
ration, as discussed below.
18https://www.tableau.com/
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Figure 8.4: Distribution of the time (normalized on a 0 to 1 scale) when the
maximum velocity occurred during each movement section within ASL signs.
Figure 8.5: Distribution of the time (normalized on a 0 to 1 scale) when the
maximum velocity occured during each movement section between ASL words
(but excluding any between-sign sections at sentence boundaries).
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Figure 8.4 illustrates the distribution of the time when maximum velocity occurred during the
timeline of every movement section (normalized from 0.0 to 1.0) within ASL words. Our distribution
analysis revealed that the maximum velocity generally occurred during a range during the middle
third of the timeline during each movement, with the peak slightly shifted toward the second half
of each movement.
Figure 8.5 illustrates the distribution of the time when maximum velocity occurred during the
timeline of every movement section (normalized from 0.0 to 1.0) between ASL words. (Movements
that occur in-between words that appear at sentence boundaries were excluded from this analysis,
as prior work in this dissertation had suggested that there may be unique timing characteristics
at sentence boundaries.) As compared to the distribution for within-word movements, we noted
that there was a tighter concentration of velocity peaks near the mid-point of the duration of each
movement, and there were also more examples of movements in which the maximum velocity
occurred during the first half of the movement duration.
8.2.2.3 Comparison to Prior LSF Research
In Duarte’s prior analysis of LSF, 2 types of acceleration curves had been observed during within-sign
movements, i.e., curves with maximum velocity during the middle and curves with the maximum
velocity near the two-thirds point on the duration, and 3 types of curves had been observed during
between-sign movements, i.e., with maximum velocity during the first half, during the middle, or
during the second half. To aid the reader in comparing these prior results for LSF with our new
results for ASL, two composite figures have been produced: figure 8.6 and figure 8.7.
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Figure 8.6: Composite image of our previously shown results for within-sign
movements in ASL, as compared to previously shown within-sign curves for LSF.
Figure 8.7: Composite image of our previously shown results for between-sign
movements in ASL, as compared to previously shown within-sign curves for LSF.
For instance, figure 8.6 contains on the left side our distribution graph showing within-sign
maximum-velocity times for ASL, and on the right side, the two graphs of velocity for within-sign
movements for LSF are shown from Duarte’s dissertation. If the reader were to envision merging
these two LSF distributions, then they could be compared to the overall distribution data shown
for ASL. Similarly, if the reader were to envision merging the three sub-graphs on the right side of
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figure 8.6, the reader may compare this to the ASL data for between-sign locations for ASL shown
on the left. Overall, we observe that the distributions between sign in ASL and LSF have a relatively
similar shape, i.e., as shown in figure 8.7, if we merge the three right images for LSF, they would
correspond to the slightly left-shifted distribution of the data shown in the large ASL graph on the
left side of figure 8.7).
While the Duarte dataset is too small to support rigorous statistical comparisons between ASL
and LSF maximum-velocity timing during movements, our findings are suggestive of there being
unique distributions during within-sign and between-sign movements during ASL, along with the
overall shape of these distributions being loosely consistent with those those that had been observed
in prior work on LSF [36].
8.3 User Study
For ASL animation researchers, the analysis presented in the previous section suggests that when
planning acceleration curves for movements during ASL, there may be a benefit in making use of
individual acceleration distributions for within-sign movements and for between-sign movements.
Similar to earlier phases of this dissertation research, it was important for us to conduct a study with
users to determine whether animations based on acceleration curves from human ASL movements
would lead to better ASL animations. We therefore conducted a study with DHH participants to
evaluate whether participants would prefer ASL animations in which the acceleration curves were
drawn from the distributions in this human motion recordings, or whether they prefer animations
with uniform distributions. Notably, animations with uniform distributions, i.e., with the peak
velocity always at the mid-point of any movement, are the default in existing ASL animation software,
such as Sign Smith Studio.
8.3.1 Research Question
This section addresses the following research question:
• Do DHH users prefer animations that follow the acceleration-curve distributions observed
in motion-capture recordings of human ASL signers, or animations that follow uniform
accelerations curves that are currently typical in ASL animation software?
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8.3.2 Method
As in our prior user studies, we created a new set of ASL animations using the Sign Smith Studio
animation software. Then, we asked a researcher from our lab who is a fourth-year ASL interpreting
student who had taken courses on ASL linguistics and had several years of experience working as
an ASL linguistic analysts performing video-analysis of ASL recordings for our team to mark the
movement and hold segments of the words in those animations. (Note: The researcher in this case
was analyzing an animation, not a video of a human; the reason for this unusual annotation tasks
is that we needed to post-process the animations to manipulate them.) In addition, the researcher
labeled which of the movements occurred during words or in-between words.
To produce the animation stimuli for our study, we began with a very high-frame-rate version of
each animation (specifically, four-times more frequent frames per second, as compared to typical 30
frames per second ASL animations). Using the linguistic annotation timeline of all of the movement
sections (produced by the researcher above), we were able to insert and remove frames from this
source animation file, in order to produce a desired animation, in which the maximum velocity of
each movement occurred at a particular point during the duration of the movement.
During this process, our aim was to produce a resulting 30 frames-per-second version of each
animation, in which the maximum velocity of the movement occurred during a particular moment
during the timeline of each individual movement. To decide where we should set the maximum
velocity moment during the duration of each movement, we randomly sampled from the dataset we
had collected from human ASL signers, as presented in the prior section. For within-sign movements,
we randomly selected a curve from the dataset of within-sign movements, and for between-sign
movements, we randomly selected a curve from the dataset of between-sign movements. Thus, for
example, if we selected a curve with maximum velocity occurring at the 0.6 point during the 0-to-1
timeline duration of the movement, then we deleted or inserted frames from our source animation
file so that the maximum velocity of that individual movement occurred at the 0.6 point during the
duration of the final animation.
We used Sign Smith Studio [133] to generate animation stimuli because we found that software
enabled easy editing of timing parameters when producing ASL animations. We used the same
three ASL passages used in that have been used in the previous studies [10], with each passage
approximately 75 words in length and discussing following topics: a bear, the cost of rice, and a
short biography of a university student.
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Figure 8.8: A sample screenshot for one of the pairs of animations displayed in
the user study.
For each original ASL animation, we produced two versions: The first version corresponded
to default acceleration settings of the Sign Smith Studio software, in which the maximum velocity
of each movement occurred at its midpoint. The second version corresponded to an animation in
which the acceleration curve for each movement was based on a randomly selected example from
either our within-sign dataset or our between-sign dataset, as appropriate. Figure 8.8 illustrates
the side-by-side animations of virtual human character performing ASL for the original a modified
animations.
We conducted a user study by recruiting 13 participants who were fluent ASL signers, and they
were asked to share their feedback about the new animations (with modified acceleration) compared
to a baseline (with uniform acceleration). While we had used in-person studies in prior chapters
of this dissertation, we conducted this study in an online remote manner, due to the COVID-19
pandemic.
8.3.2.1 Participants
At the beginning of the appointment, the participants answered demographic questions. Our 13
participants included 10 who self-reported as “female" and 3 as “male." Their ages ranged from 20
to 52 years old, with a median age of 29. Eleven participants identified as Deaf, one hard-of-hearing,
and one hearing. Twelve participants learned ASL since early childhood. Eleven participants used
ASL at home, and 12 used ASL as a young child at school. All participants reported using ASL at
college or university.
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8.3.2.2 Results
Figure 8.9 shows the average subjective response score for the original animations (generated using
default acceleration settings for Sign Smith Studio software, shown in orange color on the figure)
and for the new animations (generated using the new distribution of acceleration curves based on
human ASL recordings, blue color). Higher score in figure 8.9 means more preferred animations,
and the participants slightly preferred the new animation with modified speeding values.
Figure 8.9: Participants’ average subjective preference scores for the baseline and
the new animations shown in the study.
We performed a paired t-test on the subjective response scores from participants in the study,
which revealed no significant difference between the average subjective scores for participants for
the two versions of animation: the original animation and the animations with modified speed
profile (p value = 0.425).
Participants were not told how the two animations differed, nor that they differed at all. After
viewing each pair of animation, participants were asked "Is there any difference between the an-
imations?" Participants’ responses indicated that they noticed that the message of the animations
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was the same, but their responses indicated that they did notice that there was a difference in speed
between the two animations, e.g. with some participants responding:
• Aside from the speeding, nothing. [P03]
• No, I don’t see any differences between A and B aside from the speed. [P04]
• I feel like they’re the same aside from the speeding. [P05]
• Nope, other than speed. [P12]
During an interview question after each of the 2 pairs of animations shown, each participant
was asked which of the two animations they preferred. A majority of participants indicated that they
preferred the new animation with modified speed profile: 14 out of 26 video were preferred as the
new animation, 11 original animation were preferred, and 1 participant said that the two animations
shown appeared to be the same. These responses further suggest that participants noticed that there
was some difference between the two animations (except in the case of the one pair of animations
which one participant believed appeared to be the same). Despite the difference in the movements
of these animations being relatively subtle, this finding suggests that fluent ASL signers who view
animations with manipulations to the acceleration curves of specific movements are sensitive to this
aspect of animation speed.
Among those participants who preferred the "NEW" animations with acceleration curves based
on human motion, participants shared open-ended comments explaining their preferences:
1. I like [NEW], as I could notice things better, their signing seems less fast than the other. Like,
[OLD] is faster (not too fast but just a bit), you know. [P05]
2. I picked [NEW] this time because it’s more natural and clear. [P05]
3. I would prefer [NEW], Because it’s normal paced. [P09]
4. [OLD] is too fast. I could understand most signing but the spelling was too fast that it was
distorted, so I couldn’t understand it. [P09]
5. I prefer NEW because it’s slower and gives me time to adapt to its style. [P04]
6. [OLD] needs a lot of improvement. [OLD] is too fast, nothing about [NEW], it’s just perfect.
[P08]
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7. Honestly, I would like [NEW] better. I couldn’t see the spelling in [OLD], but [NEW] is smooth
and it matches the spelling, so yes, the speeding is important for spelling. [P11]
When providing comments about the animations shown in the study, participants pointed to the
specific animations they were referring to, or referred to them as the "left" or "right" animation. The
left-or-right arrangement of animations was randomized across the study, and when transcribing
the comments above, references have been replaced with "[OLD]" or "[NEW]," to refer to animations
with uniform accelerations or animations with accelerations based on the distribution in human
recordings, respectively.
Of course, some participants preferred the "[OLD]" animation in each pair, and they offered a
variety of reasons for this preference, often focusing on their perception that the "[NEW]" animations
appeared faster:
1. Just a little too fast. When they were signing, it’s okay but when they move their hands out,
they did that too fast; it should be at the same speed as the signing. [P07]
2. [OLD] is better than [NEW] because [NEW] is more stiff, they’re the same speed but [OLD] is
soft while [NEW] has sudden lag/movements. [P10]
3. The speed is a bit slower, and has more body language, but [NEW] is at the speed that you’re
not sure about their facial expressions. [OLD] is not at the best speed but I can notice more while
[NEW] just throws it out there. [P12]
It is important to note that the overall words-per-minute of the two versions of each animation
were identical, aside from the subtle difference in the acceleration curves for the movements. The
overall duration of each mo vement was identical, and if the two animations were played simultane-
ously, then on a word-by-word basis, the two animations would appear to be synchronized. So, the
perception by some participants that the "[NEW]" animations seemed faster appeared to be based
on the difference in acceleration curves during the movements.
8.4 Conclusion
The studies presented in this chapter have addressed the sixth and the seventh contribution of this
dissertation:
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Contribution 6: Prior research on speed and timing of sign-language animation has not specifically
investigated the issue of predicting acceleration curves for the movements of the
character’s body [7,63,69]. Further, some prior linguistic research has observed
different classes of acceleration curves used during or between words in French
Sign Language [36], but such an investigation has not been performed for ASL.
Thus, we examine our new dataset to conduct an analysis of motion-capture pat-
terns of human movements, to empirically determine whether there are common
categories of acceleration curves present in different linguistic environments, e.g.
within ASL signs, between ASL signs, or near sentence boundaries. This empirical
finding will inform the future design of acceleration curves for ASL-animation
synthesis technology.
Contribution 7: Following the same logic as for Contribution 5 above, since there is a possibility
that the range of timing values used by humans could differ from the range of
timing values DHH ASL signers would like to see in an animation, we empirically
determined whether accuracy in the use of particular acceleration curves influ-
ences the subjective judgements of Deaf ASL signers, as to the quality of the ASL
animation.
Specifically, our studies have revealed that human ASL signing includes a range of acceleration
curves during movements, and our analysis was suggestive that there may be differences in the
distribution of these curves during within-sign and between-sign contexts. An informal comparison
to prior work on LSF revealed that our findings for ASL aligned with the distribution of acceleration
curves observed in LSF, for within-sign and between-sign contexts. Finally, our user study with
fluent ASL signers revealed that participants were able to notice a difference between animations
that differed only in this subtle aspect of movement (the acceleration curve for each movement), with
all other speed and timing aspects of the animation remaining identical (including the overall video
length). While we report average subjective preferences from participants in the study, figure 8.9),
the small sample size of this study did not reveal statistically significant differences in viewers’
subjective preferences between animations based on uniform acceleration curves and those based
on a distribution of acceleration curves from human recordings.
EP I L O G U E F O R PA R T III
In part III we presented our empirical evaluation of participants’ preferences for the speed and
timing parameters in the ASL animations. In Chapter 7 we conducted several empirical studies to
investigate speed and timing preferences among DHH ASL signers with high/native fluency, with
two aims: (a) to identify ASL signers’ preferred values for these timing parameters and (b) determine
whether participants prefer animations with timing values that differ from those in typical human
signing. We found that while ASL signers preferred pause length and frequency to be similar to
those of humans, they actually preferred animations to have faster signs, slower transitions, and
less dynamic variation in differential signing speed, as compared to the timing of human signers.
Our findings provide specific empirical guidance for creators of future ASL animation technologies,
and more broadly, it demonstrates that it is not safe to assume that ASL signers will simply prefer
for properties of ASL animations to be as similar as possible to human signers.
Chapter 8 focused on acceleration curves in ASL during movements in ASL signs. Beginning
with a summary of prior work on acceleration curves in LSF sign movements, we then conducted an
analysis of hand velocity data from recordings of ASL human signers from our motion-capture corpus.
This analysis revealed distributions of when the maximum velocity occurs during movements in
within-sign and between-sign contexts in ASL, and the results were suggestive of similarity to the
distributions observed in prior work on LSF. Finally, we conducted a user-based evaluation with
fluent ASL signer to investigate viewers’ preferences between animations with simplistic uniform




Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter begins with a high-level overview of the research activities of this dissertation research,
as well as information about the findings or achievements from these activities. Next, a brief
summary of the main contributions of this dissertation is provided, and finally, this chapter includes
a set of potential avenues of future work that could be investigated beyond this dissertation.
9.1 Summary of Research Activities
This dissertation has examined the use of a data-driven approach to model timing parameters to
generate realistic ASL animations. We used motion-capture data recorded from humans to train
machine learning models to predict realistic timing parameters for ASL animation, with a focus on
inserting prosodic breaks (pauses), adjusting the pause durations for these pauses, and adjusting
differential signing rate for ASL animations, based on the sentence syntax and other features, which
we had engineered and extracted, and which were inspired by prior linguistics literature on ASL.
We evaluated our data-driven approach using different levels of evaluation: starting with selecting a
robust model using cross-validation, then comparing our modeling with the rule-based approach. In
all of those evaluations, our models beat the baseline for comparison. Then, we conducted multiple
user studies with DHH participants to gather human feedback about the generated animations.
We also conducted studies to investigate participants’ preferences about the best values for speed
and timing in animation and whether these values should be similar to human values. Finally, we
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examined the distribution of animation curves in ASL and how their distribution compared to those
in prior work on another sign language. Across all of this work, our main goal was to create new
knowledge that would inform how to best automate the selection of speed and timing parameter
for ASL animation synthesis, so that the the resulting ASL output is understandable.
In Part I, we discussed the process of adding layers of annotation atop our prior motion-capture
corpus, in order to support speed and timing research (Chapter 4). In addition, we discussed
transferring the original release of motion-capture corpus to the ELAN platform, and documented our
workflow for preparing the dataset for speed and timing modeling research. This dataset produced
during Part I is then used throughout later stages of the dissertation work.
In Part II, we discussed our methodology for speed and timing modeling and our evaluation
of this work. We explained the process of building machine-learning models, selecting the best
subset of features, and tuning model parameters to obtain a robust model via cross-validation. We
evaluated our models by comparing them with a baseline set of typical ASL speed and timing values
used in simple ASL animations, and we examined the quality of our best model, by comparing it
with a prior state-of-the-art rule-based approach. We found that our system out-performed this prior
model in predicting timing values for a set of ASL passages (Chapter 5). Then, we generated ASL
animations (using our model and using a baseline model), and we conducted an interview with DHH
participants to understand their preferences and feedback about the resulting ASL animations. We
found that participants preferred our animations, and the majority of participants offered positive
comments about the animation generated using our models of speed and timing in ASL animations
(Chapter 6). Given the importance of evaluating systems in studies with real users, and the promising
results of our interview with DHH participants, we decided to conduct a larger experimental study
with Deaf native ASL signers; this larger study is a focus of Part III.
In Part III, we investigated whether DHH signers prefer timing values in animations that are
identical to those in human recordings, or whether they perhaps prefer faster, slower, or more
exaggerated values. We investigated five speed and timing parameters: sign duration, transition
time, differential signing rate, pause length, and pausing frequency. We first conduct a pilot study
with users to identify an appropriate range of speed and timing parameters [9] to focus on in later
studies, and then we conducted an Initial Five-Way Comparison Study with users. This study revealed
the two most preferred values for each speed and timing parameter (one of which was a typical
human value for this parameter). Finally, we conducted our Final Two-Way Comparison Study to
determine whether participants prefer animations with timing values that differ from those in typical
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human signing. We found that, while ASL signers preferred pausing-related parameters to be similar
human signers, they preferred ASL animations with faster-than-human sign durations, slower-than-
human transition time, and with less extreme variation in differential signing speed. Finally, our
work in Part III focused on investigating acceleration curves in ASL. We analysed the distribution
of these human recordings of ASL signing, compared those distributions to those in another sign
language, and conducted a user study to determine whether users prefer for acceleration curves in
ASL animations to be based on those of human recordings.
9.2 Contributions
The key contributions of this dissertation are presented in the following paragraphs.
Contribution 1: We created a new American Sign Language Speed and Timing Dataset, which
was an enhancement to our lab’s pre-existing motion-capture corpus of ASL. As
part of this work, we transferred an existing motion-capture corpus to a new
linguistic annotation platform that has become standard among sign-language
linguistic researchers, ELAN [130]. This work included adding layers of linguistic
annotation and documenting our data pre-processing procedures. The transfor-
mations and enhancements to this corpus were necessary to make this resource
useful for subsequent feature engineering and to provide input for our machine-
learning modeling work. We released this new dataset to the research community
so that future researchers can use it in their work.
Contribution 1 was discussed in Chapter 4.
Contribution 2: We empirically determined which set of features was most influential in our
speed and timing prediction models, via a feature-ablation analysis. Since the
motivating goal of our research is to enable future animation systems to convert a
script that specifies an ASL message into an animation automatically, we identified
the minimal set of information that the person writing the script must specify in
order for our software to operate. We focused on the features that are useful for
our three modeling tasks:
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2.A: We empirically determined the best subset of features needed to be
used for building a predictive model of the prosodic breaks (pauses)
after each word. The important features for this model included: Sen-
tence_Boundaries, Clause_Boundaries, Noun_Phrase_Boundaries, Verb_Phrase_Boundaries,
Sentence_Length, Noun_Phrase_Length, Verb_Phrase_Length, Relative_Proximity,
and Complexity_Idx.
2.B: We empirically determined the best subset of features needed to be used
for prediction the time-duration of each break or pause. In addition
to the features from contribution 2.A, we also used the following fea-
tures: Pausing, Pausing_Before_Gloss, Word_Order_On_Sentence, Re-
verse_Word_Order_On_Sentence, Word_Duration, and Next_Word_Duration.
2.C: We determined the best subset of features that should be used for
modeling the variation of the speed of each particular word in the
message. In addition to the features used in 2.A, the following fea-
tures: Pausing, Pausing_Before_Gloss, Word_Order_On_Sentence, and
Reverse_Word_Order_On_Sentence features, were all useful for this
differential rate modeling.
Contribution 2 was discussed in Chapter 5.
Contribution 3: We empirically determined that a machine learning modeling trained on the final
subset of the linguistic features out-performed prior state-of-the-art rule-based
approaches for the task of predicting the timing parameters for ASL multi-sentence
passages, based on a cross-validation analysis of held-out data. Models were
created and evaluated for all of the following speed and timing parameters:
3.A: Whether a prosodic break (a pause) should occur after each specific
word.
3.B: What the value of the time-duration of any such break/pause should
be.
3.C: What the variation in speed (slightly faster, slightly slower) should
be for each particular word in the message.
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Contribution 3 was discussed in Chapter 5.
Contribution 4: In a user-based study, we found that DHH ASL signers preferred animations
of multi-sentence ASL passages in which timing values were determined by
our new models, which we had investigated in contribution 3, rather than when
these timing values had been determined by the a rule-based technique.
Contribution 4 was discussed in Chapter 6.
Contribution 5: There is a possibility that the range of timing values used by humans could differ
from the range of timing values DHH ASL signers would like to see in an animation.
For instance, prior work had found that users may prefer animations to be slower
than human videos [63,69]. Thus, for each of the timing parameters for ASL
animation, we empirically determined which values of that parameter are
preferred by Deaf ASL signers via an experimental study, in which animations
with a range of such values are displayed for comparison.
Contribution 5 was discussed in Chapter 7.
Contribution 6: Prior research on speed and timing of sign-language animation had not specifically
investigated the issue of predicting acceleration curves for the movements of the
character’s body [7, 63, 69]. Further, some prior linguistic research has found
different classes of acceleration curves used in intra- and inter-word contexts in
French Sign Language [36], but such an investigation has not been performed
for ASL. Thus, we conducted an analysis on our new dataset of motion-capture
patterns of human movements, we empirically determined whether there are
common categories of acceleration curves present in various contexts, e.g.
within ASL signs, or between ASL signs. This empirical finding will inform the
future design of acceleration curves for ASL-animation synthesis technology.
Contribution 6 was discussed in Chapter 8.
Contribution 7: Following the same logic as for Contribution 5 above, since there is a possibility
that the range of timing values used by humans could differ from the range of
timing values DHH ASL signers would like to see in an animation, we empirically
investigated whether animations that contain acceleration curves that are
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based on our analysis of recordings of human ASL signers would receive dif-
ferent subjective judgements of Deaf ASL signers, as compared to animations
using baseline linear accelerations common in current sign-language animation
systems. While analysis of the subjective response scores in our study did not
reveal a statistically significant difference, participants’ open-ended responses
indicated that fluent ASL signers were able to notice the difference between ani-
mations that differed only in this subtle aspect of movement.
Contribution 7 was discussed in Chapter 8.
9.3 Limitations and Future Work
In Chapter 4, we discussed our approach to extending our motion-capture dataset by adding
additional annotation for additional ASL signers; however, the size of our generated dataset is still
relatively small. Future research could collect and annotate additional ASL motion-capture data in
order to investigate improving the machine learning modeling task.
Other limitations related to how stimuli were created, displayed and measured when evalu-
ating speed and timing models for ASL animations. The user studies in this work have made use of
a short set of ASL passages as the basis for the stimuli in our experimental studies, and future work
should investigate speed and timing parameters using ASL passages with a wider variety of topics,
genres, and lengths.
Another limitation related to the number of participants in studies presented throughout this
dissertation. While we endeavored to conduct studies with as large a number and as diverse a
group of participants as possible, most of our user studies included a relatively small number of
participants and their composition do not fully reflect the entire Deaf community. For example, in
Chapter 7, we included 56 DHH participants across all of our studies, and while this is a relatively
large number of participants for research in the field of ASL animation synthesis, the participants
in our study certainly did not reflect the full diversity of all ASL signers. For instance, although we
recruited through online advertisements, the majority of our participants were university students
who were relatively young. In future work, there is a need to conduct studies with a larger number
of participants, across multiple dimensions of diversity, to ensure that our findings generalize to
those groups.
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One such dimension is the level of ASL experience and skill of the participant. In our study, we
recruited specifically for participants with a large amount of ASL experience and fluency, i.e., those
who began using ASL since infancy or early childhood. However, there are many users of ASL who
learned the language later in life or who are still learning or developing their language skills, and
it would be important to determine whether the speed and timing preferences of those users may
differ from those of the participants in our study.
Another limitation of our work is that, in Chapter 7, we have investigated levels of each pa-
rameter individually (using default values for the other parameters while we investigated users’
preferences for each parameter). A future study would be needed to investigate interaction effects
between these parameters.
Furthermore, a possible limitation of the Initial Five-Way Comparison Study and Final Two-Way
Comparison Study user studies that we conducted in Chapter 7: Since those studies were conducted
remotely due to COVID, there is a risk that poor internet connection for the user could have affected
their video. Thus, future work could repeat this study in an in-person modality.
Chapter 8 presented findings about the shape of the distribution of acceleration curves in
ASL. Future work is needed to investigate whether there are differences between the distribution
of the acceleration curves not only within-signs and between-signs, but also for any particular
subset of movements in ASL. Further characterization or classification of those types of curves may
inform future work on selecting appropriate acceleration curves for ASL animations. Chapter 8 also
investigated whether fluent ASL signers noticed differences between animations that differed only in
regard to their acceleration curves. However, the number of participants in that study was relatively
small (13 participants). Future work with a larger number of participants may be needed in order
to investigate this issue empirically.
The research in this dissertation depends upon the dataset used for model training. In this
dissertation we built variety of models to predict the speed and timing parameters for ASL, future
work could use the modeling approaches in this dissertation for other sign languages, assuming
that future researchers were able to provide a corpus with the same type of linguistic annotations.
Furthermore, if future researchers were to collect a larger dataset of ASL, then it would be interesting
to re-evaluate the modeling of speed and timing values using a leave-one-signer-out cross-validation
approach, in which the signer whose data is in the testing set does not appear in the training set,
for each "fold" of the cross validation. Another possible avenue to consider for future datasets
would involve collecting a dataset with more detailed or richer annotations, e.g., that include more
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linguistic details about each word or its phonological details. With such a dataset, future work
could examine additional features or try other types of modeling, in order to predict speed and
timing values for ASL or other sign languages. Finally, future work might use our existing speed-and-
timing ASL dataset for other research, e.g., for linguistic research into sign-language coarticulation
effects, on the speed of finger movements in handshape change, or the speed of wrist movements
for palm-orientation change.
9.4 Conclusion
This dissertation has investigated American Sign Language (ASL), which is a primary means of
communication for over half million people in the U.S. A key motivation for this research has been
that many people who are Deaf or Hard of Hearing (DHH) prefer to receive information in the
form of ASL. Unfortunately, few websites present their information content in the form of ASL.
A challenge is that videos of human ASL signers would be difficult to update and maintain when
information on a website must change. This dissertation has investigated technology to automate
the creation of animations of ASL based on easy-to-update script. This dissertation has provided
specific guidance for speed and timing in ASL animations, for creators of future ASL animation,
which may include artists who are animating virtual humans or researchers building models of
speed and timing for animation synthesis. This dissertation has demonstrated a mix of data-driven
and user-based research, which may provide an example for how other aspects of sign-language
animation could be investigated, e.g., for other signed languages or for other linguistic aspects
beyond speed and timing. The goal of this research is to automate this aspect of animation synthesis
and to create understandable and realistic ASL animation with minimum human effort. Our hope
is that advancements in ASL animation synthesis technology will support access to information for
DHH users in many new contexts.
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Appendix for Interview Study
This is an appendix for Chapter 6: “Model Evaluation.”
A.1 Simple of the Selected Stories for the 2008 Model and
ASL-Speed Comparison
• Signer SIA02 - Story44: MOVIE IX-1-s:S WATCH MOVIE RECENTLY IX-1-s:1 OLD MOVIE
BUT IX-1-s:S SAW FIRST TIME NAME REALLY COOL FRIEND SEE MOVIE BIG IX-1-s:S
cl"DON’T SAY #TOO LONG IX-1-s:S TWO HOURS IX-1-s:S NOT HAVE TIME WATCH THAT
TWO HOURS THREE HOURS IX-1-s:S DO-DO+ BUSY THREE HOUR WHY LONG FOR IX-1-
s:S TO SIT ONE PLACE MOVIE WATCH 3-D IX-1-s:S NOW IX-1-s:S WISH IX-1-s:S #BACK
WISH WATCH 3-D THAT MOVIE THAT MOVIE REALLY NICE REALLY IX-1-s:1 COMPARE
AND fs-U AMERICA IX-1-s:3 HUMAN POSS-s:3 IX-1-s:3 JOIN POSS-s:2 WORLD IX-1-s:3
3:STEAL:2 POSS-s:2 BODY 3:STEAL:2 POSS-s:2 CLOTHES REALLY TALL HUMAN CL"SMALL"
CL"CHARACTER/ACTION IX-1-s:2 ZOOM JUMP LIVE IN TREE THINK SIMILAR ALMOST
SAME IX-1-s:4 AMERICA NATIVE AMERICA NATIVE HERE LIVE HERE AMERICA BRITISH
AMERICA TAKE-OVER EXPELL POSS-s:4 COUNTRY REALLY SAME SIMILAR REALLY NICE
SPECIAL fs-EFFECT CL"Flying/jumping STORY GOOD MAKE IX-1-s:S CRY SENSITIVE CON-
NECT FALL-LOVE LOVE HAVE WAR HAVE FIGHT HAVE EVERYTHING VARIETY EMOTION
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IN THAT FUNNY LIST-TWO EXCITING WAR LIST-ALL CHALLENGE PLUS NATURE ALMOST
SAME fs:ABYSS WHERE CONNECTION WITH EARTH CONNECT WITH ENERGRY THAT
NICE IX-1-s:S ENJOY THAT MOVIE IX-1-s:S WATCH SECOND TIME WILL IX-1-s:S DON’T-
MIND
• Signer SIA02 -Story43: #HS VERSUS COLLEGE COLLEGE INDEPENDENT ON POSS-s:A
#OWN #HS úmm’ HAVE ? HAVE RULE COLLEGE ON #OWN IX-1-s:A ’umm" #DO WANT
THINKŜELF:A #WHAT IX-1-s:A RISK UP-TO-YOU:A #HS IX-1-s:A LESS IX-1-s:A HAVE CON-
CLUSION HAVE LIST-ALL COLLEGE ON #OWN umm COLLEGE 0:PAY:2 #HS NOT BUT
SOME 0:PAY:1 SAME WORK++ 0:LOOK:2 COLLEGE DEGREE #HS DEGREE 0:INGORE:1
0:LOOK:2 COLLEGE ONLY IX-1-s:S PREFER COLLEGE OF-COURSE IX-1-s:S RECENT GRAD-
UATE COLLEGE PREVIOUS #DEC HAVE fs-PE DEGREE
• Signer SIB01 - Story17: OH FINE POSS-s:S TWO PREFER fs-PHONE FIRST POSS-s:S EX-
PERIENCE WHAT LIST-ONE fs-BLACKBERRY IX-1-s:S HAVE #IT FOR MANY+ YEAR IX-1-
s:S START BLACK fs-BERRY WHEN IX-1-s:S ENTER MIDDLE SCHOOL IX-1-s:S #OR HIGH-
SCHOOL IX-1-s:S START PROCESS USE #THEN IX-1-s:S REALIZE fs-MAC HAVE INVOLVE fs-
IPHONE INVOLVE LIST-TWO CAMERA LIST-THREE GAME LIST-TWO INTERNET THROUGH
fs-SURF LIST-TWO A-LOT #OF ACCESS THAN BLACKBERRY SO IX-1-s:S TRANSFER IX-
1-s:1 fs-IPHONE AND IX-1-s:S LOVE #IT HAVE ONE-HUNDRED PERCENT ACCESS FOR
IX-1-s:S #EMAIL LIST-TWO #TEXT LIST-THREE INTERNET LIST-TWO fs-VIDEO LIST-TWO
ETC PLEASE DON’T GO-OUT FOR BLACKBERRY GO-OUT FOR fs-IPHONE
• Signer SIB01 - Story27: HOPE ARTICLE HOPE fs-DIAMOND THAT LONG-TIME-AGO UMM
ONE FAMILY WHO COLLECT fs-GEMS FOR MANY YEARS HAPPEN PASS-ALONG FOR MANY
YEARS TRUE-BUSINESS ONE PERSON THINK RESEARCH IX-1-s:1 #WAS STEAL THAT
DIAMOND CL"ROCK" LONG-AGO FAMILY #WAS POOR FROM QUOTE FRANCE fs:JEWEL
CL"DEBATE/PROBELMS" #SO THAT DIAMOND WAS NEVER GIVEN TO OTHER PEOPLE
PUT TO MUSEUM WITH CL"THICK GLASS CL"DESCRIBING HERE IX-1-s:S GUESS PEOPLE
LOOK WATCH THAT DIAMOND THAT DIAMOND WORTH FORTUNE SO IX-1-s:S THINK
PROBABLY SOLD TO MUSEUM THAT WORTH TWO MILLION DOLLAR NOT SURE fs-BIG
DIAMOND PRETTY DIAMOND IX-1-s:S WANT #IT IX-1-s:S
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• Signer SIC02 - Story06: BUT MY FAVORITE TEAM fs:LAKERS OF-COURSE CHAMPION++++
MANY CHAMPION++ SET-ASIDE BUT fs:DRAFT IX-1-s:1 PICK LATE LAST BOTTOM BUT
ALWAYS GOOD TRADE PICK+++ EXCELLENT ONE PLAYER TO THINK UM EXCUSE WHY
IX-1-s:2 PUSH TO fs-KOBE CL"BALL HAND-BROKEN FOREVER CL"broken WILL CL"HAND
NAMED SERIOUS CL"PAIN FOREVER NEED HURT REST BUT PLAY+++ CHAMPION WILL
CL"HAND USE CL"PROTECTION NOW-ON READ RECENT READ ARTICLE AND fs-DRAFT
BUT TRADING TODAY fs:JULY FIRST KNOW WHO FAMOUS BECOME FREE fs-AGENT TO-
DAY CL"COMMOTION" NEED TRANSFER TO fs-LAKERS SHOULD BUT fs:LAKERS CAN’T
AFFORD IX-1-s:3 MONEY LIMIT MILLION EACH-YEAR MAXIMUM fs-LAKERS LIMIT fs-CAP
FINISH COLLECT HIGH fs-KNICKS CAN AFFORD LIST-THREE CHICAGO LIST-ONE CAN
AFFORD MAYBE MIAMI CAN AFFORD BUT IX-1-s:3 BEST STAY WITH CLEVELAND BUT
COACH NOW COACH FIRED NEW COACH HIRE NEW COACH IX-1-s:4 QUIT DON’T-WANT
CL"RUMORS/DEBATES" #SO MAYBE fs:KO fs:LBJ WANT LEAVE IX-1-s:3 NOW TALK ABOUT
WHEN DEADLINE THAT GOOD QUESTION DEADLINE THAT POINT GET-CLOSER LAST
THAT IMPORTANT NEED DECIDE NOW OPEN FOR TALK REALLY NOTHING NONE DIFFER-
ENT
• Signer SIC02 - Story21: MOVIE IX-1-s:S WATCH MOVIE RECENTLY IX-1-s:1 OLD MOVIE
BUT IX-1-s:S SAW FIRST TIME NAME REALLY COOL FRIEND SEE MOVIE BIG IX-1-s:S
cl"DON’T SAY #TOO LONG IX-1-s:S TWO HOURS IX-1-s:S NOT HAVE TIME WATCH THAT
TWO HOURS THREE HOURS IX-1-s:S DO-DO+ BUSY THREE HOUR WHY LONG FOR IX-1-
s:S TO SIT ONE PLACE MOVIE WATCH 3-D IX-1-s:S NOW IX-1-s:S WISH IX-1-s:S #BACK
WISH WATCH 3-D THAT MOVIE THAT MOVIE REALLY NICE REALLY IX-1-s:1 COMPARE
AND fs-U AMERICA IX-1-s:3 HUMAN POSS-s:3 IX-1-s:3 JOIN POSS-s:2 WORLD IX-1-s:3
3:STEAL:2 POSS-s:2 BODY 3:STEAL:2 POSS-s:2 CLOTHES REALLY TALL HUMAN CL"SMALL"
CL"CHARACTER/ACTION IX-1-s:2 ZOOM JUMP LIVE IN TREE THINK SIMILAR ALMOST
SAME IX-1-s:4 AMERICA NATIVE AMERICA NATIVE HERE LIVE HERE AMERICA BRITISH
AMERICA TAKE-OVER EXPELL POSS-s:4 COUNTRY REALLY SAME SIMILAR REALLY NICE
SPECIAL fs-EFFECT CL"Flying/jumping STORY GOOD MAKE IX-1-s:S CRY SENSITIVE CON-
NECT FALL-LOVE LOVE HAVE WAR HAVE FIGHT HAVE EVERYTHING VARIETY EMOTION
IN THAT FUNNY LIST-TWO EXCITING WAR LIST-ALL CHALLENGE PLUS NATURE ALMOST
SAME fs:ABYSS WHERE CONNECTION WITH EARTH CONNECT WITH ENERGRY THAT
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NICE IX-1-s:S ENJOY THAT MOVIE IX-1-s:S WATCH SECOND TIME WILL IX-1-s:S DON’T-
MIND
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A.2 ASLSPEED2018 Survey Recruitment Flyer
Advertisement for Research Study  
Earn $40 for a one-hour appointment 





When you were a child, did you use 
American Sign Language at home? 
 
When you were a child (before age 7), did 
you use American Sign Language at school? 
 
If you answer "yes" to one of these questions, you are invited to participate in a research study at 
Rochester Institute of Technology. Participants will view animations or videos of sign language 
for one hour on a computer, and they will be paid $40 for their participation. 
 
The computer animations are of American Sign Language sentences, and participants will fill out 
a survey about whether the animations are correct and understandable. 
 
To make an appointment, please contact: 
 
 Mr. Peter Yeung, Research Assistant 
 Linguistic and Assistive Technologies Laboratory 




For general information about the project, please contact: 
 
Dr. Matt Huenerfauth, Professor 
Department of Information Sciences and Technologies 
Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) 
Email: matt.huenerfauth@rit.edu 
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A.3 ASLSPEED2018 Study Information Handout
Project Title: Generating Accurate, Understandable Sign Language Animations Based on Analysis 
of Human Signing  
 
Investigator: Matt Huenerfauth, Associate Professor, Department of Information Sciences and 
Technologies, Rochester Institute of Technology 
 
 
You are being asked to participate in a research project. This information is provided so that you can 
decide whether to participate.  
 
Nature and Purpose of the Project: The purpose of this research project is to evaluate the quality of a 
computer system that creates American Sign Language (ASL) animations.  
 
Explanation of Procedures: Today, you will be asked to look at a computer screen that will display 
animations of a 3D human character performing ASL or a video of a human performing ASL.  You will 
be asked to evaluate the understandability and grammatical-correctness of the animation.  Any computer 
devices used will be demonstrated to you ahead of time.  Your time is not expected to exceed 60 minutes.  
 
Potential Discomfort and Risks: The potential risks in this project are minimal. The various computer 
devices are not capable of causing physical harm.  
 
Potential Benefits: You will not receive any direct benefit from participating in this study.  
 
Costs/Reimbursements: You will receive $40 compensation for being in this study.  
 
Alternatives to Participation: You may decide not to participate if you wish.  
 
Termination of Participation: If for some reason you are unable to complete the survey or if there is a 
technical problem with the computer during your session, the investigator may terminate your 
participation in the study.  
 
Confidentiality: Every attempt will be made by the investigators to maintain all information collected in 
this study strictly confidential, except as may be required by court order or law. Authorized 
representatives of Rochester Institute of Technology, including members of the Institutional Review 
Board (IRB), a committee charged with protecting the rights and welfare of research subjects, may be 
provided access to research records. 
 
Withdrawal from the Project: Your participation in this research project is completely voluntary. You 
may decide to stop participating in this project at any time without penalty. You are free to leave at any 
time. Refusal to participate in this study or withdrawal from this study will have no effect on any services 
you may otherwise be entitled to.  
 
Whom to Contact with Questions: 
This project has been reviewed by the RIT Institutional Review Board. If you have any questions about 
your rights as a research participant, you may contact:  
Heather Foti, Associate Director, Office of Human Subjects Research 
Phone Number: 585-475-7673, Email: hmfsrs@rit.edu 
If you have concerns or questions about the conduct of this research project you may contact:  
Dr. Matt Huenerfauth, Associate Professor 
Department of Information Sciences and Technologies, Rochester Institute of Technology 
Departmental Phone Number: 585-475-7924 
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Name: ___________________________________________________   
Email or pager: ____________________________________________ 
1.  What is your gender? (please circle):  Male,  Female,  other: _________________ 
2.  How old are you?  ________ 
3.  Which describes you best?  hearing,  hard-of-hearing,  deaf/Deaf,  other: ______ 
4.  When did you become deaf/Deaf or hard-of-hearing?   _________ 
5.  When did you first learn ASL?  (How old were you?)  _________ 
6.  Did your parents use ASL at home?        Yes     No 
7.  Are your parents deaf?          Yes     No  
8.  Other deaf family?  Please explain: _____________________________________ 
9.  Your childhood school:   (You can circle more than one.) 
residential school for Deaf students,  
daytime school for Deaf students,  
mainstream school 
10.  In your childhood school, did you use ASL?       Yes    No 
  If you used ASL at school, how old were you?   _________ 
11.  Education: Did you graduate high school?  Yes    No 
   Did you graduate college?   Yes    No 
   Did you get a bachelor’s degree?  Yes    No 
   Did you get a graduate degree?  Yes    No 
12.  Did you ever use ASL at a college or a university?  Yes    No 
13.  What language do you use at home?    English,  ASL,  other: ___________ 
           (You can circle more than one.)  
14.  What language do you use at work/school?  English,  ASL,  other: ___________ 
           (You can circle more than one.) 
15.  Please list other connections you have to the deaf/Deaf community.  For example: husband, 
wife, sweetheart, friends, sports, clubs… 
________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________ 
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How often do you do this? 





16. Watch TV shows, movies, etc., on 
computer, laptop, tablet, or 
smartphone 
      
17. Watch video clips on the computer, 
laptop, tablet, or smartphone 
      
18. Download media files from other 
people on the computer, laptop, 
tablet, or smartphone 
      
19. Share your own media files on a 
computer, laptop, tablet, smartphone 
      
 
 
Now, the researcher will show you some 
animations and have a conversation with 
you, while taking notes.   
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After you are finished watching animations and having a conversation with 
the researcher, please answer these final questions…. 
 
 






Disagree Strongly Disagree 
20. Computer animations of sign language 
could be used to give information on a 
website. 
     
21. Computer animations of sign language 
could be used to give information in a 
public place (e.g. airport, train station). 
     
22. Computer animations of sign language 
could be used as an interpreter in a 
face-to-face meeting. 
     
23. Computer animations of sign language 
could be used as an interpreter for 
telephone relay. 
     
24. I would enjoy using computer 
animations of sign language. 
     
25. Other people would enjoy using 
computer animations of sign language. 
     
 
What did you like about the computer animations?   What should be improved? 
       _____________________________________________________________________________ 
       _____________________________________________________________________________ 
       _____________________________________________________________________________ 
       _____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Thank you! 
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A.5 ASLSPEED2018 Interview Plan and Questions
 1 
INTERVIEW CHECKLIST (Take notes during the interview.) 
 
1. INFORMED CONSENT HANDOUT 
 
2. FIRST TWO PAGES OF DEMOGRAPHIC PAPER 
 
3. You begin the interview with some warm-up questions, about whether they had seen 






4. Begin the interview by showing them the first pair of animations (new2018_... "with 
pauses and speed changes" and baseline_..."without pauses and speed changes").  Do 
not tell the participant what is different.  Just ask them to watch them, then you 
can begin by asking some general questions about what they noticed.  If they don't 
seem to notice the speed/pauses changes, then you can begin asking them some 
subtle questions to guide them to this, e.g. you can draw their attention to a specific few 
words, mention something about speed, something about pauses, etc.  This should be 
done progressively, and after they note the difference, ask them what they think.   
 
Which story did you show them first here?    1   4   9   
Note: You can rotate the order in which you show people the three stories during your 
interview sessions. Some people can see 1-4-9, other people can see 4-9-1 or 1-9-4. 
 









5. Deeper discussion about the animation – focus on the new2018_ animation here.   
Ask them to take a careful look at it.    
 
 




Ask if there are particular words they notice.   
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 2 
 




Ask them to give you a clear answer about which version they prefer, if they had to 
























Which one of the following video you like? Why?  
 
 
6. Broaden the discussion to focus on animations of ASL in general, not just this 
specific one.   
 
What types of speed or pauses would they like to see in animations like this in 
general.  Are you worried about them being too fast or too slow?  If other animations 
looked like this, would it be good?     
 
 
Are there times when they would want more robotic signing or more natural signing?   
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What do you like about computer animations, in general?   
 
 
What do you think about ASL animations?   
 
 






(As needed, you can explain that our lab is NOT trying to use these to replace 
interpreters.  The idea is that companies usually have websites in lots of languages, but 
never ASL because videos of real people are too hard to keep updated.  We're trying to 
make it easier and cheaper for companies to put ASL on websites, but a Deaf person or 
an interpreter would still need to write the message that the animation shows.  It would 
just be easier for the animation message to be updated, rather than videos of people. 
Our goal is to get websites of companies and governments around the world to have an 
ASL version, just like they have English and Spanish versions.)   
 
 
7. Broaden the discussion, to focus on speed and pauses in HUMAN signing.   
 








If they see someone who is pausing in weird places or has unusual speed changes, 
do they seem like a "beginner" signer?  Or a child?  What would they thing if this stuff 
was wrong. 







8. Now, you can show them the next pair of animations (for another story).  You can 
repeat some of the discussions in item 5 above. 
 
Which story pair did you show them second?    1   4   9   
 
While they may look at both the baseline_ animation (without pauses and speed 
changes) and the new2018_ animation (with pauses and speed changes), for your 
discussion here, you should ask them to focus on the new2018_ animation here.   
 
 
Ask them to take a careful look at it.    
 
 












Ask them to give you a clear answer about which version they prefer, if they had to 
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9. Then, you can show them the third pair of animations (for the third story.  You can 
repeat some of the discussions in item 5 above. 
 
Which story pair did you show them third?    1   4   9   
 
While they may look at both the baseline_ animation (without pauses and speed 
changes) and the new2018_ animation (with pauses and speed changes), for your 
discussion here, you should ask them to focus on the new2018_ animation here.   
 
 
Ask them to take a careful look at it.    
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 6 
Ask them to give you a clear answer about which version they prefer, if they had to 
































10. Finally, you can wind-down the interview.  You can ask about any other feedback 
they have.  You can ask them to mention something they likes and something we 






11. And then get them to sign a receipt when you pay them $40 at the end. 
Appendix B
Appendix for ASL-Speed 2020
Study
This is an appendix for Chapter 7: “Empirical Investigation ...” “ASL-Speed 2020 Information Hand-
out” are similar to appendix A.3 and “ASL-Speed 2020 Interview-Demographic-Paper-for-Participants”
is similar to A.4.
B.1 Simple of the Selected Stories
• Story1: MANY PEOPLE THEY GO CAMPING FOREST VARIOUS STATES FIRST COLORADO
SECOND WYOMING THIRD CALIFORNIA FOURTH WASHINGTON THEY SCARED WHY
BLACK BEAR BROWN BEAR IF ATTACK DO THEY THINK SHOOT BUT SCIENTISTS UNIVER-
SITY ALASKA MAKE NEW CHEMICAL DEFENSE SPECIAL RED #PEPPER SPRAY AGAINST
BEAR SHOO LAST YEAR RESEARCH EXPERIMENT SPRAY THERE RIFLE THERE COMPARE
THERE STOP BEAR ATTACK #60 PERCENT SPRAY BETTER STOP #90 PERCENT ATTACK
OTHER SCIENTISTS AFRICA MAKE SPRAY AGAINST INSECT READY WHEN NEXT YEAR
• Story2: RICE IT COST INCREASE NOW MANY COUNTRY WORRY NOT ENOUGH INDIA
EGYPT LIMIT RICE SEND OTHER COUNTRY THERE RICE IMPORTANT FOOD FOR MANY
182
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PEOPLE WORLD #3 MONTH PAST COST INCREASE DOUBLE WHY NONE RAIN RICE
DISEASE SPREAD FINISH KILL MANY PLANTS ALSO SOME FARMERS CHANGE PLANT
DIFFERENT PLANTS FRUIT VEGETABLE NOW MANY POOR PEOPLE #ASIA CANNOT BUY
GOVERNMENT WORRY PEOPLE PROTEST PEOPLE THEY GATHER HIDE RICE CHINA PRES-
IDENT #XIANG ORDER ARMY SEARCH THEM AMERICA HERE COST INCREASE #8 PER-
CENT
• Story3: #ALBERT HE UNIVERSITY STUDENT PAST HE CHILD INTEREST MANY VARIOUS
HE LIKE DANCING PIANO WATCH #DVD AND LOVE CHAT AND LEAVE WITH FRIENDS
#ALBERT MANY BOYS SAME BUT HE KNOW WANT BECOME WRITER FOR BIG NEWS-
PAPER PAST HE CHILD INFORM MOTHER HE WANT BECOME WRITER MONTH FUTURE
HE GRADUATE KNOW MUST PLAN HE READ ADVERTISEMENTS NEWSPAPER MAGAZINE
COMPUTER TEACHER PARENTS GRANDFATHER ALL ADVISE HIM YESTERDAY HE NOTICE
ADVERTISEMENT FIND PERFECT JOB
B.2 ASL-Speed 2020 Study Time Parameter Configuration
In this section of appendix B, I am presenting the different configuration used in the user study. This
configuration could be used a reference for timing values in ASL for other researchers.
• Sign Duration Parameter Configuration We are assuming that Duration is a constant
amount of time, we say X is the standard dictionary value for word.
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Table B.1: Sign duration values
Parameter V. Slow Slow Normal Fast V. Fast









































• Transition Parameter Configuration We are assuming that Transition is a constant unit of
time, we say X is the standard SSS value of 0.25.
Table B.3: Transition values










































• Pause Duration Parameter Configuration We are assuming that Pause Duration is a con-
stant unit of time, we say X is the standard SSS value of 1.
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Table B.5: Pause duration values










































• Pausing Frequency Parameter Configuration We are building a rule to select each level of
pausing frequency parameter.
Table B.7: Pausing frequency values
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• Differential Rate Parameter Configuration We are assuming that Differential Rate is a
factor that multiplies by some time, we say X is the output of the machine learning model
for Differential Rate modeling.
Table B.9: Differential rate values
Parameter V. Consistent Consistent Normal Deviant V. Deviant
Sign Duration SSS Defaults SSS Defaults SSS Defaults SSS Defaults SSS Defaults
Transition SSS Defaults SSS Defaults SSS Defaults SSS Defaults SSS Defaults
Pause Duration SSS Defaults SSS Defaults SSS Defaults SSS Defaults SSS Defaults
Differential Rate X0.25 X0.75 X X1.5 X2
Pausing SSS Defaults SSS Defaults SSS Defaults SSS Defaults SSS Defaults
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B.3 ASL-Speed 2020 Advertisement
                                           Advertisement for Research Study  
                                           Earn $40 for a one-hour appointment  




When you were a child, did you use 
American Sign Language at home? 
 
When you were a child (before age 7), did 
you use American Sign Language at school? 
 
If you answer "yes" to one of these questions, you are invited to participate in a research study at 
Rochester Institute of Technology. Participants will view animations or videos of sign language 
for one hour on a computer, and they will be paid $40 for their participation. 
 
The computer animations are of American Sign Language sentences, and participants will fill out 
a survey about whether the animations are correct and understandable. 
 
To make an appointment, please contact: 
 
 Becca Dingman, Research Assistant 
 Linguistic and Assistive Technologies Laboratory 




For general information about the project, please contact: 
 
Dr. Matt Huenerfauth, Professor 
Department of Information Sciences and Technologies 
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INTERVIEW CHECKLIST (Take notes during the interview.) 
 
1. INFORMED CONSENT HANDOUT 
 
2. FIRST TWO PAGES OF DEMOGRAPHIC PAPER 
 
3. Run the study website page1.html 
4. You begin the interview with some warm-up questions, about whether they had seen 








Move to next page (#1 Sign Duration) 
5. Begin the interview by showing them the Sign Duration set of animations and 
explain to the participants that now he\she should focus Sign Duration. In Sign 
Duration videos you can explain to the participant that the signs are all the same, and 
the only change in these videos is the duration or length of the signs. Also, you should 
tell the participants that the signs in the example image will be different that the signs 
they will see in the animations on the next screen.  (It is a different story.) 
 
Let the participants watch the videos and answer the question on the two consecutive 
pages about #1 Sign Duration. Then stop by the discussion page, and discuss with the 
participants about the following: (PLEASE TAKE NOTES HERE.) 
 












Any negative comments about the sign durations?  Did you dislike some?  Why?  













6. The show them the Transition set of animations. Explain to the participants that now 
they should focus the time that the hands move in-between signs.  Please point out 
to the participant that the signs have the same duration/width in each row, but the 
time in-between signs is different.  This time in-between signs is illustrated by the 
gradient between the rectangles representing the signs.  Let the participants watch the 
videos and answer the question on the two consecutive pages. Then stop by the 
discussion page, and ask the participants about: (PLEASE TAKE NOTES HERE.) 
 





























7. Then, show them the Pausing set of animations. Explain to the participants that now 
they should focus on some moments during signing when there is a Pause between 
signs, for example at the end of sentences or at other places. When showing them the 
drawing, you can point out that all the words, speed of words, and other details are 
identical – the only difference is that sometimes there are Pauses inserted during the 
story.  Some have more Pauses, and some have fewer Pauses.  
 
Let the participants watch the videos and answer the question on the two consecutive 
pages.  NOTE: We anticipate that participants may be slower when they are watching 
the videos for this category (Pausing) and the next category (Pause Duration) of 
videos. Because pauses are less frequent, the participant may need to spend more time 
watching the animation before they form an opinion. So, you can let them know that it is 
OK to watch these videos carefully. Also, you should give the participant some advice 
before they see the video:  You can explain to the participants that they may need to 
watch a longer portion of the video in order to see a PAUSE. 
 
When done with the questions onscreen, ask the participants some questions:  
(PLEASE TAKE NOTES HERE.) 
 
Ask them to take a careful look at the videos. Is it easy to see where the sentences 




















Any negative comments about the pauses?  Did you dislike some videos?  Why?  
 











8. Then, show them the Pause Duration set of animations. Explain to the participants 
that now they should focus on how long the pauses are between signs. In the drawing, 
you should point out that the signs, the speed of signs, and the location of Pauses is 
identical for all the rows in the drawing.  Only the length of the pauses will change.   
 
Let the participants watch the videos and answer the question on the two consecutive 
pages.  NOTE: We anticipate that participants may be slower when they are watching 
the videos for this category (Pause Duration) and the prior category (Pausing). 
Because pauses are less frequent, the participant may need to spend more time 
watching the animation before they form an opinion. So, you can let them know that it is 
OK to watch these videos carefully. Also, you should give the participant some advice 
before they see the video:  You can explain to the participants that they may need to 
watch a longer portion of the video in order to see a PAUSE.  And they can focus on 
how long the pause is.  Do they like this? 
 
Then, ask the participants and take note about the following: (PLEASE TAKE NOTES)  
 
Is the duration of pauses important?  Do they make it easier to remember chunks of 














Any negative comments about the pause duration?  Did you dislike some videos?  
Why?  
 











9. Then, show them the Differential Rate set of animations. When showing the 
participant the drawing, explain to the participants that now they should focus on the 
overall speed of signing. In the picture, everything gets faster or everything gets 
slower.  Let the participants watch the videos and answer the question on the two 
consecutive pages.   
 
Then, ask the participants and take note about: (PLEASE TAKE NOTES) 
 
Is the speed important?  Are some words or phrases easy or difficult to see?  Are some 

























Ask if there are particular words they notice are hard to see or too slow? 
















10. Rank the importance of the above five timing parameters (A. Sign Duration, B. 
Transition, C. Pausing, D. Pauses duration, E. Differential Rate) from very important 







11. Broaden the discussion to focus on animations of ASL in general, not just this 
specific one shown in this study.   
 
What types of speed would they like to see in animations like this in general.  Are you 
worried about them being too fast or too slow?  If other animations looked like this, 













































(As needed, you can explain that our lab is NOT trying to use these to replace 
interpreters.  The idea is that companies usually have websites in lots of languages, but 
never ASL because videos of real people are too hard to keep updated.  We're trying to 
make it easier and cheaper for companies to put ASL on websites, but a Deaf person or 
an interpreter would still need to write the message that the animation shows.  It would 
just be easier for the animation message to be updated, rather than videos of people. 
Our goal is to get websites of companies and governments around the world to have an 




12. Broaden the discussion, to focus on speed and pauses in HUMAN signing.   
 















If they see someone who is pausing in weird places or has unusual speed changes, 







13. Finally, you can wind-down the interview.  You can ask about any other feedback 
they have.  You can ask them to mention something they likes and something we 













This is an appendix for Chapter 8: “Investigating Acceleration Curves in ASL. In this appendix, I am
presenting my other contributions on a different project during my PhD study. These works are not
explicitly mentioned in this dissertation.
Project 1 “Gaze-guided Magnification for Individuals with Vision Impairments” published in [cw]
Abstract: Video-based eye trackers increasingly have the potential to improve on-screen magnifica-
tion for low-vision computer users. Yet, little is known about the viability of eye-tracking
hardware for gaze-guided magnification. We employed a magnification prototype to as-
sess eye tracking quality for low-vision users as they performed reading and search tasks.
We show that a high degree of tracking loss prevents current video-based eye tracking
from capturing gaze input for low-vision users. Our findings show current technologies
were not made with low vision users in mind, and we offer suggestions to improve gaze-
tracking for diverse eye input.
Project 2 “Gaze Guidance for Captioned Videos for DHH Users” published in [cv]
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Abstract: Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) technology can generate real-time captions during
classroom lectures for Deaf or Hard-of-Hearing (DHH) individuals, but the resulting ex-
perience may not be fully accessible due to errors in captions (Berke et al. 2018) or the
challenges faced when users must split their attention between the caption and other
visual information, e.g. slides displayed (Kushalnagar et al. 2010). This study focuses on
students viewing captioned videos of lectures containing an instructor and other visual
content. We investigate whether the addition of gaze guidance (brief subtle blinking
elements added to the video to draw someone’s gaze) could be used to guide the visual
attention of DHH individuals toward regions of the video where key information may be
displayed. To avoid the time-consuming work of manually identifying specific times and
locations in the video when we should guide the DHH users’ gaze away from captions,
we sought to automate this process by analyzing where hearing individuals (people who
learned English as a second language) directed their gaze when they viewed these videos.
The main contribution of this work is empirical: We have explored whether gaze guid-
ance added to educational lecture videos lead to differences in DHH user’s looking at the
non-caption region of the video or in their comprehension of the content.
Project 3 “Evaluating Sign Language Animation through Models of Eye Movements” published in [al]
Abstract: We investigate whether machine learning algorithms can be trained on eye-tracking data
from people who watch ASL animations, to predict whether the person watching the
animation judges it to be of high-quality or easy to understand. As discussed in (Huener-
fauth and Kacorri 2016), the advantage of this approach is that researchers do not need
to design comprehension questions specifically tailored to the information content of the
animations shown. Furthermore, by analyzing eye-movements rather than asking overt
questions, researchers can avoid artificially drawing participants’ attention to specific
aspects of the animation, e.g. with questions about particular facial expressions, which
could change how the participant views the animation.
Project 4 “Design and Evaluation of a User-Interface for Authoring Sentences of American Sign Lan-
guage Animation” published in [am]
Abstract: We investigate the design of a user-interface for authoring sentences or multi-sentence
messages in American Sign Language (ASL), using an animation platform at our lab that
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includes a collection of pre-built ASL signs. In this formative study, participants expressed
a preference for a “timeline” layout for arranging words to create a sentence, with a dual
view of the word-level and the sub-word “pose” level.
Project 5 “Modeling the Use of Space for Pointing in American Sign Language Animation” published
in [an]
Abstract: In ASL, signers associate items under discussion with locations around their body (McBur-
ney 2002; Meier 1990), which the signer may point to later in the discourse to refer to
these items again. For instance, if a signer were discussing a favorite book, she might
mention the title of the book once, and then point at a location in space around her body.
For the remainder of the conversation, she would not mention the title of the book again,
but instead she would point to this location in space to refer to it. In this work, we model
and predict the most natural locations for these spatial reference points (SRPs), based on
recordings of human signers’ movements. We evaluated ASL animations generated from
the model in a user-based study.
Project 6 “Evaluation of an English Word Look-Up Tool for Web-Browsing with Sign Language Video
for Deaf Readers” published in [ao]
Abstract: We have designed an interface to assist these users in reading English text on web pages;
users can click on certain marked words to view an ASL sign video in a pop-up. A user
study was conducted to evaluate this tool and compare it with web pages containing
only text, as well as pages where users can click on words and see text-definitions using
the Google Dictionary plug-in for browsers. The study assessed participants’ subjective
preference for these conditions and compared their performance in completing reading
comprehension tasks with each of these tools. We found that participants preferred having
support tools in their interface as opposed to none, but we did not measure a significant
difference in their preferences between the two support tools provided.
Appendix D
Appendix for Annotation ELAN
corpus
This is an appendix for the annotation guide used to build the ELAN version of the corpus. The
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